Role
Reversal
Artist Robert
Sherer is
creating
headaches for
censors with
his male nudes.
Sherer, they
say, has no right to paint the male
body in traditional female poses.
It's a weenie thing. Page 27
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Party On
Ru Paul will
be home in
Atlanta for New
Year's Eve.
Read about it
and other party
ideas for the last
night of '94 in
Nightmoves. Page 29
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Skandalakis chooses
conservative Christian
as policy advisor
byKCWILDMOON

Pass the pills, please
Drug use and abuse
among gay men and
lesbians continues to be
a stubborn fact of life in
Atlanta and across the
country
by ADAM J. SANK
"I've done everything," says
Jason, grinning ironically, "let's
see, I've done coke and crystal,
and X and K, acid, mushrooms—
but coke was my drug of choice—
coke and Ecstasy."
Jason, a rather handsome 28year-old marketing director is sitting with me in a courtyard outside his office talking about drugs
in the gay community. A month
ago I saw Jason at local gay club
and asked him if he'd speak to me
for an article I was writing. At the
time, he was X-ing, under the influence of Ecstasy, and he said he'd
be more than happy to impart his

drug experiences. Now, dressed in
a business suit at midday, he's just
as willing to self-disclose, yet his
mood is noticeably more somber.
"When I was in college, we
would do coke at the gay bars consistently," he says, "because.. .you
don't lose control on it. It's a control freak's drug. You don't wig
out like any other drug."
I ask Jason, who has parried
with both gay and straight groups,
if he finds drug use more prevalent in the gay community. "Absolutely," he says, "more drugs,
more often, more frequently."
Why is that, I want to know.
Jason offers that it's "escapism
.. .on the whole, I think it's just because we really fuckin' want to
party. We had some rough times
when we were young, and we
come out and we find this new
way of life, and it's just so liberal
and so free that drugs are easy to
do and easy to get."
But not so easy to handle, Jason has discovered. "There's euphoria, mere's superiority kind of,
you just feel like you're cool.. .but

[with cocaine] you can't stop, you
always want more. I worked full
time through college, and I would
be using all night and then go to
work the next day, and then I'd use
that day to get through the day, so
that I could sleep the next night."
What about sex, I ask. Was it
better on drugs for Jason? "I'm different from most people because I
don't have sex on drugs...because
one, you do stupid things like have
unprotected sex, and two, it incapacitates you...coke and X both
do, and it's harder to get a hardon."
But he knows plenty of people
that have used sex and drugs concurrently. "People [will] use drugs
during sex and it's definitely a
kicker to practice unsafe sex...at
the time, you're feeling invincible"
Jason soon found that his own
cocaine use was out of his control.
"I was definitely one of the people
that used it long enough and often enough that my social use became too intense and I had more
of an addiction. I'd go out to the
>" Continued on Page 16

Atlanta—Fulton
County Chairman Mitch
Skandalakis has added a
policy advisor with close
ties to the Christian Coalition to his staff. Josh
Kenyon comes to the
county from the Southeastern Legal Foundation, a
conservative group currently providing legal assistance for state Rep. Billy
McKinney's legal challenge to the city of
Atlanta's domestic partnership and sexual orientation ordinances. Kenyon
is now one of four policy
advisors to Skandalakis.
"Obviously [Skandalakis] is a commissioner for
the entire county," Kenyon said.
"He's got to hear the voice of everyone."
Kenyon, whose area of focus
is public works, said he doubted
he would have any say over gay
and lesbian issues in the county.
The exception to that, Kenyon
said, would be if Skandalakis
"seriously considers a domestic
partnership ordinance for the
county" which he would oppose. He added that he would
"try to get [Skandalakis] to attend a few more conservative
events."
"I'll be trying to make sure
he's got a balance between the
conservative and more moderate voices," he said. "I'll advise
him, but there's no guarantee
he'll take my advice."
The conservative newsletter
Bill Shipp's Georgia speculated
that hiring Kenyon was a calculated move aimed at shoring up
support of the state's religious
conservatives for a possible
statewide run in 1998. Kenyon
said that the Christian Coalition

Fulton County Commission
Chair Mitch Skandalakis

does have a much stronger influence in areas outside of the
metropolitan Atlanta area, but
also said that his being on the
staff is no guarantee of Coalition support.
Karen Webster, Skandalakis' chief of staff, said
Kenyon's hiring was part of the
chairman's effort "to reach out
to all the Fulton County citizens."
"[The staff] is almost like
Noah's Ark," she said. "We
have one of everything. I think
that's wise for a politician to
do."
Mary Louise Upshaw, an
open lesbian who coordinates
the Ryan White CARE Act
funds for the county, said that
Skandalakis still intends to
launch a lesbian and gay advisory panel early next year. She
said her work toward that has
been put on hold while she focuses her effort on battling the
incoming Republican Congress, which has threatened to
>»- Continued on Page 3
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Some merchants open daily; market open Fri., noon to
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Credit cards accepted by most merchants.
world of quality merchandise at great prices is yours at Georgia Antique Center & International Market.
This combination seven-days-a-week antique and gift center and weekend fiat market showcases an assemblage of200 merchants, restaurants andfurniture, jewelry, collectibles, gold, silver, Oriental rugs, pottery,
rare coins, books and more. You'llfind one of Atlanta's most varied selections of unique findings from around the
world. It's conveniently located on the 1-85 Access Road, just north of 1-285. From Atlanta, take 85 North, take
Northcrest-Pleasantdale Road Exit 36 and go north on the Access Road.
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Va.-Hi. AIDS memorial park gets city funds
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by KC WILDMOON
Atlanta—Plans for the
completion of the John Howell
Park Project have gotten an
enormous boost—the City
Council has approved expenditure of $150,000 toward renovations on the Virginia-Highland
park, which includes a memorial to those who have died of
AIDS.
The city funds—collected
from impact fees charged to
contractors working on the addition to Lenox Square mall—
must be matched dollar for dollar by the project by May 1.
"We already have half of it
raised," said volunteer project
coordinator Rick Porter. "If we
can raise $75,000 by May 1,
we'll have $300,000 and we can
finish the park."
The park is named for
neighborhood gay activist John
Howell, who died of AIDS
complications in 1988. Renovations will include new frontage
on Virginia Avenue with park
lighting, a children's playscape
in the center of the park (where
De Leon Street has already been
closed) and artwork, as well as
completion of the memorial
walk, filled with bricks purchased by community members.
"I would like really to get
the word out to the gay community that we'll be taking
brick orders like crazy," Porter
said.

*
One of several demonstrators
at Grady High

Queer Planet
protests Surgeon
Gen/s firing
KC WILDMOON

Rick Porter expects smooth completion on the John Howell Park Project.

The brick walk, a semicircle
on the Barnett Street side of the
park, has the first 500 bricks already in place.
City Councilmember Mary
Davis, who sponsored the ordinance that gave the project
the city money, said that the
completion of the park was
long overdue.
"That land was important
to me from the beginning," said
Davis, referring to the fight to
stop construction of 1-485
through the area in the early to
mid-'70s. The proposed construction left the land between

Barnett and Arcadia streets vacant, and eventually led to the
creation of the park, later
named for Howell.
"The neighborhood and
John Howell Park Project have
put together good plans,"
Davis said. "And I want to see
them out there."
Porter said he felt "very
confident" that the project
could raise the remaining
$75,000 and added that once
the monies are in place and
construction begins, he expects
the project to be completed by
1996.
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seriously gut the budgets for
Ryan White and Housing Opportunities for People With
AIDS.
"We are going to do this,"
she said. "[Skandalakis] has
put it on my agenda."
Upshaw said she hopes to
convene a meeting of those interested in serving on the panel
early next month, but she
added that the lesbian/gay
community has shown little interest.
"We've had two people volunteer to serve," she said, "and

"[The staff] is almost
like Noah's Ark/' said
Karen Webster,
Skandalakis' chief of
staff, "We have one of
everything. I think
that's wise for a
politician to do."
two people have written for
more information."
As for Kenyon, Upshaw
said the conservative, who told
Southern Voice that state Christian Coalition head Pat
Gartland is a "good friend" and

that he has performed free legal work for the Coalition, has
been "very supportive in getting the Republicans to pay attention to us to get this Ryan
White money."
Larry Pellegrini, lobbyist
for GAPAC, took a wait-andsee approach to the news of
Kenyon's hiring.
"We'll talk with him, just
like anybody else, if we have an
issue in his official domain," he
said. "As usual, we'll welcome
the opportunity to have anyone
get to know us and what we
can offer the community If he's
truly interested in doing a good
job in government, he'll welcome that opportunity too."

Atlanta—Grady High
School students on their way
out of school for the winter
holiday were greeted by five
members of the newly formed
activist group Queer Planet
on Dec. 16. The Planeteers
were protesting President
Clinton's firing of Surgeon
General Joycelyn Elders, and
handed out flyers proclaiming that "it's OK to masturbate."
"These kids, especially at
the high school level, need to
know that there's nothing to
be ashamed of about their
sexuality," said Joe de Rose.
Reaction from the students was mixed—some refused the flyers, some took
them, some were supportive
of QP's efforts, and others
shouted anti-gay epithets.
School authorities arrived on
the scene after the 20-minute
demonstration was finished
and the Planeteers were on
their way back to their cars.
Queer Planet struck again
the following day in Roswell,
with assistance from the Lesbian Avengers, Refuse & Resist and Empty the Shelters. A
dozen protesters picketed
outside the Holiday Inn on
Holcombe Bridge Road,
where Rep. Newt Gingrich
was holding his annual volunteer holiday party. Protesters handed out flyers informing the designated Speaker of
the House and his followers
that homosexuality is not a
disease.
No problems were reported at the demonstration,
although a few protesters who
attempted to enter the party
were quickly asked to leave.
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Third gay man slain in Miss.
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in Mississippi, Assistant Attorney General Deval Patrick wrote that while the
DOJ continues to monitor developments
related to the Jones County murders, DOJ
intervention is not possible on the basis
of sexual orientation.
"As you know," Patrick wrote, "there
are no federal laws providing criminal
civil rights protections on the basis of
sexual orientation, thus we would not be
able to respond on that basis. However,
in the event the investigation indicates
that existing federal laws might have
been violated, we will take appropriate
action."
"Violence against gay men and lesbians in Mississippi is an out-of-control
problem that local officials seem unable
to handle," countered Paras. "We
strongly believe that the truth of this situation has not yet been discovered and
fear that, without federal intervention,
the pattern of violence and killing will
continue."
In his letter, Patrick indicated that the
DOJ had contacted the Federal Bureau of
Investigation and the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Southern District of Mississippi. As a result of FBI intervention, lesbian and gay activists in Biloxi have been
granted police protection at the G.L.
Friendly community center.

Judge considers evidence in slayings

Chevrolet • Geo • Volkswagen • Subaru
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Washington, DC—The body of a gay
man was discovered Dec. 11 in Indianola,
Miss., just two months after the killings
of Robert Walters and Joseph Shoemake,
the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force
reported Dec. 21.
The body of Stanley King was discovered near a vacant house in Indianola,
approximately 100 miles north of Laurel,
where the bodies of Walters and
Shoemake were found. Within hours of
the discovery, the Sunflower County
sheriff's department arrested Remus
Terrell Wilson, 17, on charges of armed
robbery and murder.
The circumstances of the cases are
strikingly similar to those of the Walters
and Shoemake murders: the victim was
a gay man; Wilson, an African-American
youth, has confessed to the crime and has
tried to justify it by claiming that King
tried to rape him.
In a letter sent last week to Attorney
General Janet Reno, NGLTF executive director Melinda Paras reiterated the gay
rights group's request for an independent
Department of Justice investigation.
"From our point of view," said Paras,
"there is more going on in Mississippi
than meets the eye. It is difficult to imagine that this is merely a coincidence."
In a Nov. 30 response to previous
NGLTF requests for federal intervention

£f

Laurel, Miss.—A Jones County judge
is considering whether to allow HTV test
results from murder victims Joseph
Shoemake and Robert Walters to be admitted as evidence in the trial of a teenager accused of the slayings.
Defense attorneys for Marvin
McClendon, 17, had requested the tests
be performed. McClendon is charged
with two counts of murder in the Oct. 7
shooting deaths of'the two gay men.
The test results were opened Dec. 20
in Judge Billy J. Landrum's chambers before lawyers for the prosecution and defense. Attorneys, however, were instructed not to discuss the results.
Also on Dec. 20, Landrum denied a
prosecution request to suppress all references to sexual preference in
McClendon's trial.
The prosecution had argued to delete
references to the men's sexual preference.
But Parrish said it would be impossible
to present his defense without mentioning it.
"My client maintains that this was a
case of self-defense, that it happened as
a result of the victims' trying to force him
to have sex," Parrish said. "I can't present

an argument for self-defense without
making reference to the sexual preference
of Walters and Shoemake."
Gay rights groups Dec. 20 expressed
outrage that the victims' HIV status was
playing a role in the case.
"That the HIV status of a murder victim should be evidence 'justifying' or 'explaining' his murder is an absurd legal
concept," said Roger Coggan, director of
the Los Angeles Gay and Lesbian Services Center's Legal Services Department. "Mississippi must be operating
under their own system of justice. Circuit Judge Billy Joe Landrum never
should have allowed posthumous HIV
testing of the victims in the first place."
Said Catherine Hanssens, AIDS
project director for Lambda Legal Defense and Education Fund, Inc., "This use
of private medical information would set
a dangerous precedent not only for
people known or believed to have HIV,
but for any person with a disability that
some members of society might perceive
as dangerous or offensive."
"Justice should not hinge on the
health status, disability, or sexual identity of the victims," Hanssens said.
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Anti-gay killings 'horrific/ survey finds
New York, NY—When Roy Secord came
home last year and found that his companion had been battered and stabbed more
than 20 times, he saw firsthand the brutality which a new study says is common in
gay murders.
A study by the New York City Gay and
Lesbian Anti-Violence Project found that
nearly 60 percent of 151 anti-gay slayings
reported in 29 states involved "extraordinary and horrific violence" of a sort "fueled
by rage and hate."
While guns are used in 68 percent of all
murders in the country, only 26 percent of
anti-homosexual murderers shot their victims. Knives, baseball bats, clubs and hammers were the weapons of choice, said the
study, issued on Dec. 20.
"The level of violence in these homicides
is really gruesome," said Bea Hanson, a
spokeswoman for the antiviolence project.
"There's no reason why somebody needs to
stab somebody more than 100 times." .
Secord, 36, of New York City said at a
news conference held by the gay rights
group that he came home one day last year
to find that his companion had been stabbed
nearly 30 times by a man they had hired to
do some painting.
"He did not go down with stab wounds
alone," Secord said. "He was beaten with a
pot and an iron."
Secord said that over his objections^
prosecutors let the killer plead guilty to
manslaughter rather than face trial for murder.
"I don't feel I was given equal time as a
spouse would be given," he said.
The study defined a killing as gay- or
lesbian-related "if the victim's sexual orientation appeared to have played a role."
"These murders are only the end result
of the rampant violence we face as gay
people," said Lester Olmstead-Rose, executive director of San Francisco's Community
United Against Violence, which helped conduct the study. "What we face is terrorism—
the demand by thugs that we conform to
their personal and religious standards."
Olmstead-Rose said there were 366 antigay attacks and incidents of harassment reported in San Francisco last year. Among the
victims was 24-year-old Victor Rohana, who
in October was pinned against a wall and
shot point-blank in the chest. Rohana sur-

vived the
attack, but
his assailants have
not been
found.
A c cording to
the survey,
51 percent
of anti-gay
killings are
solved,
compared
with
65
percent for
all homicides.
Victor Rohana of San Francisco
The
study also survived a brutal assault earlier
this year.
said police
were "indifferent to gay-lesbian-related homicides"
and operated from "a blame-the-victim perspective."
Police disagreed. "There's a tremendous
amount of work that goes into these cases,"
said Armond Pelissetti, a homicide inspector for the San Francisco police. "The gay
ones don't get any less, I guarantee you. But
I don't know if that's the case elsewhere. I'm
sure there are places elsewhere that are homophobic."
Sgt. John Clifford, a New York City police spokesman, said the department "views
homicides of all persons very seriously with
a special sensitivity toward homicides committed against gays or lesbians."
The study was based on three years of
murder records, beginning in 1992. But the
anti-violence group said the figures represent only a small percentage of hate murders of lesbians and gays because information was provided by volunteer organizations covering only 29 states and the District of Columbia.
Also, anti-gay violence is underreported
because families of some victims try to keep
it quiet and police frequently refuse to give
details, the study said.
The study said it found at least eight
serial murderers preyed on homosexuals in
the United States, and six are still at large.
LARRY NEUMEISTER

AIDS housing survives budget ax
Washington, DC—The Clinton administration agreed Dec. 21 to restore funding for
an AIDS housing program in its fiscal year
1996 budget. The move to include funding
for the Housing Opportunities for Persons
With AIDS (HOPWA) program came after
intensive lobbying by the Human Rights
Campaign Fund, ACT UP and other AIDS
organizations.
"This is good news for the AIDS community, but the fight is only beginning," said
Winnie Stachelberg, senior health policy
advocate for HRCF. "Now the hard work of
convincing Congress begins."
HOPWA, a $186-million housing pro-

gram, provides grant funds to state and local governments to develop long-term, comprehensive strategies for meeting the housing needs of low-income people living with
HIV/AIDS. The program was threatened by
plans to consolidate 60 Housing and Urban
Development programs into three block
grants.
It is estimated that between 33-50% of
all people with AIDS are homeless or in danger of losing their homes. "As the AIDS epidemic continues to spread, especially in
low-income communities, it is critical that
the President's FY1996 budget reverse this
disturbing trend," Stachelberg said.
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Orom a letter to Gurry Jfonda..
My salesperson, Julie Ellis, was highly recommended to me by a friend who also enjoyed her
dealings with Ms. Ellis. Julie Ellis was professional, courteous, and very respectful of the presence of my
female life partner during the sale. Ms. Ellis could relate to me more comfortably than any other car
salesperson ever has.
I appreciated her availability at Curry Honda. During my two days of business at your dealership,
I was aware of two other same-sex couples making purchases.
Thank you once again for your dealership's stance to be gay/lesbian sensitive and for providing
quality gay personnel such as Julie Ellis.
Sincerely,
Laine Peek

Jrofessional servicefor your automotive neeos.

Julie
451-2700
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Defense protests tactics in murder case
Frankfort, KY—Nelda Chumbler was
feeding apples to horses at a McCracken
County farm with her husband and grandson when a bullet from a high-powered rifle
smashed into her chest and killed her on
Dec. 27,1990.
A hunting accident, some theorized. But
McCracken Commonwealth prosecutor
Tom Osborne had another theory.
He accused Charles Chumbler of conspiring with Michael Kariakis and Holly
Kariakis to kill his wife of barely three years.
Osborne said Michael Kariakis and
Charles Chumbler had been lovers off and
on for years. Through a nearly four-week
trial, Osborne introduced evidence of
Chumbler's other gay affairs going back two
decades, pictures of sexual devices supposedly belonging to Chumbler, and hints that
Chumbler might be accosting children.
Then there was Osborne's portrayal of
Michael Kariakis, who had changed his
name to that of a soap opera character he
admired for his lack of scruples, Kariakis'
criminal record and his boasting that he was
a "hit man" for the Greek underworld.
Defense attorneys told the Kentucky
Supreme Court on Dec. 15 that Osborne
went way too far and it was all designed to
inflame the jury into convicting the three of
plotting the murder of Nelda Chumbler.
"Needless to say, the jury was left with
a disgusting impression in its mind," said
Julie Namkin, Chumbler's attorney on appeal.
The justices were unusually quiet during the oral argument. Justice Charles
Leibson, during one question of Osborne,

said the introduction of "sordid evidence"
left him influenced as well.
"I'd have found something to convict
these people of anyway," Leibson said.
Osborne, who took the unusual step of
following the case to its appeal, said he
raised controversial issues after the defense
made the points. Osborne said the case
would have been simpler had it been an ordinary heterosexual love triangle.
"In this particular case, you have a man
murdering his wife for another person,"
Osborne said.
Nelda and Charles Chumbler actually
lived in Brandon, Fla., where she was a
schoolteacher. They were visiting her relatives near Woodville when the shooting occurred. Osborne said the plot to kill her began in 1987, when Chumbler and Kariakis
plotted that Charles would marry Nelda for
her money. After the money ran out, the plot
extended to killing her for her life insurance
and retirement benefits.
Holly Kariakis, 30, was implicated when
she bought the .270-caliber rifle Michael
used in the slaying.
Holly Kariakis and Chumbler, 56, were
convicted of complicity to commit murder.
She was given a life sentence.
Kariakis, 31, was convicted of murder.
He and Chumbler were sentenced to life
without possibility of parole for 25 years.
The Dec. 15 oral arguments were in the
Supreme Court's automatic review of
Michael Kariakis' and Chumbler's convictions and sentences.
MARK R. CHELLGREN

ALTERNATIVES Coach says lesbianism got her fired
An Outpatient Group for
Gays and Lesbians

TIME:
COST:

Mondays 6:30-8:00pm
$50.00 Per Session
Most Insurance Filed
LOCATION:
Atlanta Addictive Disease
& Psychiatric Medicine Assoc, Inc.
2150 PeachfirdRoad, Suite S
Atlanta, GA 30338

Should you be interested in
attending, please contact our
office at (404) 936-0888.
Group Leaders:
R. Michael Prudent, M.D.
and Linda S. Wilson, Ph.D.

Columbia, KY—Many volleyball and
softball players at Lindsey Wilson College
say that former coach Diana Chalfant's personal life was never an issue for them. They
are expressing outrage at Chalfant's firing,
which she says was because she is a lesbian.
"Number one, she never told any of us
she was a lesbian or ever commented on it.
It was not an issue," said Melissa Schultz,
19, a sophomore volleyball player from
Campbell County. "It didn't matter. It
wasn't an issue. ...If they did fire her because she's a lesbian, that's just not right."
Chalfant was preparing the women's
softball team for its first fast-pitch season
this spring when she was fired Dec. 9 by Ray
Wells, athletic director of the private liberalarts college, which is affiliated with the
United Methodist Church.
"When we found out, we were shocked
that this could happen," said Sonya Mouser,
19, a freshman from Nelson County.
According to Chalfant, Wells told her he
didn't like her handling of the volleyball
program, although the team had just finished a winning season. The team, in just
its second year, compiled a 24-13 record after going 9-15 the previous season under a

different coach.
Wells also said there had been "some
lesbian incidents," Chalfant said.
Chalfant, 30, acknowledges being a lesbian but said she was not open about it on
campus and never made advances toward
any of her players.
Wells and college President John B.
Begley declined to talk about Chalfant's firing. They cited a school policy that forbids
publicly discussing personnel matters.
"She was a fine coach," Begley said. "All
personnel decisions are hard to make, and
it was particularly hard with Diana."
Begley said the school must follow the
lead of the church, including its social principles.
Chalfant said Wells fired her after first
asking her to resign quietly. When she asked
for a detailed explanation, he wouldn't give
one, she said.
"It was, 'Get off campus, get your stuff
out of your office, and we don't want to see
you,'" Chalfant said. "It was awful."
Kentucky has no state law prohibiting
discrimination based on sexual orientation.
Nonetheless, Chalfant said she wants to sue.
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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AROUND THE SOUTHEAST
Gay TV Show Calls It Quits: "One in 10 People," an award-winning monthly
cable program aimed at gay men and lesbians in northern Virginia, suburban Maryland
and the District of Columbia, will end a two-year run that featured such headliners as
Lily Tomlin and Jonathan Demme, the show's producer said. The show is produced by
volunteers at Channel 10, Fairfax County's public access station. It won numerous awards
and became the nation's most widely distributed gay cable program, said producer and
creator Pearson Brown.
Brown said she decided to end the show
in order to pursue a
film career. "I wanted
to get out while everything was still exciting," she said. "My
goal was to put out a
high-quality show
which would represent
the gay community accurately and show
them as accomplished
and productive members of society. It was
like 'Entertainment Tonight' with a gay
Co-hosts Joe LJberatore and Judy Hittman
slant." The final epion the set of 'One in 10 People.'
sode of "One in 10
People" airs this month.
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Confessed Killer Says Roommate Not One Of His Victims: Gary
Ray Bowles, the man authorities say confessed to killing six gay men, including one in
Atlanta and another in Savannah, has been charged with the first-degree slaying of his
roommate, Walter Jammell Hinton, in Jacksonville, Fla. Bowles, however, pleaded innocent through his attorney Dec. 13 in Duval Circuit Court, said prosecutor Tom Bishop.
Bowles made the FBI's 10 most wanted list last month just before his arrest in Jacksonville. Bowles has been charged with fleeing prosecution after being charged with strangling a 72-year-old disabled veteran in Savannah, and has also been charged with murder in the strangling of a 39-year-old loan processor in Silver Spring, Md., and the death
of a 37-year-old Hilliard, Fla., man. Authorities said he has confessed to murders in Atlanta and Daytona Beach but has not been charged.
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Charlotte Film Series Announces Schedule: The Charlotte Lesbian and
Gay Film Series has announced the schedule for its fifth season, with monthly films beginning Jan. 19 and running thru June. Scheduled films include "Sex Is...," "Confirmed
Bachelor," "Fear of Disclosure," and Central Park" (Jan. 19); "Death in Venice, California" and "Lesbian Avengers Eat Fire Too" (Feb. 24); "Out: Stories of Gay and Lesbian
Youth" and "Thick Lips/Thin Lips" (March 16); "One Nation Under God" and "Greetings From Africa" (April 7); "World and Time Enough" (May 18); "Sis: The Perry Watkins
Story" (June 15); and "Closing Numbers" 0une 16). All films will be shown at the Spirit
Square Center for the Arts at 8 p.m. Ticket price is $5, except the June 16 showing, to be
held at Park Terrace at 11 p.m. Season tickets are $25, available by sending a check to 428
Park Ave., Charlotte, NC 28203. For more information, call (704) 334-5089.

'White Party' Raises $300,000 For Miami AIDS Group: Over 2,500
people turned out for Miami's 10th annual White Party, held at the Vrzcaya Museum on
Nov. 27. The event, sponsored by Absolut Vodka, raised more than $300,000 for Health
Crisis Network, a not-for-profit organization that provides counseling, education and
support to people with AIDS in South Florida. The annual party, attended by guests dressed
all in white, has become the centerpiece of a week that draws some 30,000 visitors to
Miami. "Beyond raising much-needed financial support, the White Party brings the community together in a way that fosters a spirit of hope," said Arthur Shapiro, executive
vice president of marketing for the House of Seagram, importers of Absolut Vodka. Ruth
Hamilton, director of development for Health Crisis Network, said, "We are so grateful
to Seagram for its support of our fight against AIDS in South Florida."

Fort Lauderdale Plans Protest Of Pat Robertson: An open community
meeting will be held next week in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., to plan a demonstration against
the upcoming "Reclaiming America for Christ" conference. The second annual conference, sponsored by Dr. D. James Kennedy and the Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church, will
feature Rev. Pat Robertson as keynote speaker. "We must put out the truth that no one has
an exclusive lock on America or being American," said Dennis Delta, president of Gays
United to Attack Repression and Discrimination. The community meeting is slated for
Monday, Jan. 9, at 7:30 at the Sunshine Cathedral MCC in Fort Lauderdale. For more
information call (305) 570-5791.
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Anti-gay activity rising, report says
Washington, DC—Political and community leaders continued to crack down on
gay men and lesbians last year as an antigay campaign spread across America, says
a report by the liberal advocacy group
People for the American Way.
"While most attention has focused on
two statewide anti-gay ballot initiatives in
Oregon and Idaho, a growing anti-gay campaign is gaining ground all across
America," said Arthur J. Kropp, president
of People for the American Way.
The organization's report, entitled
"Hostile Climate," documents 134 incidents of what it termed anti-gay activity in
37 states and the District of Columbia. The
group counted statewide anti-gay ballot
initiatives, federal or state legislative
battles, court decisions, local ordinances,
education-related activity, censorship and
miscellaneous incidents related to public
policy.
They ranged from the introduction of
14 anti-gay bills in the Kentucky General
Assembly to the cancellation of "Tootsie
Day"—when boys dress as girls and vice
versa—at a high school in Apopka, Fla.
In Boulder, Colo., several school principals canceled performances of a play
about censorship, "Don't Read This."
In Georgia and Oklahoma, the state legislatures took punitive actions against public broadcasting stations for showing
"Armistead Maupin's Tales of the City,"
which featured gay characters.
And in at least two states, well funded
lobbying efforts prevented passage of leg-

islation recognizing same-sex domestic
partners or offering protection for gays
against hate crimes or discrimination.
"Popular hate-filled rhetoric commonly
used by religious right leaders is breathing
life into a broad range of anti-gay policies
and personal attacks," Kropp said in a
statement. "The result is a political and social climate hostile to the principles of justice and fairness that safeguard every
American."
The same report one year ago found
evidence of 132 anti-gay incidents in 41
states and the District of Columbia.
KIM I. MILLS
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Kansas City, MO—Faith in free speech
is being put to the test among members of
a coalition who believe Rev. Fred Phelps
has stretched the limits with his verbal attacks on gay men and lesbians.
"The message of love will be stronger
than the message of hate," said Ginger
Ashmore, one of the coalition leaders who
met Nov. 26 to discuss ways to reply to
Phelps, whose small Baptist congregation
consists mainly of family members.
The catalyst for the meeting was
Phelps' recent verbal attack on poet Maya
Angelou, who is well-known for her civil
rights work, which has included standing
up for gay rights. Angelou, whose car was
surrounded by Phelps supporters after an
appearance in Topeka recently, canceled a
speech at Emporia State University after
she was shouted at by the group.
The coalition claims more than 70
groups as members. Their first step was to
send an open letter to Angelou, urging her
to come back to Kansas.
"This behavior is an outrage and an embarrassment to our community," the letter
said. "The actions in Topeka resulting in a
lost opportunity for students at Emporia
State to hear your message is inexcusable
and will not be ignored."
Coalition members conceded that no

organized support has emerged against
Phelps out of the fear that Phelps will target homes and businesses for his demonstration.
"How about all of us who believe in acceptance—why aren't we out there with
our signs?" Ashmore asked.
Others urged a massive letter-writing
campaign to Angelou in an attempt to draw
media interest to the group's message.
"He inspires his followers to vicious
acts," said Karen Pearson of the Kansas
chapter of the National Organization for
Women. "We are not here to stop Mr.
Phelps, neither will we remain silent should
he choose to continue to spread his vicious
words of hate."
Throughout the two-hour meeting, the
group of about 50 people continually
wrestled with the free speech question as
Emporia State students in the audience said
Angelou has agreed to come back sometime
next spring.
"We consider it a blessing in disguise
because Maya Angelou agreed to come
back," student Connie Dudgeon said of the
Topeka incident. "We are not about limiting the free speech and assembly rights of
the Phelps family. That is not the answer."
CRAIG HORST
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AROUND THE NATION
Congressman, Activists Hurl Drinks: Rep. Steve Gunderson (R-Wis.) got
into an altercation with D.C. activists Michael Petrelis and Steve Michael on Dec. 17 over
the congressman's refusal to sponsor the Employment Non-Discrimination Act and the
AIDS Cure Act. During the fray, Michael
dumped a glass of beer on Gunderson's head
and Gunderson flung a cocktail at Petrelis, who
had poured a Coca-Cola on Gunderson's head
at a gay bar in 1991. The latest incident occurred
at the Green Lantern, an S/M bar in Washington, D.C. Gunderson has spoken openly about
longtime companion Rob Morris but has never
said openly that he is gay. "If he is not going to
use his political power to advance responsible
gay and AIDS bills in the House, then he should
not expect a friendly reception when patronizing gay establishments," said Petrelis.

Police Investigate Murder Of
Transvestite: Police investigating the
death of a transvestite who was married to a
Washington state sailor have said they are unsure whether the victim's gender identity was
a factor in the killing. Navy Petty Officer Steven
Ladwig found the body of Terrie Ladwig—also
known as Larry Earl Thompson—in their ConAll wet? Rep. Steve Gunderson got in a drink
cord, Calif., apartment after returning from a
fight at a D.C gay bat
tour of duty aboard the USS Parche. He is not a
suspect in the killing, police said. Ladwig said the pair had dated for about four months
before he discovered his partner was a man. "I was kind of confused, but I wasn't upset,"
he said. "I consider her full female. I'm not gay. I don't feel that way. It wasn't really a
sexual relation. We were friends. I was lonely, she was lonely. Mostly we enjoyed each
other's company." Military officials are investigating the incident, including Steven Ladwig's
sexuality. The investigation could take some time because officials are unsure if Ladwig
falls under the military's anti-gay "don't ask, don't tell" policy.
Former N.H. State Rep. Hospitalized With AIDS: Former New Hampshire state Rep. Alphonse Plourde, active in HIV/AIDS issues while in the legislature, has
been hospitalized with AIDS-related complications. Plourde was admitted Dec. 6 in serious condition, but is improving and was expected to be released last week. He said he had
not previously admitted having AIDS because he "didn't want to be a single-issue candidate. I never planned to keep it a secret," he said. "Sometimes it's almost like living a lie.
It's far more comfortable to be in the open with things like this." Plourde, former chair of a
22-member legislative task force on AIDS, lost his reelection bid in November. His defeat
was blamed partly on his move into a more conservative district and partly on being too ill
to campaign.
Man Plea-Bargains In Anti-Lesbian Attacks: Gilberto Arrendondo,
charged with hate crimes in assaults on two lesbians in Salt Lake City, pleaded guilty Dec.
12 to reduced charges as part of a plea-bargain arrangement. Arrendondo was charged
with assaulting Cecilia Rinehart, whom he said flirted with his wife, in April and an October assault on Rinehart and Rose Padilla. Arrendondo pleaded guilty to third-degree felony
aggravated assault and misdemeanor assault, in exchange for dismissal of several other
charges. Padilla said she was disappointed that Arrendondo ducked the hate-crime conviction. "A lot of people in this state get hurt because of their sexual origin," she said. "I
live with a woman who is a lesbian, and Mr. Arrendondo didn't like that fact. He hurt me
and the woman I love." Arrendondo is the first person in Salt Lake County to be charged
with a hate crime.

Olympia, Wash., Passes Domestic Partner Ordinance: The Olympia. Wash., City Council has extended benefits to the domestic partners of city employees,
effective in January. Passage of the ordinance came after nearly two years of research, and
little opposition was heard during public hearings on Nov. 15. The state Christian Coalition chapter, headquartered in Olympia, has not presented an organized response to the
ordinance. Olympia Mayor Bob Jacobs said that the move was a matter of common sense.
"We are providing these benefits under the same rationale that we provide benefits for a
spouse or children—that is to relieve a burden of stress off the employee who must be
concerned about members of the household," he told the Seattle Gay News.
San Francisco Gets Transgendered Rights: The San Francisco Board of
Supervisors voted unanimously on Dec. 12 to add a provision to the city's human rights
ordinance to ban discrimination based on gender identity in housing, public businesses,
employment and social services. The move came after the city's Human Rights Commission released a report on discrimination against transgendered people and recommended
the clause.
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Here junior, here junior
by CHRIS CASH
It's standard practice among
gay men and lesbians to refer to
their pets as their "children." I
hear it almost daily. Drop in on
any Sunday brunch or Saturday
night dinner party and when discussion turns to things domestic,
you will hear the "parents" wax
fondly and forever about the latest poop on their cats, dogs or
whatever.
Straight folks are guilty of the
same but the level of devotion
doesn't compare to that of gay
folks. Of course, that's because
most straight people have children so they know better than to
equate the two. However, I have
heard childless heterosexuals go
on and on about the precious
things Pooky did with his catnip
so they are not completely innocent.

It's more than a
stretch to assume that
pets and children are
one and the same.
If you are a parent,
as some of my closest
friends are, this
comparison is
particularly irritating.
I have found that this phenomenon cuts across gender lines
as well, something rather rare in
our community. Men and women
both turn mawkishly maternal
when it comes to their "babies." I
suppose this is understandable.
Pets are dependent and quite cute,
so there are some similarities between young human beings and
small animals. And both are
prone to chew things up from
time to time. But it's more than a
stretch to assume that pets and
children are one and the same. If
you are a parent, as some of my
closest friends are, this comparison is particularly irritating.
I am a co-parent myself. He's
15 and doesn't live with us fulltime, so I have been denied a lot
of the pleasures and the pains of
raising him from babyhood. I do
know, however, that parenting of
people requires a helluva lot more
than an occasional trip to the vet
for shots and abscess lancing and
trips to the pet store to shop for
goodies. I am a godparent too, a
responsibility I do not take lightly,
and just that one night a week

visit is enough for me to forever
refrain from comparing the raising of children to the caretaking
of pet animals.
Gay men and lesbians who
are parents, you might note at
your next brunch or dinner party,
do not refer to their pets as children. They know too well the differences. I have three dogs myself
and never have I had to haul diapers, a change of clothes, a bottle
of milk, a bottle of juice, three
toys, a teething ring, teething
medicine, a car seat and a stroller
to go for a walk in the park. No,
all Fido requires is her leash and,
if I'm in the mood, her favorite
frisbee. My two cats, although
moody in their own way, have
never had to be rocked all night
to soothe their upset tummies.
And I doubt I will ever have to
discuss sex, drugs and death with
any of them. They don't talk back
either which many people find
calming but I find tremendously
boring. A good conversation with
an angst-ridden teenager makes
my day but I know I'm an exception there.
It's sad but true that in our
community children are most often referred to as "rug rats" and
"curtain climbers." While there
always seems to be room for
Fluffy at the table, a child is seen
as merely a nuisance. Gay and lesbian parents are very aware of this
and pick their friends accordingly
— mostly other parents. Children
are yet another thing that divide
us along with all the other differences that are too long to list here.
Someone told me recently that
she prefers the company of animals to humans. "Animals are so
much higher evolved," she explained, very pleased with this
profound insight. Hello, I said. On
what level are they more evolved
—emotionally, intellectually,
spiritually? My question angered
her, and she mumbled something
about how far I had to go on the
evolutionary scale as she stomped
off. As I think about it, maybe she
had a point.

Gay money,
straight money
All of us here at E.D.'s Gourmet Records felt we should write
to you regarding the December
22nd issue's article on the new gay
and lesbian music section at
Tower Records. We are thrilled
that a mainstream music store is
progressive enough to include a
gay and lesbian section and we
respect them for doing so, but let's
face it —it is 1994 and only recently has it become politically
correct enough for these large corporate retail stores to extend our
community this "favor."
But right here in Midtown we
have had two gay-owned and operated music stores, E.D.s and Let
The Music Play, that have been
serving our community for well
over five years. And thanks to the
primarily gay and lesbian support, we are still going strong.
It's about time that corporate
America is beginning to respect
our community as a force in the
economy, but let's not delude ourselves into believing that if the
political climate changes for the
worse these large companies will
stand behind us with continued
support. That's where stores like
ours come in — we are actively
involved in community activities
and issues not because it is the
"94" thing to do, but because we
are part of it ourselves.
We all have a choice about
where to spend our hard-earned
-money, but doesn't it make sense
to keep it in our community?

Stop whining
While sipping my morning
coffee I was reading the latest
copy of Southern Voice. Of particular interest was the editorial
and a letter about the Republican
landslide.
I have a simple message for
the editors and readers — stop
crying and stop whining about the
election. The Democrats lost and
the Republicans won. Deal with
it!
Instead of bitching about the
Republicans, why don't you find
a way to start working with them?
Most are right wing jerks but there
are a few reasonable Republicans,
we should be looking to work
with.
The bottom line is that we
must deal with the political facts
as they are not as we wish them
to be.
America is a two-party country, when are gays going to be a
two-party constituency?
L.F. Fremont
Atlanta

Sincerely,
Eric Lopez, owner
E.D.'s Gourmet Records
$>
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AS I SEE IT
by KAREN SHOFFNER

Lesbian
trappings

As I See It features
gay and lesbian writers
from across the USA

According to my friend's I lack
some of the trappings of lesbianism. I own neither a cat nor a
leather jacket. An allergy to animal
hair helps explain my cat-less
state. As for a leather jacket, well,
I'm simply not the leather jacket
type. I have a vigorous imagination, but still, I have a hard time
picturing myself in the sort of
leather get-up that seems to be de
rigueur among some lesbians. I'm
not a vegetarian and don't see a
conversion to that dietary regimen
on the horizon.
I'm not into goddess worship.
In fact I worship no deities. (Jodie
Foster and Emma Thompson are
possible exceptions.) Surrendering
myself to any Higher Power is a
notion I don't wish to contemplate.
I used to see a therapist, but I
can't afford her anymore. It's just
as well. Her tendency to reduce
my life to psychobabble and to ask
me things like, "How does that
anger feel?" was maddening. I
knew it was safe to be weaned
when, during one of our last sessions, I laughed at her for a good
five minutes. She had just said
something ridiculous. Laughter
was the only response.
As if that wasn't enough to put
my lesbian status in jeopardy,
someone recently criticized me for
not having enough "women's energy." Huh?
Let me set the scene. I work
part-time in a feminist bookstore.

Picture me sitting behind the
counter — jewelry case on the left
of me, cash register to the right of
me — counting the minutes to the
end of another work day. Picture
a lovely, dark-haired woman
walking up to the counter and asking, "What's there to do in
Northampton?" I might have finessed a date with her at this
point, but I'm not that smooth so I
remained in helpful sales clerk
mode. I asked what she had in
mind, "Oh, something lesbian,"
was her vague reply. I suggested
a few things, none of which
seemed to catch her fancy.
As it turned out, she was more
interested in telling me the purpose of her Northampton visit was
two-fold: to get in touch again
with that time 10 or 12 years ago
when she first came out at U Mass
and to let go of a relationship. Her
account of her coming out was remarkable in its detail. For example, she wore a slinky, red disco
dress to her first gay and lesbian
dance. She told me more about
that time than I have space for, so
I'll move on.
I asked her what she meant by
"letting go" of a relationship. She
said that she'd brought all the love
letters and other trinkets from her
ex and that she was going to let
them go. I looked perplexed, so
she explained, "I'm going to find
a fireplace, do a ritual and burn
them." I didn't know how to re-

spond. I took out a map of
Northampton to show her places
to hang out (and perhaps burn
things). I pointed out a lesbianowned restaurant. This prompted
her to rhapsodize about a dykeowned restaurant from her coming out days in the happy Valley.
She said that that particular eatery
didn't allow men, a fact she
seemed quite pleased with. I mentioned a dyke-owned restaurant
that existed in Northampton in the
'70's. My friend,) Lori had read
about it in a lesbian separatist
newsletter and had told me about
it, I can't remember its name, but
it was a vegetarian/ no sugar establishment where, if one was uncomfortable paying for one's meal,
one didn't have to. Surprisingly
enough, that unusual and financially suicidal policy wasn't what
put them out of business. The
story goes that someone, perhaps
a disgruntled employee, smuggled
meat and sugar into the restaurant
causing an uproar which somehow precipitated its closing.
I found, and still find, the incident terrifically funny. I laughed
telling the dark-haired woman the
story. (Maybe it wasn't sisterly of
me to laugh, but life is difficult and
short enough without laughing.)
She forced a smile and said, in
a prissy school teacher tone, "I see
you didn't bring very much
women's energy with you to work
today."

This sent me into another fit of
laughter. I said, "Women's energy?
What's that?"
"You don't know what
women's energy is?" she asked,
incredulous.
Alas, I'm still in the dark about
women's energy. The woman beat
a hasty retreat soon after our exchange without giving me an answer. Is it something to do with
estrogen, this women's energy?
Is it non-hierarcichal, matriarcical, nurturing? Was I suffering women's energy deficiency
when I laughed at my therapist?
Did that woman find a fireplace?
Another woman friend of
mine, who has a cynical turn of
mind, suggested that the women's
energy the bookstore customer
talked about was of the sort that
numbs critical thought and demands allegiance to absurdities
simply because lesbians are involved. If there is such a thing as
women's energy, I'd like to think
that it is more positive then that.
So. I don't have some of the
typical lesbian accoutrements and
I don't have the requisite amount
of women's energy. Ain't I a lesbian?

Karen Shoffner lives in
Northampton, Mass. and is a regular
contributor to Metroline.

OPINION

Miracles in our hands
by DANNY INGRAM
A friend who is a nurse at
Piedmont Hospital told me a
story about one of his patients
who was in the final stages of an
AIDS-related illness. The patient
had lost his ability to speak so he
communicated with the staff using a pad of paper and pencil.
The nurse stopped by the:
patient's room during the last:
hours of the man's life. There
was nothing more that could be
done for the patient All medical
expertise had been exhausted.
The nurse asked if there was anything he could do. The patient
responded by writing the two
simple words "hold hand". The
nurse sat with the patient and
held his hand until the young
man left this life a short time
later. Sharing that transition was
one of the most powerful experiences in my friend's life, and
the little piece of paper will always be one of his most prized
possessions.
AIDS is a deeply challenging

illness. As if the devastation of
one's body were not enough, the
stigma of the disease often leads
to profound emotional trauma as
well It is difficult to ignore the
painful rejection that is so often
a part of the journey. To reach out
as a volunteer to^persons living
with this disease is to invite into
your own life a tremendous
amount of frustration, sorrow
arid brokenness.
It is also to open your life to
the wonder of miracles.
Many religious traditions embrace a belief in the power of
healing. I never believed much in
healing or miracles. lhad no need
for such beliefs in my life I had
never encountered anything in
my life over which I could not
maintain Some degree of control.
AIDS changed that for me. AIDS
took me to places of pain and
helplessness that were so spiritually desolate that there was no
way for me to pull myself from
the despair. But in the midst of
that terrible brokenness, hands of
compassion reached out to and I

experienced for the first time the
miracle of healing.
One night I sat in a busy hospital emergency room with my
partner who was in pain. The
nurses were very busy and there
was only one doctor on duty. After a long wait the doctor came
over. He performed a number of
tests and finally admitted he
couldn't make a diagnosis. I
could see the frustration in the
doctor's face, a look I had seen
too often. Doctors like to heal
people, and are not accustomed
to their own helplessness.
The doctor apologized and
asked if there was anything else
he could do. My partner whispered, "I'm really thirsty^. The
doctor went to get a glass of water, and he gave it to my friend,
something he could have gotten
a nurse to do. But he did it himself. He did it himself. The tiny
miracle of that busy, frustrated
doctor's compassion provided
perhaps more healing than any
medical skill could ever achieve.
We are healing to one an-

other. I have experienced this
simple miracle over and over
again. In our own hands we possess the ability to heal the broken
spirit, to bring wholeness back
into the lives of the wounded
heart.
Each of us has the power to
help bring miracles into the:
world. Sometimes in the lives of
others. Sometimes in our own
lives. And sometimes it becomes
difficult to tell who is really receiving the healing—the person
who is ill or the person who is
reaching out to help.
I do not have AIDS, yet I am
apersonliving with AIDS. Idon't
have a life-threatening disease,
yet I have received more healing
than I ever knew I needed—than
I ever knew was possible. But
then"possibility" doesn'tmatter
much to me anymore. Because I
believe in miracles.
Danny Ingram is the coordinator of AIDS Outreach Ministries at:
the Catholic Shrine of the Immaculate Conception.

Second hand woes
What idiot wrote your front
page Christmas shopping article?
(SoVo, Dec. 8,1994) It's enough to
put up with heterosexual stereotyping of gays and lesbians. It is
more than I can bear to read that
gay men buy designer clothes and
lesbians buy second hand clothing
at thrift stores. I guess they splurge
on the Doc Martens.
You owe all of us an apology.
Ms. Leslie Bian
a non downwardly
mobile lesbian
Editor's note: The idiot is Adam
Sank, and we do apologize for implying that lesbians only buy second
hand clothes. Adam, however, says he
frequents thrift stores and would recommend them to anyone.
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Dentist who won't treat AIDS patients
faces lawsuits
Portland, ME—A Bangor dentist who is
being sued for his refusal to treat patients
with AIDS and HIV denies that his policy
was motivated by prejudice against homosexuals.
Dr. Randon Bragdon, who maintains
that patients with infectious diseases cannot be treated safely in a dentist's office,
faces lawsuits under both the Maine Human
Rights Act and the federal Americans With
Disabilities Act.
Bragdon says HIV can spread in ways
yet unrecognized and that policymakers are
taking the wrong approach by treating the
epidemic as a political issue rather than a
medical issue.
"Dr. Bragdon's political thinking and
science is way outside the mainstream," responds attorney Bennett Klein, who is handling both court cases on behalf of the Boston-based AIDS Law Project of Gay and
Lesbian Advocates and Defenders.
A lawsuit was filed against Bragdon in
state court early last year by the Maine Human Rights Commission and the estate of a
Brewer man, identified in the complaint as
John Doe, who died of AIDS on in 1992.

Doe's complaint said he called
Bragdon's office in 1991 forroot canal treatment only to be told of the policy against
treating anyone with HIV or other infectious
diseases.
Doe went to the Maine Human Rights
Commission, which concluded that
Bragdon, as owner of a "public accommodation," had discriminated against Doe.
Sidney Abbott, also of Brewer, filed her
lawsuit Dec. 1 in U.S. District Court. The suit
said that when Abbott told Bragdon that she
had HTV, he said he would treat her in a
hospital operating room and that she would
have to pay the hospital's fee.
Klein says writings by Bragdon about
HTV and AIDS demonstrate that his policy
"is strongly colored by nothing more than
pure prejudice towards gay men and other
people infected by HIV."
Bragdon responds that his practice includes gay men and lesbians and that he is
doing what he knows is right.
"People who want to treat this as a disease are not homophobes," he says.
ASSOCIATED PRESS

PWA argues in court for medicinal marijuana
La Plata, MD—A Charles County
dairy farmer went to court Dec. 19 to argue that he needs marijuana to help fight
the effects of HIV.
Jerome Mensch, 43, was arrested in
November 1993 for marijuana possession.
At the time, he told officers he needed the
drug to combat nausea and weight loss
associated with his illness.
In order to be allowed to use the defense, Mehsch's attorney, Andrew
Dansicker, said he must prove that
Mensch's life is at risk, that there were no
reasonable alternatives and that the use
is not disproportionate to his medical
needs. Dansicker planned to have several
medical professionals testify on the effectiveness of marijuana.
Dansicker said the case most likely
will be tried in March.
According to court papers, Mensch
started using AZT in 1987 after he was
diagnosed as being infected with HTV The
AZT began losing its effectiveness in 1992,
when Mensch started to suffer from bouts
of numbness, diarrhea, nausea and fatigue, according to a memo Dansicker
submitted to the judge.

Mensch said he began using marijuana in 1992, which eliminated nausea,
helped him regain weight and allowed
him to return to working on his farm 15
hours a day.
While attorneys say the defense is the
first in the state, it has been used successfully elsewhere.
Robert Randall, president of the Alliance for Cannabis Therapeutics, a Washington-based patients rights group, said
35 states have passed laws recognizing
the beneficial effects of marijuana use for
cancer and glaucoma patients.
Dr. Donald Abrams, a professor at the
University of California at San Francisco,
said thathe has been trying for two years
to win federal approval to launch a study
of marijuana's effects on AIDS patients.
"There's a lot of anecdotal information, but it's never definitively been studied," he said.
Abrams said he learned earlier this
month that his most recent request was
rejected by the National Institute of Drug
Abuse.
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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HEALTH NEWS
Kaposi's Sarcoma Linked
To Herpes Virus: Kaposi's sarcoma (KS), the cancer that afflicts more
than a fourth of all gay men with AIDS,
may be related to a herpes virus, researchers reported Dec. 15. Led by a
husband-and-wife team at Columbia
University, the researchers report that
unique DNA sequences, or fragments
of genes, were isolated from tissues of
Kaposi's sarcoma lesions taken from
AIDS patients and that the gene material may be from a previously unknown human herpes virus.
"The DNA sequences we found
contain portions of at least three different genes that are unique to herpes
virus," said Dr. Yuan Chang. "The evidence strongly suggests-that these
DNA sequences belong to a new
herpes sequence, but additional tests
are needed to confirm it." The new
findings raise the possibility that the
virus is the cause, or at least a contribuDt Robert Gollo said the findings could mark "a
tor, to the cancer.
major advance" in the light against KS.
Laboratories all over the world
have been trying to determine if KS is caused by some infectious agent. Other viruses or
bacteria have been suggested in the past, but were never confirmed.
"It's really good work, and it could be a substantial advance," said Dr. Robert Gallo of
the National Institutes of Health. "But I have major questions." Gallo and other researchers
suggest more proof is needed of the precise role of virus in KS.
Chang and Moore said they plan to test for the virus in tissue from patients with the
slow-growth form of KS not associated with AIDS. If the virus is found there, it would
support the suggestion that the virus causes KS.
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Addiction doesn't discriminate,
treatment shouldn't either.
Chemical Dependency
• Sexual Addiction
4

Eating Disorders

i
i
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Nicotine Dependency
Inpatient
• Partial
Outpatient

Doctors' Ability To Read Mammograms Varies: Doctors who specialize
in reading x-rays vary widely in their ability to spot cancer on mammograms, a study
conducted at the Yale Medical School shows. The new study confirms widely held suspicions that specialists' competence to read these x-rays is not uniformly high.
The study asked 10 community radiologists to look at 150 mammograms, describe what
they saw and give their recommendations. All of the doctors came to the same conclusion
in just 10 cases. The study found a surprising variability in the doctors' ability to see worrisome signs. Overall, they urged further tests to get a definite answer in 87 percent of the
women who actually had cancer.
There were major disagreements among doctors in how to handle 25 percent of the
patients. These including such disparities as one doctor recommending a biopsy while
another suggests routine follow-up. Five months later, the researchers shuffled the
mammogram films and asked the radiologists to check them again. The doctors disagreed
with their earlier assessments 16 percent of the time.
Drug For AIDS-Related Diarrhea 'Disappointing': Clinical trials of a
new drug designed to stop diarrhea in advanced AIDS patients have been disappointing
for a Portland biotechnology firm. The clinical trials have concluded that the milk-based
antibody product from ImmuCell Corp. didn't significantly reduce diarrhea, but did lower
the number of parasites.
"Unfortunately, there was an assumption that if you knock out the parasite, then the
diarrhea would go away. But that didn't happen," said Michael Brigham, ImmuCell's chief
financial officer. Success in the clinical trials would have resulted in a milestone $1.2 million payment for marketing rights from IrrtmuCell's partner, Univax Biologies Inc.

Volunteers Line Up For AIDS Vaccine Trials: Heterosexual male drug
users in Thailand and gay men in Brazil will be the key volunteers of the first major human
tests of two AIDS vaccines, the chief of the U.N. AIDS program said Dec. 16. Dr. Peter Piot
of Belgium, appointed this week to head the new U.N. program to combat the disease, said
tests will begin in 18 months to two years.
The World Health Organization has just completed a master plan for the tes .s of two
vaccines, Piot told a news conference. He said other vaccines are being developed, but are
still only in the laboratory or are being tested on animals and are years away from being
tested on humans.
Officials in the U.N.'s World Health Organization said the test groups were selected
because they were very likely to be exposed to a strain of the AIDS virus for which a vaccine had been developed and because researchers could track them. At least 3,000 to 4,000
people will take part, and possibly as many as 20,000, Piot said, adding that Brazil and
Thailand had volunteered to host the tests.
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Need Money to Cope...?
Do you or someone you love need financial assistance to cope with a
life threatening illness? You may have a very valuable asset and not
know it.. .Your Life Insurance Policy. We have access to the primary
funding source of life insurance policies in the U.S... .over $100 million
annually in viatical funding. Be certain of your financial decision. Call
for a free brochure and find out how we can help.

Viatical Assistance Corporation
1-800-892-1282 or 1-800-892-1280
MN.™ Founding Member, National Viatical Association
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Only in Miami
Winter travelers head south
for Art Deco Weekend
byTHOMCARDWELL
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Travel experts ready to meet your needs as Gay travelers
Gay accomodations around the world
Gay group and individual tours
RSVP & Olivia Cruises
Free Travel Service
Amtrack and Eurail passes
Gay owned
Call about our Amsterdam Specials

GARY POTTS
SCOTT MANUS

Travef

Affair

977-6824,1 -800-332-3417

Right on the heels of the holidays,
Miami Beach is definitely the place to see
and be seen for the annual Art Deco Weekend.
It's become the hottest spot in the nation for fashion-conscious style makers in
the past few years, despite the adverse
publicity over vacationing in Miami. In
fact, the most recent survey's within the
travel industry indicate that Florida continues to rate among the top three vacation destinations in the nation.
The splendors of art deco style are celebrated each year in Miami in early January by the Miami Design Preservation
League (MDPL). This year's Art Deco
Weekend is the MDPL's 18th annual
event, slated for Jan. 13-Jan. 15.
Located in the heart of Miami Beach's
historic district, the weekend activities
include everything from "Queen of Salsa"
Celia Cruz (in keeping with this year's
theme "Art Deco Latin America"), the
annual Antique Automobile Parade, and
a colorful street festival featuring local
singers, dancers and character actors
along with craft vendors and antiques/
collectibles dealers.
Guided walking, bicycle and trolley
tours of Miami's famed art deco district
are scheduled throughout the weekend.
A lively lecture series conducted by
historians, curators, authors and professors of art deco style will be offered focusing on Latin American art deco, including the monumental deco of the Argentine Pampas to the art deco jewelry of
Carmen Miranda, from Rio de Janeiro to
the art deco buildings of Havana, Cuba.
Authors Michael Kinerk and Dennis
Wilhelm ("Rediscovering Art Deco
USA"), Ari Millas and Linda Polansky
("Old Miami Beach: A Case Study in Historic Preservation"), and Laura Cerwinske
("Tropical Deco") will also be participating in the weekend's events.
Running simultaneously with MDPL's
activities, there's the Miami Beach Convention Center Antiques Show from Friday, Jan. 13 to Wednesday, Jan. 18. Now
in its 34th year, this exhibition and sale of
deco antiques and collectibles features
approximately 800 exhibitors worldwide
and has become one of the finest shows
of its kind anywhere. For more information, call (305) 754-4931.
At the James L. Knight Center, "Miami Modernism: At Home in the Twentieth Century," is scheduled from Friday,
Jan. 13 to Sunday, Jan. 15, with 65 dealers
from across the country representing all

major design movements from 1910
through 1970. For airline and hotel packages for Miami Modernism, contact Deco
Tours at (305) 531-4465.
As if there wasn't enough to see and
do during this busy weekend, there's also
the Miami International Fine Arts Expo
Jan. 13-15.
Proceeds raised through Art Deco
Weekend support MDPL's continuing
programs to save, protect and promote
Miami Beach's Art Deco District. For more
information on the Art Deco Weekend,
contact Miami Design Preservation
League, P.O. Bin L, Miami Beach, FL 33119
or (305) 672-2014.
For lesbian and gay travelers to Miami Beach, consider Shore Club Ocean
Resort, a 266-room oceanfront private
hotel offering suites with balconies,
Olympic pool, five bars and cocktail
lounge, 8,000 square foot dance floor, indoor and outdoor dining in addition to
countless amenities. For reservations and
information, call (800) 327-8330. Even if
you're not staying there, you'll also want
to check out their special party schedule.
Once you begin fantasizing about relocating there, contact Vintage Realty
Group. They're specialists in sales and
investments in vacation apartments in
fully restored art deco buildings. For complete information call them at (800) 5381118.
For assistance with accommodations
in Miami, contact South Beach Destinations. Their network includes the best of
the smaller hotels and condos for rental,
all with the gay and lesbian traveler in
mind. Contact them at (800) 443-8224.
For all general information, contact the
Miami Chamber of Commerce at (305) 6721270. For daily information while in Miami,
contact the lesbian and gay hotline at (305)
759-3661.
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Magazine tracks gay business growth
by WAYNE HOFFMAN
It may not have the cachet of the Fortune 500, but the Victory! 50 is an important step toward recognizing the tremendous growth occurring in the business
sector of the gay community. In the current issue of Victory!, the year-old national
gay and lesbian entrepreneur magazine,
the publication ranks the 50 fastest growing gay-owned companies.
From the Big Hair/Big Art hair
salon and art gallery in Sacramento,
with gross revenues in 1993 of
$81,000 to the Denver-based software giant Quark Inc, with earnings
of $110 million, all the businesses in
the Victory! 50 experienced significant growth over the previous year.
Two Atlanta businesses made the
list: Brushstrokes, which reported a
25 percent revenue increase last year,
and PFM Mortgage Services, which
enjoyed a 37.5 percent increase.
"A list of the 50 largest companies would be stagnant," says publisher MJ McKean-Reich, who is
planning to make the list an annual
event. "Instead, seeing the fastest
growth, you'll see what are the hot
businesses, what are the niches
people are getting into."
Victory! magazine did not
qualify for its own list; being only
one year old, it had no 1992 financial record upon which to improve. Besides, the fledgling magazine has yet to
turn a clear profit. But perhaps next year,
it will join fellow gay publications Out
and Genre on the list.
With a print run of 20,000, Victory! has
already achieved serious national exposure since its debut last December.
McKean-Reich hopes eventually to increase advertising, pull the magazine
firmly into the black, and double circulation. Optimistic plans in a field littered
with failed publications, perhaps, but
McKean-Reich is something of a success
story of gay entrepreneurship in his own
right.
Growing up in Pittsburgh's inner city,
McKean-Reich lived on AFDC government assistance, spared the trials of urban
gang life only because he was "too effeminate" to be a part of any gang, until he
entered college at Yale. Though he earned
a degree in organizational behavior, he
always maintained a keen interest in business affairs.
After graduate school and a job leading diversity seminars for men's clubs,
McKean-Reich decided he was ready to
take on corporate America. With the help
of his lover, Thomas, McKean-Reich—a
27-year-old novice with no previous experience in publishing and no educational
background in business—started Victory!
in December 1993. His goal in launching

Victory! was "to provide opportunity for
other people, not to push my ideas on
them but to say, 'If you want to do this,
this is the way I did it.'"
But defining a gay business is not a
simple matter. McKean-Reich outlines the
types of businesses his magazine covers:
the gay-owned, gay-oriented store; gayowned businesses, like Quark, that cater
to mainstream consumers; gay-friendly
companies that are straight-owned; and

finally, mainstream companies run by
straight people that may include outstanding gay entrepreneurs within their
ranks.
Despite the range of businesses covered, it is apparent from the photos accompanying the Victory! 50 that nearly all
of these entrepreneurs are white, and a
lopsided majority are men.
"I think it's reflective of mainstream
America. I think we are a smaller
multicultural version of the larger picture," says McKean-Reich. He is happy to
report that the gender split among subscribers is nearly even, but this has been
achieved only with serious effort. "We
look for the women, while the men come
to us," he says.
McKean-Reich hopes that Victory! can
do for gay business people what Black
Enterprise or Working Woman did for others in the past—namely, showcase role
models and create a forum for discussion
of problems within a budding minority
business community. Only by building up
our community economically, he argues,
can we achieve the mainstream acceptance, exposure, and respect we desire.
"The only way things are going to
change is if we own businesses," he says.
"The next step for the civil rights agenda
for the gay community in my opinion is
economic stability."
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Drug abuse
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bar and I had to use drugs."
The last semester of his senior year in
college, Jason checked into a rehabilitation
center and later, a 12-step program. He
stopped using and felt that he had completely recovered.
Then, he moved to Atlanta.
I ask Jason to estimate the percentage of
gay men who regularly use illegal substances in Atlanta. "I'd say 60% in the city
overall, and 80% in the clubs use drugs or
alcohol to excess. I moved to Atlanta, and I
stopped going to the 12-step program. I fell
into drug use again, and it was just as bad,
if not worse. So I went back into the program."
Apparently, I had seen Jason out one of
the last nights he had used drugs. "A lot of
people go in and out of programs thinking
they can use again, because it's a fucking
disease is what it is," says Jason.
He currently uses no substances, and I
ask him if he plans to start going out to the
bars again now that he is in recovery. "I pray
not, man," he laughs, "because that's how
it started when I got to Atlanta. I started out
New Year's Eve [1993] just drinking
champagne...but what happens is you just
go right into it—it starts out with one thing
but it comes back eventually. It never goes
away."
• • •
I'm thinking about what Jason said
about drugs and unsafe sax as I telephone
my cousin Zachary Sank, a gay Atlanta psychotherapist who deals primarily with HTVinfected people. Zachary agrees with Jason's
assessment. "I think [gay men] get drunk in
the attempt to make the social meeting
easier, to make it more emotionally comfortable, and then they end up being sexual and
they're drunk enough to [think], 'oh, well,
I'll use a condom the next time." I ask
Zachary if he has had HTV-infected patients
who attribute their infection to the influence
of drugs or alcohol. "Yes," he says, without
hesitation.
"Well, what do you see as the bigger
risk," I ask, "do you see the unprotected sex
as being more of a problem for gay people
using drugs than addiction?" Zachary
pauses and then responds, "It's very hard
to make that comparison. What you're talk-

ing about is an addiction which can be reversed. When you talk about HIV or AIDS
you're talking about something that is
irreversible...and it almost always ultimately leads to death. So it's hard to equate
the two."
Good answer to a stupid question, I realize.
A better one is this: so far I've only heard
about substance abuse in relation to gay
men. Does Zachary feel that drug use is
evenly distributed among gay men and lesbians?
"I'm afraid I may be biased because I
treat many more men than women," he says,
"but try to think about how many gay
women bars there are compared to gay men
bars. There's a very great disparity in the
numbers. So I have a feeling that women
have the opportunity to meet and socialize
with other women without it being in the
context of an alcohol-serving situation."
• • •
Lesbian therapist Marilyn Hughes is less
optimistic. "I'd say that in the lesbian community substance abuse is a prevalent problem. I think about 10% of the lesbian population is addicted, primarily to alcohol, and
then cocaine would be next," says Hughes,
a recovering alcoholic and the director of
Common Steps, a program for lesbian and
gay substance abusers at Decatur Hospital.
I mention to Hughes that I've heard a
lot about Ecstasy and crystal meth usage in
the gay male community. "We have not seen
any Ecstasy in the lesbian population that
we've treated," she says, "but we have seen
crystal meth, and I think there may be a correlation in the lesbian community between
crystal meth and eating disorders. Crystal
meth suppresses the appetite, and there are
women who want to lose weight and they
use it...and get addicted."
I ask Hughes what the warning signs are
for a serious drug problem. "If you can't
stop using," she says, "if it becomes something you're preoccupied with.. .if you find
yourself looking forward to using... those
are real subtle clues that some people aren't
aware of. You know some people will say,'
I only use cocaine on the weekends, so I'm
not a cocaine addict.' I differ with that. Even
>•- Continued on Page 18
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Conservatives push FDA for quick approval of HIV home test
Washington, DC—AIDS activists are
questioning the credentials of conservative
groups demanding speedy government approval for an experimental home test kit to
detect HIV.
The heads of two conservative organizations, the Free Congress Foundation and
the Institute for Justice, held a news conference Dec. 13 demanding that the Food and
Drug Administration move quickly to approve the home test. In the absence of FDA
approval, the groups signaled they may seek
legal or legislative remedy.
But the head of the National Lesbian and
Gay Health Association, which has raised

concerns about home testing, questioned the
organizations' commitment to the fight
against the disease.
"Where are these people coming from?"
asked executive director Christopher
Portelli, whose organization is an umbrella
group for 11 clinics that provide HIV testing for some 150,000 people annually.
"I don't see any contributions these
people have made in the fight against
AIDS," he added.
Paul Weyrich, president of the Free Congress Foundation and a founder of National
Empowerment Television, said he feels compelled to speak out because the situation

isn't improving.
"The FDA now for seven years has sat
on a proposal for home access HIV testing
and counseling," Weyrich told a news conference. "We are not going to tolerate this
unconscionable delay any longer and if they
persist we will seek a legislative remedy,
which I think is now very possible given the
new political realities in Washington."
Joining the organizations in their request
for rapid approval of the home test kit was
Texas Congressman Ralph Hall, a conservative Democrat not usually inclined toward
activism on health issues.
The issue of home testing has proved

quite controversial.
Proponents contend hundreds of thousands of Americans who currently decline
to be tested at public health clinics would
take advantage of a test they could buy at a
drug store and use in the privacy of their
home.
Critics question whether the telephone
counseling offered with the home test would
be adequate to inform about health risks and
guard against suicide. They also are worried that the test could be misused by employers and that the testing could provide
inaccurate results.
MICHELLE MiTTELSTADT
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if it's controlled use, you can still be caught
in the cycle."
And to what does Hughes attribute lesbian and gay drug use? "One of the reasons
is the lack of connection that gay men and
lesbians have to society," she submits, "the
cutoff that we feel as human beings. That
goes back to heterosexism and the oppression that we get from society. If bars are the
only place you have to meet people, then
that's where people end up going."
But what about what Zachary said about
different social settings? Are the circumstances surrounding drug use different for
lesbians? "I don't want to get into stereotypes," says Hughes, "but generally speaking, I'd say that that is true, that there is
much more of a party mentality in the gay
male community than in the lesbian community. Most lesbians that I've worked with
use alone, as opposed to going out and partying, although younger lesbians do go out
and party a lot. They just don't get to treatment yet. They haven't lost everything yet."
• • •
Dr. Chris Crowe, a gay Atlanta psychologist who specializes in anxiety disorders and depression, is listing some of the
negative long-term affects of popular drugs.
"Chronic cocaine use can lead to suspiciousness or even a paranoid psychosis, and
a certain kind of brain syndrome," he says.
"The patient looks pretty much like a
schizophrenic, and after someone stops using cocaine, you can have a severe depression. Ecstasy is believed to be highly addictive psychologically but not necessarily
physically. As for crystal meth, some of the
psychological effects are depression, anxiety and irritability. People have a very hard
time getting off of it because they get so depressed."
And are these the drugs Dr. Crowe's
patients are using? "In my practice I see a
preponderance of people using crystal and
Ecstasy," he says, "and people who are mixing cocaine and crystal together. Research
indicates people with a tendency to have
mood disorders, people who may be prone
to depression, for example, are more likely
to abuse these drugs." Again, why so much
drug use? "It's very prevalent in our
community...it always has been. It's been
sort of associated with the 70s, with the
'disco lifestyle.' I can't help but think, right
now there's so much pathos in our community because of HIV that it's a way to try to
escape the grief."
• • •
"It's frustrating that we don't have more
concrete data," says Eleanor Nealy, director
of Project Connect, the alcohol and drug intervention program at the Lesbian and Gay
Community Services Center in New York.
"Studies in the late 70s and early '80s
on the lesbian and gay community indicated
that in terms of alcohol and drug abuse, one
out of three lesbians and gay men has some
kind of drug or alcohol-related problem, as
compared to 10% for the larger population.
But there were a lot of methodological problems with the early studies, so there's been
a lot of debate in recent years about how
accurate that figure is."

What accounts for the discrepancy between gay and straight drug use? "One of
the things studies have found," responds
Nealy, "was that drug and alcohol use declines significantly with, age in the general
population and that didn't happen in the
lesbian and gay sample."
I ask Nealy if she sees a distinction between lesbian and gay male drug use. "I
don't hear lesbians talking about K, crystal,
and X, the way I hear gay men talking to
me about that," she says, "so I would make
a judgment that lesbians are not using those
drugs the way that gay men are. I hear about
cocaine in both communities." The term
now being used for cocaine—"girlfriend"—
seems very appropriate to me now.
Nealy pauses, then adds, "I don't know
whether the dynamics are different in Atlanta from New York City, but cocaine and
crack run neck and neck with alcohol in
terms of the lesbians we work with."
Nealy adds that "in terms of treatment,
we tend to run gender-specific groups here.
Even in the larger community, men seek
drug and alcohol treatment at much higher
rates than women do, and that seems to play
out in the lesbian and gay community.
Women also drop out at a higher rate than
men."
I wonder aloud why that is. "There's still
more stigma for women around being identified as an alcoholic or addict," says Nealy,
"but rates of alcohol-related problems are
much higher for lesbians—about three times
higher—than heterosexual women."
And Nealy agrees with the notion that
gay male drug use is very socially oriented.
"With the gay men that I see who are into
designer drugs and clubs, there seems to be
a lot of acceptance. If you're spending all
night long Saturday at gay clubs it's expected you're doing crystal or K or something."
• • •
It's Saturday night and I'm dancing at
an Atlanta gay club. Suddenly, there's a
commotion in the middle of the crowd. One
guy has passed out, and his friends are dragging his unconscious body across the room.
Instinctively, I run to get help, telling the
doorman to call 911. He seems only vaguely
concerned and dispatches club security to
check out the situation. I rush back to the
dance floor area only to see the guy up on
his feet again, his friends encircled around
him. "Is he O.K.?" 1 ask, "I told them to call
911."
"There was no reason to do that," one
of them snaps, "he's fine now."
And I can see that indeed he is fine.
For now.
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Progressive Network plans for '95

Hotlanta basketball cranks up

by DEVON CLAYTON

byJ RICHY HOWARD

With the opening of the 1995
legislative session just around the
corner, Atlantans interested in
politics are invited to join The Progressive Network.
Formed in September by state
Sen. Ron Slotin, the group meets
informally on the first Wednesday
of every other month to exchange
ideas, announce events, and meet
candidates for office. The next
meeting is Jan. 4 at Manuel's Tavern, 602 N. Highland Ave., at 6:30
p.m.
"I get a lot of calls from people
asking, 'How_can I get more involved?'" explains Slotin. "So I set
up the Progressive Network. We
give out information on campaigns, let people know how they
can get involved. At our meetings
different groups make announcements about what they're up to,
candidates present their views. It's
a good exchange."
Slotin says the group offers a

College basketball has
cranked up again, and it's that
time of year when the Hotlanta
Basketball;League starts to
bring in its largest crowds. The
league has open play on Tuesday nights at North Druid Hills
Methodist Church on Ponce de
Leon and Briarcliff.
The competition is fullcourt, and those who haven't
played in a while should expect
a tough workout—full court
means fast break after fast
break. Players shoot for teams
and then play five on five, alternating in other teams of five.
The league averages 10-15 players a week but pulls in larger
crowds this time of year.
The Hotlanta league is gearing up for a tournament in Chicago in February. "Our first
tournament was in New York
[during Gay Games IV]," says
Eddie Vanison, a league orga-

State Senator Ron Slotin

forum for progressive-minded
people both gay and straight to
take constructive action, and even
a springboard for those eyeing
public office themselves. "The
radical right has done a good job
of organizing," Slotin points out.
"Instead of complaining about
what some of them are doing, why
not join a group that is doing
something?"

AILAJSilA Teaching

CHURCH the
Or Science

RELIGIOUS of Mind'
SCIENCE

Find a God who
believes in you
—just as you are.

Find a church
that welcomes you
—just as you are.

Dr. Kennedy Shultz, Pastor
Come to the Atlanta Church of Religious Science
Sundays at 10:3 0 a.m.
Richard H. Rich Auditorium, 1280 Peachtree St.
Wednesdays at 7:00 p.m.
52 Executive Park South #003

6364567

"**«; ,"We would like to travel
to at least one tournament a
year."
League play at North Druid
Hills Methodist Church is open
to all interested players—gay
and straight, male and female,
Cost is $3 or $4 per night, depending on turnout, and play
begins at 8:30 p.m.
Other sports news
On Thursday, Dec. 15, the
Hotlanta Volleyball Association
held the finals of their double
elimination tournament to determine the 1994 league champions. The play concluded a second week of tournament play at
the Atlanta campus of Mercer
University,
This year's HVA champions
are Rex's Pecs in the Triangle Division (most difficult), Keith's
Chiefs (Lambda Division), and
Hal's Pals (Rainbow Division),
The league will have open
play on Thursdays until league
play begins again in January.

Starting
Thursday,
January 19,
Kennedy Shultz
is teaching a new
ten week class that
will show you how
to change your life.
i

"Making Sense Out of Scripture"
"The truth of scripture—what it really means—is
good news for all people. It is also highly practical
information for creating the best out of the least."
Kennedy Shultz
Mornings at 11 and Evenings at 7, Open to All
Tuition $100.00 For more information (404) 636-4567
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CREDIT PROBLEMS?
NO
PROBLEM
At Hickman Thrift, helping people

with credit problems buy the
late-model car, truck, or van they
need is what
we do
best!

If you have a job, a residence, and a
down payment, we'll get you financed!
THRIFT
2 miles inside 1-285 on Peachtree Industrial Blvd.
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For those who

Just Want Cremation...
| • Cost discussed by phone
I • Cremation arrangements made
in your home, our offices, phone or fax
| • Crematory tours
• Call for free cremation literature
| • Serving the entire state of Georgia
§3

Mary K. Gleason, CFSP
. Manager

CREMATION SOCIETY

I

SOUTH

(404) 941-5352,1-800-474-0448

Apartments

You Are Invited
To The Next Supper

We find you the best
deals in Atlanta

i

FREE
888-9744
1874 Piedmont Road • Suite418-D

Worship Celebrated:
Sundays 9 & 11am, 7:30 pm
Wednesdays 7:30pm
Bible study 10am Sunday, signing for the hearing
impaired, & children's church school at 11am service.

First Metropolitan
Community
Church of Atlanta
Phone: 404»325»4143
1 379 Tullie Rd. IN. Druid Hills & I-85)

ORGANIZATIONS
AIDS ORGANIZATIONS
AID Atlanta—872-0600
AIDS Athens—706-542-2437—provides support services to
PWAs, their families and friends, and community education
and awareness.
AIDS Education/Svcs for Minorities—POB 87277, Atl, 30337,
753-2900, 753-4300—a certified non-profit, communitybased service organization which provides transitional
housing, education outreach and case management to gay
African-American men living with HIV/AIDS.
AID Gwinnett—POB 884 Lawrenceville, GA 30246, (404)
962-8396—respond to the HIV/AIDS epidemic through
advocacy, education, and collaboration with other
agencies.
AtDS Hotline for Women—888-9991
AIDS Info Line—876-9944 (Atlanta); 1-800-551-2728
AIDS Legal Project—614-3969—provides free legal services
in civil matters to low income persons living with HIV/AIDS.
AIDS Outreach Sewing Guild—325-4143
AIDS Research Consortium of Atlanta (ARCA)—876-2317
AIDS and Substance Abuse Speakers Network—977-7797
AIDS SUPPORT—Jewish Family Services—888-6400, #76
AIDS Survival Project (formerly Atlanta NAPWA)—874-7926
(voice); 872-1192 (fax)—diverse people living with HIV
united to promote the education and self-empowerment of
HIV-affected individuals.
Atlanta Buyers Club—874-4845, or POB 77003, Atl, 30357,
or fax 874-9320—provides access to experimental,
alternative and complimentary medical treatments for
people living with HIV.
Atlanta Interfaith AIDS Network—874-8686
*
Atlanta Lesbian AIDS Project—POB 5409, Atl. 30307
Childkind—936-9655
Common Ground—874-6425—new ways of finding safe
places for people infected with and affected by HIV/AIDS.
First MCC AIDS Ministry—325-4143
Georgia AIDS Therapy Information Network—1 -800-551 2728
Good Samaritan Project—873-4589
Grady Mem. Hospital Infectious Disease Program—341
Ponce de Leon Ave., Atl. 30308, (404) 616-2440
Jerusalem House—527-7627
The Living AIDS Memorial Park Project—876-0105
The Names Project/Atlanta—605-7386
Outreach, Inc.— 3030 Campbellton Rd. Atlanta 30311 3463922 or 1-800- 441-2437— the first African American
HIV/AIDS and substance abuse service agency in GA and
the oldest in the South.
Pets Are Loving Support (PA.L.S.)—876-PALS
Positive Impact—885-9040—no-cost counseling for people
affected by HIV with low incomes. Call to receive services
or to volunteer.
Positive Outlook On Health—872-9954
Project Open Hand Atlanta—525-4620—home delivered
meals for people with AIDS-related illnesses.
Sisterlove, Inc.—753-7733 (voice); or 753-1500 (fax)—nonprofit organization that provides support services to HIV+
women and HIV/safer sex education to the community.

The Otherside—1924 Piedmont Rd. 875-5238
Pearl Garden—107 Luckie St. 577-7059
Phoenix—567 Ponce De Leon. 892-7871
Players—800 Sandtown Rd, Marietta 429-9115
Revolution—293 Pharr Rd. 816-5455
Scandals—Ansley Square. 875-5957
Shahan's Saloon—735 Ralph McGill 523-1535
Spectrum—Ansley Square 875-8980
Velvet-89 Park PI., NE 681-9936

DIRECT ACTION/POLITICAL
ACLU of Georgia—142 Mitchell St., Suite 301, Atlanta
30303 523-5398 — legal assistance or referral in cases
where the denial of rights is due to the victim's sexual
orientation.
ACLU/Lesbian &Gay Chapter—523-6201
ACT UP—44 12th St. NE, Atlanta 30309-3979, 874-6782
(O)
Atlanta Greens, Green Party USA, Lesbian-Gay-Bi-Queer
Caucus
—368-7137
Catalyst—(404) 776-1478
Cobb Citizens Coalition—POB 965336, Marietta 30066,
256-8690—Education, positive community and political
outreach efforts on human rights (primarily sexual
orientation) issues.
Gay/Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation—876-1398
Georgia Advocates for Battered Women & Children/Lesbian
Task Force—524-3847, or toll-free (800) 643-1212; 250
Georgia Ave. SE, Rm. 365, Atl. 30312—a statewide
coalition working to end the violence against women and
children.
Georgia Equality Project—POB 78351, At). GA 30357—6624030 vm
GAPAC-Georgia Political Action Committee—872-8095, FAX
874-8628
Human Rights Campaign Fund—Federal Advocacy Network,
231-5751
HRCF Event Hotline—POB 78401, Atl. GA 30357—840-6969
vm
HRCF National Office—1101 14th St. NW, Ste. 200,
Washington DC 20005—(202) 628-4160
LEGAL—605-7476
Lesbian Avengers—798-7742
National Association of People with AIDS Hotline—874-7926
National Organization for Women—875-0176
National Org. for Women, Gay & Lesbian Rights Task Force—
315-0084—Grassroots politics and coalition building.
Works within NOW to ensure rights for lesbians/gay men.
Neighbors Network—816-8348
Out Front—PO Box 12369, Atlanta 30355
Queer Planet—875-7711
Republicans for Individual Freedoms—PO 13162, Atl, GA
30324, 239-1679—gay republicans fighting "homophobia"
in Republican party and fighting "Republiphobia" in the gay
community.
Straight But Not Narrow—242-2256 (voice mail)
STOP Bias Crimes Hot Line—605-STOP

ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT/CULTURE

NATIONAL

Atlanta Diversity Chorale—739-5607
Atlanta Feminist Women's Chorus—438-5823—a nonauditioned chorus celebrating strength and diversity in
women through music.
Atlanta Freedom Marching Band—872-9763—gay and
lesbian marching band organized to provide a musical
outlet for our community.
Atlanta Gay and Lesbian Arts Festival—874-8710,
POB 55475 Atlanta GA 30308—annual festival in support
of our community in performance, visual, market and
literature.
Atlanta Gay Men's Chorus—POB 77114, Atlanta 30357,
977-6310
Atlanta Lesbian and Gay History Thing—POB 7032, Atl
30357, 876-1060—preserves, promotes, and protects
lesbian and gay history and culture.
Atlanta Rainbow Ensemble—633-9419
"Funny...That Way"—875-2275
Dichotome—2300 Bankhead Hwy. #86 Austell—819-1096
Pen-draggin' Poets—523-3639
Silver Fingers Productions—388-4624
Southeastern Arts, Media & Education Project, Inc—6099590
Southern Country Atlanta—908-7480
Young Lesbian Art & Craft Exchange—Decatur, GA; 3783367

Human Rights Campaign Fund—1012 14th St. NW, Suite
607, Washington, D.C. 20005, (202) 628-4160
Lambda Legal Defense Fund—666 Broadway, 12th floor,
New York, NY 10012, (212) 995-8585
National Gay and Lesbian Task Force—1 517 U. Street, NW,
Washington, D.C. 20009, (202) 332-6483
Old Lesbians Organizing for Change—OLOC, PO Box
980422, Houston, TX 77098

BARS
The Armory—834 Juniper. 881-9280
Backstreet—845 Peachtree St. 873-1986
Blake'i—227 10th St. 892-5786
Buddies Cheshire Square—2345 Cheshire Br. Rd. 634-5895
Buddies Midtown—239 Ponce de Leon. 872-2655
Bulldog s—893 Peachtree. 872-3025
Burkhart's—Ansley Square. 872-4403
The Chamber—2115 Faulkner Rd. 248-1612
Club Fetish—(Weds.) 695 North Ave.-577-8178
The Eagle—308 Ponce De Leon. 87EAGLE
The Heretic—2069 Cheshire Bridge. 325-3061
Loretta's—708 Spring St. 874-8125
The Metro—48 6th Street, 874-9869
Model T—699 Ponce de Leon, 872-2209
Moreland Tavern—1196 Moreland Ave. S.E. 622-4650
New Order—1544 Piedmont. 874-8247
Odella's—1231 W. Peachtree 897-5777
Opus 1—1086 Alco St. 634-6478

PROFESSIONAL
ANGLE (BellSouth Gay/Lesbian Employee Group) — (404)
723-6540
Atlanta Entrepreneurs' Club—Dr. Bravy 457-6347
Bar Owner's Assn—POB 15114, Atlanta 30333-0114
Community Network for Counseling Psychology and Social
Work
—315-8945
Fourth Tuesday—662-4353
Gay/Lesbian Postal Employees Network (G/L PEN)—POB
580397, Minneapolis, MN 55458-0397
GA Assoc. of Physicians for Human Rights (GAPHR)—231 2251
GLOBES—POB 7864, Athens, GA 30604—gay, lesbian, or
bisexual employees and supporters at UGA for faculty, staff
and graduate students.
LEAGUE ATLANTA, Inc. (Employees of AT&T)—404/351-8322
Nat'l Gay Pilots Assoc—PO Box 27542, Washington, D.C.
20038-7542, (703) 660-3852
Nat'l Lesbian and Gay Journalists Assoc.—634-7429 or 6078931—NLGJAis 1,000 print and broadcast journalists
ensuring equitable treatment of gay journalists and
accurate coverage of gay issues.
Nat'l Federation of Career Women—(404) 659-0315
OUTstaff (Emory)—727-2787 (Donna)
Turner Broadcasting Employees for Lesbian, Gay and
Bisexual Concerns—
223-5226 or 872-9678
Voices Out Front (Media Networking Assoc)—2103 N.
Decatur Rd. Ste. 185, Decatur 30033

>* Continued on page 22
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CATHYCARMICHAEL
Age: 30
Occupation: Cook, photographer
Relationship Status: Single
Last Book Read:
"Singing and Swinging
and Getting Merry" by Maya Angelou

Making a living as an artist isn't an easy
task, but Cathy Carmichael is determined
to make a go of it.
"I'm not a very business-minded person," she admits. "I haven't figured out the
right avenues to go with my photography."
But she's on the right track. Carmichael
has just finished work on a calender featuring her photographs of some of Atlanta's
women musicians, and the final product
will go on sale next month to benefit
SisterLove, an AIDS agency focusing on
African-American women. And she's quick
to point out that the work isn't just about
familiar faces.
"I'm not selling faces," she says of the

OCCASIONS

calendar. "I'm selling the way I look at
them."
The musicians represented a different
turn for the native Decaturite—
Carmichael's photographs are a study in
light, shadow and texture, objects from everyday life seen through her eyes and the
camera's lens.
"I like raw materials," she says. "It's because of the colorization. Rust is exciting.
It's another process of life."
"I like deterioration," she adds with a
laugh. "My desire is to make people stop
and look at the simple things. There are so
many patterns. And it's never same after
that moment."

With that in mind, you can't help but build a tough car. In fact, we've come up
with dent/corrosion-resistant bodyside panels that even the defenders of the
universe would applaud. They're unique in our category and in the way they
defend against dents, dings and even public enemy number one, shopping carts.

COMMUNITY CELEBRATIONS
Billy Lowe celebrates his "gay birthday" on
the anniversary of his coming out on that
historic day, January 1,1991.
Best birthday wishes to Paige Bell on
December 30.
Happy birthday to Teresa Ray on December 31.

ANNIVERSARIES

Debbie Smith treated herself to
a marathon run for her 43rd birthday.

It was designed
by a bunch of folks
who grew up watching
bullets bounce off
of Superheroes

Saturn of Gwinnett

Saturn of Chamblee

2520 Pleasant Hill Rd.

5764 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.
451-8188

497-8770

A DIFFERENT KIND of COMPANY.
A DIFFERENT KIND of CAR.

Peter Stinner and Jeff Graham celebrate their
sixth anniversary on New Year's Eve.
Bryan Hill and David Whatley will toast
their 10th anniversary (along with the new
year) at the Atlanta Couples Together New
Year's Eve party.
Jeff Clements and Edward Jividen celebrate
their first year together as partners January
1. They're loving every minute of it.

Part of the Hix Green Family

t0
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BIRTHDAYS

EMPLOYMENT

Debbie Smith turned 43 on December 22,
and celebrated by running her first marathon in Jacksonville.
Happy birthday to James Lindley on January 1.

CkmsT COVENANT

Former Atlantan David van der Griff has
been elected to the board of direct! rs of the
National Education Foundation for Individual Rights, based in San Francisco.

MeTRopoliTAN COMMUNITY ChuRcti

When you've got a special occasion, send it to Southern Voice/Occasions, PO Box 18215,
Atlanta, GA 30316, call 404/876-0789, or fax to 404/876-2709. Please include a phone number for verification.

& Child KEN'S CkaisiiAN Educ/mo* AT 9:10
CihbiUTioN of Wotd & SACRAMENT AT 11 $00 & 7:10
779 R»r* Read, Sum tOO ♦ STONE MOUNTAIN, CfOMpA
297-0*50
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THE WORD IS OUT!
NOW"

SELLING

GLEN COVE

BUILDER
CLOSEOUT

FINAL

P

PHASE

I

LowSIOO's.
Be One Of The First Five I
Purchasers and Save
Thousands.
Call 294-9960

ASHWOOD GLEN

I

FromS120's.
The Last Of Decatur's
Most Successful
Neighborhood.
Call 288 1518

Come visit us today and see the great
location, price and value - from
The Housing Group.

/£&

MACLAREN
In Clarkston from
$117,900. Only
Three Remaining.
GREAT BUYS!
Call 294-9960

MACLAREN
ASHWOOD
WOOD

1*
V

ss+ * i

GLENCOVE

4fct

The Housing Group

•SSH*

518-6675

1

ORGANIZATIONS
^" Continued from page 20
SPIRITUAL
All Saints Metropolitan Community Church —622-1154—an
inclusive, friendly, spirit-filled church located in Atlanta.
Atlanta Church of Religious Science—52 Executive Park
South, Atlanta, 3032-4—636-4567—We see and use the
thread of truth that runs through all great religious
teachings.
Christ Covenant MCC, Stone Mountain—297-0350—
Christian community accepting and celebrating spiritual
and cultural diversity in human experience, reason and art.
Circle of Grace Community Church—(404) 624-9570
Clifton Presbyterian Church—(404) 373-3253
Congregation Bet Haverim (Jewish)—442-3467—a
Reconstruction!st Synagogue serving the lesbian and gay
community.
Emergence/Atlanta (Christian Scientists)—565-2126
Fellowship of Love Christian Church—(706)660-0101
First Existentialist Congregation of Atlanta—378-5570—
celebrating human liberation and diversity for 18 years
with respect for individual beliefs.
First Metropolitan Community Church of Atl—325-4143—a
Christian church serving the gay and lesbian community,
their families, and friends since 1972.
Friends for Lesbian & Gay Concerns (Quakers)—370-1340
Gay & Lesbian Mormons—570-2561 (dig. page)
Gay Spirit Visions—292-8567
Grant Park Aldersgate United Methodist Church—o27-6221;
575 Boulevard SE
Home Free Ministry—818-2033—a place for spiritual
unfolding and enlightenment.
Integrity (Episcopal)—642-3183
Interweave/Unitarian Universalist Congregation—634-5134,
George at 688-2242—gay, lesbian, and bisexual Unitarian
Universalists and others interested in spiritual development
within a liberal, non-'credal atmosphere.
Lutherans Concerned/Atlanta—636-7109
New Age Gays—434-7338
Oakhurst Presbyterian Church—378-6284
Presbyterians for Lesbian and Gay Concerns—373-5830
Redefined Faith Worship Center—388-4624
Seventh-day Adventist Kinship International—POB 7320,
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677—(716) 248-1299-A non-profit
organization with charitable status, serving present or
former Seventh-day Adventists who are lesbian, gay,
bisexual or transsexual.

SPORTS/OUTDOOR/HOBBIES
Atlanta Team Tennis Assn—621-2699
Atlanta Venture Sports—242-4899—social/recreational
organization open to men and women. Wide variety of
indoor and outdoor activities.
Atlanta Women's Lacrosse Club—303-1160, 888-6738
Atlanta Women's Soccer Club—872-1792—teams play at
different levels of the local women's soccer league and
participate in tournaments. Practice at 9am on Saturdays,
Ebster Field, Decatur, GA. Games on Sundays.
Front Runners/Atlanta—621-5007
Greater Atlanta Naturist Group—851-2882 (voice mail)
Hotlanta Basketball—525-1544—no leagues, no teams; just
pick-up basketball with guys and gals every Tuesday, 8:30
to 10:30. No minimum talent level.
Hotlanta Softball League—POB 14582, Atl. 30324, 8751991—recreational and competitive softball for gays and
lesbians - Sundays from February to November.
Hotlanta Volleyball— 621-5062
Lambda Car Club—POB 11705, Atlanta 30355—enjoyment
of collectible and special interest vehicles. Monthly
meetings include shows, tours, parties and more.
Mountain Catalyst—POB 199, Demorest, GA 30535
OUT in Nature—619-9185
S.E. Gay Rodeo Assn—POB 7881, Atl., 30357. 760-8126—
amateur rodeo organization which hosts a gay rodeo each
April here in Atlanta.
Wilderness Network of GA—SASE, POB 55156, Atlanta
30308
Women's Outdoor Network—624-3418
Women's Rugby—237-2752
TRICKS/Bridge Club— 1202 Summit North Atlanta, GA
30324

SERVICE/SUPPORT/SOCIAL
Name
Address
City

State

Amount Enclosed $

Zip_

Make checks payable to Southern Voice.
Mail to:
P.O. Box 18215
]] $40 for 26 issues (2-4 days for delivery)
Atlanta, GA 30316
]] $28 for 26 issues (5-9 days for delivery)

Credit Card #.

]] PW A-Free
exp..

Adoption Options-Rainbow Kids—(404) 633-6021
African American Lesbian/Gay Alliance—239-8184 (voice
mail)
Amazon Salon Young Feminist Network—321-5678
American Educational Gender Info Service
—POB 33724, Decatur 30033. (404) 939-0244 (eve)—
non-profit organization providing support for transgendered persons (transsexuals, crossdressers) referrals,
information, support group. Confidential.
Asians & Friends-Atlanta—876-0090(fax)
Athens Lesbian Information—LSG, POB 7864, Athens,
30604—monthly potluck; weekly drop in, local restaurant;
biking, hiking, camping; monthly newsletter with details.
Atlanta Corporal Punishment Club—Box 11863, Atlanta
30355
Atlanta Couples Together—POB 54311, Atlanta, 303080311.365-2455
Atlanta Executive Network—POB 77267 Atlanta, GA 303571267—842-0023—Atlanta's largest business and
professional group. Meets 3pm Thursdays. Guests $15.
Atlanta Gay Center—876-5372—Social and support group
for monogamous gay and lesbian couples.

Atlanta Gender Exploration—435-4203
Atlanta Lambda Community Ctr—POB 15180, Atl 30333.
662-9010
Atlanta Lesbian and Gay Pride Comm—662-4533
Atlanta Prime Timers—PO Box 29487, Atlanta, 30359 .7342490. A social club for mature gay men
Atlanta Pro-Choice Action Committee—239-8016
Atlanta Rider Group (Motorcycle)—938-8494
Biwomen's Shared Living Resource Center (Florida)—1-800538-3864
Black and White Men Together—892-BWMT
Black Lesbians with Children 498-381 5
Caregivers to PWAs Support Group—874-1109 or 875-6109
Carrollton Gay Community Newsletter—POB 2416,
Carrollton, GA30117
Codependents Anonymous—239-1657
Consciousness Raising and Support Group for Women in
Politics and Grassroots Organizing—636-7435
Emergence International—876-3997
Emotions Anonymous—925-4825
Fourth Tuesday—POB 7817 Atlanta, GA 30309—6624353—A networking organization with social, recreational,
educational and professional activities for all lesbians.
Friday Night Support Group—627-7387—open to all
lesbians are a friendly discussion group.
GAPHR's Support Group for HIV+ Dentists-Physicians —6340672
Gainesville, Georgia Gay Men's Support Grp—(404)5355445
Gay Fathers of Atlanta—342-6451
Gay Help Line—6pm-11pm 892-0661
Gay/Lesbian AA & Al-Anon—-881 -9188
Gay/Lesbian Alliance of Alabama—POB 36784, Birmingham, AL 35236-6784, (205) 424-1005
Gay/Lesbian/Bi Teen Group—378-5570
Gay/Lesbion/Bi Vets of America—627-6981 Iv. msg.
Gay/Lesbian Task Force to the Public Safety Comm. of City
Council
—330-6504
Georgia Girth & Mirth—POB 9678, Atl. 30319. (404) 6215710
Georgia Lesbian Ecofeminists—525-9085
Hospitality Atlanta—627-1630, 708-6866
Interact of Atlanta—897-5606
John Howell Park Project—876-0105
Lambda Group/Narcotics Anonymous—237-6262
Latinos En Accion—621-5743
Leathermen Atlanta—484-0018
Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous—378-6935
Lesbian Narcotics Anonymous—703-3897
Lesbian Support Group)—627-7387
Lesbians Considering Parenthood-767-6173
Lesbians Over 50—908-6119
Lesbians With Children—641-0870
Men of Little 5 Points—POB 5425, Atlanta 31107, 5211817—social and service club for gay men residing in the
greater Little Five Points area.
Name the Violence Support Group for Battered Lesbians
—822-9570; Crisis Hotline—688-9436
National Gay & Lesbian Journalist Association—POB 8796—
734-2591
Overeaters Anonymous (gay/lesbian group)—892-5868
Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays—8759440, POB 8482, Atl. 30306-8482
Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays/
Chattanooga—
(615) 875-5750, (615) 622-3813
Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays/
South side—
(691-4729 or 981-5310
Positive Black Lesbians United (PBLU)— PO Box 655,
Avondale Estates, GA 30002. 250-7950 — positive
lesbians of color exchanging powerful, productive and
educational ways of dealing with our everday challenges.
Sexual Compulsives Anonymous—239-8048
Southern Bears, Inc.—PO Box 13964, Atlanta, GA 30324
(404) 908-3381
Support Group for Battered Gay Partners—(404) 350-0456
Survivors of Incest Anonymous—POB 2502, Decatur, GA
30031; 239-8018
Trikone-South Asian Gay and Lesbian Org.—607-1766
Uniformed Svcs Activity—Box 6057, Arlington, VA 22206
Women's Resource Center—377-3040 (lesbian line); 6889436 (WRC)—free, confidential supportive services for
battered lesbians. 24-hour crisis line, support group, legal
advocacy, shelter.
Young Adult Support Group—876-5372
Zami—370-1392

STUDENTS/ALUMNI
Agnes Scott Lesbian & Bisexual Alliance—Box 501, Decatur
30030;
373-1632
Alliance of Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Students of GA State—
605-7681
Bi, Lesbian & Gay Student Union of West Ga. College—706834-3569
Delta Lambda Phi—All Campuses, 365-5357
Emory Lesbian & Gay Organization—727-6692
Gays & Lesbians United for Equality—Kennesaw Comm.
College 423-6246
Georgia Tech Gay Alumni Group—POB 50291, GA Tech Sta.,
Atl 30332
Georgia Tech Gay & Lesbian Alliance—497-0684
Lambda Society of Clemson University—POB 5795 Clemson,
SC 29632—1-803-882-1374
Spelman College Lesbian/Bisexual Alliance—681-2161
Univ. of Ala. Lesbian/Gay Alumni Assoc.—284-3479 —social
group for UA alumni and friends offers financial/political
support to UA student group.
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THE
DIRECTORY
ACCOUNTING

ATTORNEY

Taxes
Less
Taxing.

III

ACCOUNTING

404.627.9266

Evening/Weekend
Appointments Available

Commirmenr
Ceneaoomes

3400 Peachtree Rd., NE
Suite 1701
Atlanta, GA 30326
(404)231-5995

Vwvcae Dmnens

Midtown Location,
175, 15th St.
Atlanta, GA 30309
(404) 892-7782

ACCOUNTING!

404-454-8505
ATTORNEY

Are you satisfied with your present accountant ?

inancial l/ynamic>
Hazel Edlineer

636-8800

ATTORNEY

JOANNA M.
CAMPBELL
Child Custody
Wills

• PERSONAL INJURY
• CONTRACT DISPUTES
• DOMESTIC RELATIONS

Bankruptcy • Insurance • Contracts
Wills and Trusts • Real Estate
Incorporations and Business Affairs
Weekend and Evening Appointments Available.

Gary S. Hand
Attorney at Law

1316 N. Highland Ave. N.E.
876-7612

Gail A. Mackinson

Guyh Noire & Associates
• Divorce/Family Law
• DUI/Drugs-Alcohol
• Personal Injury
• Wrongful Death
• Premises Liability
Federal and State Courts
404/373-6010
Serving the Atlanta Area for Over 26 Years

• residential
commercial
• Hardwood
Floor Waxing

references
on request

298-1409

CONSTRUCTION

478-5561
CONTRACTOR

C.J. Clark

Dependable
Remodeling
Specializing in
Quality Work

622-4922

CONTRACTOR

MELINDAA.HESS
Attorney at Law

-WILLS AND PROBATE
-BANKRUPTCY
-DIVORCE/CHILD CUSTODY
-CRIMINAL LAW
-EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION

Reasonable Fees-Consultations at No Charge

705-8838

A Full Service Company • 22 Years Experience
Gay Owned & Operated

Emmett Construction
gene cloud • 371-0398
100% Financing Available
Free Estimates

Licensed/Insured

CONTRACTOR

MY FAVORITE MECHANIC, INC.
IS "FAMILY"
FULL service/repair

• Criminal Defense

TRADE MASTER
since 1986

DUI / Criminal T Divorce / Custody ▼ Bankruptcy
Wills ▼ Employment Discrimination ▼ Mediation
371-1255 VoiceTOD

Best Roof Expert
From New Roofs to Old Roofs
100% Guarantee

• cleaning services •

Barbara E. Katz

AUTOMOTIVE

ATTORNEY

ANN
DUCKWORTH

Law in the Service of Human Needs

ATTORNEY

ATTORNEY

633-8255
CONTRACTOR

Family Law
Debt Relief
394-6353

Gentle Chiropractic Care
Homeopathy
Nutrional Counseling
1945 Cliff Valley Way

Business Events

Attorneys at Law

BARBARA JO CALL
• WILLS (PROBATE
• BANKRUPTCY
• CRIMINAL LAW

Special CelehKanons

MACKINSON & KATZ

350-9656

MIDTOWN LEGAL
SERVICES, P.C.

DUI
Personal Injury

ATTORNEY

LAW OFFICES OF

■Hri

PATRICIA A
HOIN

A quality service at a reasonable price.

REAL PEOPLE • REAL SOLUTIONS'!

Dr. Heather A. Koeppel
Chiropractor • Craniopath

CLEANING
Campbell & Hoin, P.C.

AttomeysAtLaw

Accounting & litisiiiess Advisory Services

Saul

DUI/Criminal Cases
Auto Accidents
Traffic Violations

BRODIE
&

CHIROPRACTOR

ATTORNEY AND
COUNSELOR. AT LAW

Tax preparation for
Individuals and business.

|TAX

CATERING

HARVEY N.
GOLDBERG

Experienced
professional accountant
lightens the load.

Daniel Ross, CPA,
875-TAXS (8297)
• Masters Degree in Taxation
• Member of American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants
• Over 9 Years Experience
Serving Individuals & Small Businesses

ACCOUNTING

ALL models foreign/domestic
1618 DeKalb Avenue • 371 -9912

SNAP
FINDING THE RIGHT SERVICE IN THE DIRECTORY IS A SNAP

WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE
IN RENOVATION CONTRACTORS?
The difference is one woman with 21 years
experience. She is Rosie Hallam, President of
Hailam Construction Services. Inc.
Rosie's customers will tell you she is fair, honest, and produces a crisp, clean renovation. Call
Rosie personally at 325-5771.
We have the best references in the community.
Let Rosie help you with your design and
renovation...big or small.

325-5771

^ScU^^H<i^u
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THE
DIRECTORY

HOME IMPROVEMENT

MOVER

Odd Jobs:
Painting
Cleaning

• LICENSE
• INSURED
• DEPENDABLE

MOVING? CALL 352-1189
7 DAYS A WEEK

• Yardwork
• Pressure Washing

(AS LOW AS $92.00)

/**
JAMES'

Zan's Productions

Moving
Services

377-6581 • Digital Beeper 632-6169

B»

SOME RESTRICTIONS MAY APPLY

CONTRACTOR

Interior
Exterior
Painting
references
Madelyn Posey
373-6521
ELECTROLYSIS

CREDIT
GUARANTEED CREDIT

MASTERCARD
or VISA
Guaranteed approval,
even with past
bankruptcy.
You can have
MC or Visa in time for
holiday shopping!

BUCKHEAD
ELECTROLYSIS
CLINIC

Call or write for
free information.

222-8448

PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL

404 • 233 • 9510
375 PHARR RD., NE • SUITE 303

NuWay Enterprises
4065 Memorial Dr., Suite F110,
Decatur, GA 30032

DENTIST

OPTICAL

HOME IMPROVEMENT

W.D.

save on fine designer eyeglasses from

REED COMPANY

General Construction and Renovation

659-9004
pager 708-2600

Donaldo Reed

10% Off Any
Interior Painting
(Before Dec. 15th)

MASSAGE

Fee Only Service

• Pets
• Plants
•Home

724-4662

Stained Glass Studio
& Gallery
Doors (Custom & Instock)
Windows A Classes/Supplies

BONDED

965 VIRGINIA AVE NE

636-2200
Outlet Square Mall
Buford Hwy near Clairmont

•

INSURED

•

REFERENCES

297-9^7

MASSAGE

Add time to your day!
Critter Cab, Inc.
898-0445
Pager 839-6662
Pet transportation
to groomers, vets
and kennels.

Give a gift of health to
someone on your holiday list
(LIKE YOU!)
Karen Ellis, CMT
Call 621-5705 today.

PSYCHOLOGIST

ED GIL DE RUBIO,

M.D.

RANDI JONES, Vh.V<
CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGIST

• Internal Medicine

Health Psychology
Adult & Adolescent Psychotherapy
Neuropsychologlcal Assessment

Comprehensive Care for HTV Patients

495

WINN WAY SUITE

DECATUR, GA

B-210

30030

296-8383
MOVERS

RING
100% Financing with Approved Credit

(404) 416-0211

LOOK TO
THE
DIRECTORY
for your
professional
service needs

PETS

MASSAGE

MEDICAL

HOME IMPROVEMENT

Professional care for...

by appointment only

Open 7 Days

It's Never Too Early or Too Late!

fluoncfa/e
Pet Sitters

CAROL WALSH*

^lasscArt

404-270-2855

PETS

THERAPEUTIC
MASSAGE

873-2957

ANSLEYMALL
1544 piedmont avenue
atlanta, ga 30324
404.888.0330

FAMILY

S501 Glenridge Dr. Suite #103•843-9269

"Insuring Your Comfort While Providing Quality Care"

▼ CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER

If you need a fresh
eye exam, an
Ophthalmologist in our
store will be happy to see
you by appointment.

YOU are
more than
a customer
...you are

Comprehensive Dental Services
Phobia Reduction • Flexible Scheduling • Insurance Filing

l^HENRIETTE M. HUYBREGTS^

r

AAA RESIDENTIAL
HOME IMPROVEMENT

Dr. Richard Hooker, DDS

FINANCIAL PLANNER

THE BEST EUROPEAN EYE WEAR
THINNEST LENSES
NO-LINE BIFOCALS
r
& MUCH MORE!

HOME IMPROVEMENT

HOME IMPROVEMENT

In the Heart of Virginia Highland
1187 Virginia Ave NE
Atlanta, Georgia 30306

L & H OPTICAL

Residential • Commercial • Industrial
Restorations • Additions • Decks • General Repairs

GIVE US A RING TD PLAGE YOUR
OWN DIRECTORY AD—87B-1819

One Man Show
We do...
• Inhouse Moving
• Pickups & Deliveries
• 1 piece to full van load
Call Us For Hourly Rates

872-1982

H64N. Highland Ave.

PSYCHOTHERAPIST
CARRIE JAFFE, M.A.
1

Women's Therapy Groups
1
Individual Therapy
1
Abuse & Battering Issues
1
Couple Counseling/Intimacy Issues
' Adults Dealing with Childhood Issues

Sliding Scale
Windy Hill Road/Alpharetta
953-6401, 952-0893

607-l418
SYCHOTHERAPIST

Ken Carter, Ph.D.
Individual, Couples and
Group Psychotherapy
Sliding Scale Available

404-248-1159
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PSYCHOTHERAPIST

Jamey Collins, LCSW
Psycho therapy
Individuals
Couples
Groups

CERTIFIED
Harville Hendrick's

COUPLES THERAPIST
321-4954 Ext. 1831
2801 BufordHwy.
Suite 400

PSYCHOTHERAPIST

PSYCHOTHERAPIST

COUMSELiriQ
► Recovery Issues
Abuse Survivors

Stella Eller
874-2373
sliding scale
SYCHOTHERAPIST

256-6664

NICHOLETTE SCOFIELD
Lie. Professional Counselor

women & men
Individuals & relationships
brief and depth therapy
728-0290
Emory/Decatur Area

Janice Canon, LCSW

Lie. Clin. Social Worker

Individual, Couples, &

458-6886
Individual • Couples
Psychotherapy

PSYCHOTHERAPIST

M

1 W.

S.

W. , C.

A.

C.

PSYCHOTHERAPIST

Zachary Sank, MSW
Individuals & Couples
Specializing in HIV Issues

Locations in Stone

FAX 325-9917
2064 Briarcliff Rd. #103

► FOR
£^4 LESS!

Last minute Caribbean travel
specials at unbeatable prices!!

299-2813

873-5510—Midtown

870-1648

TRAVEL

Park City Ski Week
Aspen Ski Week
Silver Cloud Cruise
Club RSVP

GirisonilawelNetworlc8

VETERINARIAN

Dr, House Cat
M.G. McReynolds. DVM

PROFESSIONAL
EXPERIENCED
GAY-OWNED

Office 522-1001
Pager 342-9418

Special
Europe Fare
London / Rome
Amsterdam / Paris
Munich / Madrid

(404) 325-5302

K£* SUN

Sliding Scale

'95 Gay Vacations

Custom
Signs &
Banners

TRAVEL

Mountain, Atlanta, & Duluth

All Points Travel

IVl A<;D<)NAr.i>

PSYCHOTHERAPIST

Group Therapy

TRAVEL

Virginia Erhardt, Ph. D.
Licensed Psychologist

CLAIRMONT/R DROID HILLS

PSYCHOTHERAPIST

Julia Strong, MSW

SIGNS

Individual, Couples, &
Sex Therapy

PSYCHOTHERAPIST

From $441 Roundtrip

Ansley Mall

873-3631

TRAVEL

WHEN YOU TRAVEL
DON'T SETTLE FOR
LESS!

872-8747
1004 VIRGINIA AVE NE
INT'L TRIPS UNLIMITED INC.

An affordable house call
practice catering to cats.

VETERINARIAN

1 raditionol/Experientia

RELATIONSHIP

mrvivors of Abuse

ENRICHMENT CENTER
Cyndy Dorer, LCSW

J kddictive Diseases

Individual
Women's Issues
Couples

591-8000
Cobb, Cherokee • Sliding Fee Scale

1 irth Regression

DAVID G. WILLIAMS, D.V.M.
QUALITY CARE FOR YOUR PET

Choose To
Cruise!

OJAVONDALE!
VETERINARY

1 nner Child/Imagery

s 41

Edgewood Avenue S.E.
tlonto, Georgia
30312

Qeojfte 5karn VMidays

K5TA 404-636-4312 QW^

4 0 4. 524. 5005

HOSPITAL
Appointments Preferred

Complete, clean and spacious
boarding facilities available.

«H 294-4800
6 Avondale Rd., Avondale Estates
Mon, Tues, Thurs, Fri 8-6; Wed 8-7, Sat 8-noon

COMMUNITY CALENDAR
29th—Thursday
AIDS Survival Project Growing Healthier Support
Group. 7:30 pm. 44 12th St. 874-7926.

3 0th—friday
Congregation Bet Haverim. Worship service.
8 pm. Atlanta Friends Meeting House.
701 W. Howard Ave., Decatur. 642-3467.

31st—Saturday
AVS New Year's party. 8 pm. Call for details.
242-4899.
Atlanta Women's Soccer Club. Practice 9 am,
Ebster Field, Decatur. Games on Sundays. 872-1792.
Front Runners run at 8 am. Meet at parking lot
behind Piedmont Park tennis courts. 621-5007.

1st—Sunday
All Saints MCC. Worship service, 7 pm.
575 Boulevard. 622-1154.
Christ Covenant MCC Adult & children's Christian
education, 9:30 am; Celebration of Word & Sacrament,
11 am & 7:30 pm. 778 Rays Rd., Stone Mountain. 2970350.
First Existentialist Congregation. Worship service,
11 am. 470 Candler Park Dr. 378-5570.
First MCC of Atlanta. Worship service, 9 & 11 am and
7:30 pm. 1379 Tullie Rd. 325-4143.
Interweave/Unitarian Universalists. Worship service,
9:30 & 11:15 am. 634-5134.

2nd—monday
AIDS Survival Project. Positively Living Support
Group. 7:30 pm. 4412th St. 874-7926.

Atlanta Venture Sports. Bowling, 8:30 pm.
Express Lanes, 1936 Piedmont Cir. 242-4899.

3rd—tuesday
PFLAG Clayton Co. 7 pm. Call for location.
875-9440.
AIDS Survival Project Women's Support Group.
5:15 pm. 44 12th St. 874-7926. Closed group, please
call for admittance.
ACT UP. 7:30 pm. 44 12th St. 874-6782.
Hotlanta Basketball. Pick up games at 8:30 pm.
Call for location. 525-1544.

4th—Wednesday
Front Runners run at 6:30 pm. Meet at parking lot
behind Piedmont Park tennis courts. 621-5007.
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CODE BLUE PRODUCTIONS
presents

"NINETEEN NINETY-FIVE"

a new year's eve donee event
Saturday, december 31
^ atlanta apparel mart
8:30pm-4anr

countdown
DJ JIMMY MARSHALL

RU PCIUl @ MIDNIGHT

dance 'til dawn
DJ LYDIA PRIM

TICKETS SOLD IN ATLANTA

ni l \TP I Uf\r

EXCLUSIVELY AT f H I J I M/ J

OR CALL 1-800-781-4066

TO CHARGE BY PHONE

wtumiiiiiiititii»i.w

872 4717

MOOT
with SHANE MEDER
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A COMPLETE GUIDE FOR YOUR LEISURE TIME

i

New design for a new year
Christmas in South Carolina—just as i remembered. As wonderful as it was, Atlanta is my home now
and I'm. excited to be back and even more excited about
the new year and what it holds. The world of inferior
design and home furnishings is moving us to a design
awareness that makes even the smallest budget seem
very stylish. From Pier 1 to Beverly Hall—and ail the
antique markets in between—we can find endless ways
to dress even the simplest of decor.
Now that you've received some smart new picture
frames, candles and great gifts from Santa, where do
you put them? I would suggest that if it's something
you really love, the nightstand in the master bedroom
is the perfect place for that frame or what-not.
The master
bedroom
a lot
to the
ogy of sleepfor example,
when
you
reach to turn
the light off,
this is the last
room you see;
as morning
comes, it's the
first room .you
see. Subconsciously, the
art> lamps, fabrics and color
of the room can
Plate favorite objects on a bedside
sometimes
table, where you tan enjoy them
govern a good
morning and night.
night's sleep.
So as you reach for the light, surround yourself with
things that make you feel good.
Dressing the bed with the right linens is also very
important, and now with the availability of readymades, the choices are unlimited. Putting fabrics together is made easy by good displays and A-B-C shopping. But use your creative thoughts by putting together your own combinations. Por example, your
Ralph Lauren spread with your Linens and Things
taupe flannel sheets, brought together with your custom-made bed skirt, makes this bed a great retreat!
Bathroom do's and don'ts are always very blackand-white to me. If the bathroom is small with no storage, then regardless of how great the display is at
>- Continued on page 42

This 'odalisque' painting was among the works of artist Robert Sherer that were
censored in Birmingham.

Reversing the roles
by MICHAEL KAPE

Artist Robert Sherer angers
sexists—and incites censors—
with his pointings of mole nudes
in classically female poses
What is it about Robert Sherer's paintings that has so
many people upset? How is it that in just a few short years
this openly gay artist has found himself in three censorship
flaps, most recently earlier this month at an exhibition in
Birmingham, Ala.?
Robert Sherer paints nudes. Male nudes—in poses traditionally reserved for women. And he does it very well.
Perhaps a lesser artist, one who did not appropriate the style
and tone of the old masters, might not evoke such response.
Yet because his brilliantly executed paintings arouse an
emotional wallop, they manage to provoke controversy.
In 1990, at an exhibition of five artists at Cleveland's
Lake Erie College, the gallery director called Sherer a week
after his paintings went up and asked if he could cover one
up for a day. "He thought one of my paintings was offensive," recalls Sherer. "A group of children was coming that
day, so would I mind if this one painting was covered up? I
was very naive to all this censorship stuff at the time. I
agreed. I said, 'No problem. You can cover it up. It's only
going to be for an afternoon.'
"Then he calls me the next day," Sherer continues, "and
tells me he has decided he's going to take down all of my
works. And I said, 'What do you mean take down?' And he
said, 'I've already done it. I've taken your works off the wall
and put them in the basement I don't care what you think.
I'm doing the right thing because your work is offensive.'"
Sherer says that what angered him most about the incident was that the other four artists in the show took no stand

on the censorship. "None of them defended me," Sherer
says. "They were heterosexual, and basically had the attitude of, 'Well, you were asking for it because you painted
male nudes. If you had painted female nudes like we've all
done, you could get away with it.' Then, a week later, the
guy doing the censoring got a bit braver. He censored one
of the other paintings as offensive. Then, all of a sudden,
the heterosexuals were saying, 'Oh my God! Oh, censorship is bad!' And they all jumped on the censorship bandwagon. But they were unwilling to do it for me."
In 1992, at Edinboro University in Pennsylvania, Sherer
and his fellow graduate students were given an opportunity to mail out a postcard announcing the exhibition of
their work. Only Sherer wasn't allowed to mail his out on
campus because a liberal arts dean thought the painting on
the card—two nude men, one asleep on a bed and the other
sitting in a chair—was offensive. A brouhaha ensued, eventually bringing in the ACLU.
"The images I saw on the cards that came out before
mine were invariably sexist poses," Sherer says. "One in
particular was of a nude woman lying down, her legs spread
in a very unbecoming position, and a pack of wild dogs
were sniffing and ticking her body—and [the university]
saw no problem with that image! But just because there's a
tittle, tiny weenie that you can see in my painting, it was
enough to cause the trouble."
On Dec. 2,1994, Sherer was again censored, this time at
his first exhibit ever in his home state of Alabama. At Gallery 2030 in Birmingham, 10 of Sherer's works were on display. But his paintings were deemed inappropriate to be
seen at a fundraiser being held on behalf of A Baby's Place,
a foster care service for children with HTv*. Glenda Harris,
who works with A Baby's Place, covered the works because
she did not want to "offend people who give kids with HTV
money and medicine."
"Yeah, like who gives the money?" retorts Sherer.
^ Continued on page 40
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ART/EXHIBITS

Dance
Cruise
Party
3am 'til
Dawn
with
Cappuccino
Espresso
Cafe Au Lait
Fruitopia
Sodas
Juice

Doors open
8:35pm to Dawn
Hats
Party Favors
Champagne Fountain
Breakfast Hors d'oeuvres

1231 WEST Peachtree St.
The blonde brick building
at the corner of 15th Street
Free parking on the left.
Open Christmas Day 9:00
Open New Year's Day 8:00pm
Closed Christmas Eve

5 WOMEN. Thru Dec. 30. Works
by Ann Fessler, Margo Machida,
Ce Scott, Joan N. Silver and
Kathy Yancey at Nexus, 535
Means. 688-1970.
JOSEPH BEUYS. Thru Dec 30.
Drawings, objects and prints by
the German artist at the High
Museum. 733-4461.
OLYMPIC DREAMS: LARRY
LEE. Thru Dec 31. Spruill
Center's Library Gallery hosts
Atlanta sculptor's works in clay.
394-3447.
STAN SHARSHAL. Thru Dec

Schatten Gallery, Emory
University. Free. 727-6861.
SEBASTIAO SALGADO. Thru
Jan 14. "Workers: An Archaeology of the Industrial Age" on
display at the High Museum's
Folk Art and Photography
Galleries.
BURIED IN LIGHT. Thru Jan
15. A video installation by artist
Jem Cohen at the High Museum.
733-4444.
ROBERT McCURDY-DON
PORCARO. Thru Jan 28.
Painting and sculpture. Nancy
Solomon Gallery, 1037 Monroe
Dr. 875-7100.

$7 °° in Advance
$10-°° at the Door

897-5777

Happy (lew Vear!
nage J&oto
from all of us at
may<
^N
Image Photo
1 Hour IJNCENSORED Photo Processing
Atlanta's Best Photo Processing Lab. Owner Operated.
We Gurantee the Hightest Quality processing of your photos. .
Don't trust your Christmas pictures to anyone else!

875-9331 ▼ 985 Monroe Drive r M to Blockbuster Video

Friday, Jan. 13;
P
d:30pm, $12
Tickets available at the Variety box office-r524-7354
(M-F 12-6pm & nights of shows) * ""%
and Ticketmaster
/

TtCK.dfu.
POHIX. COCONUT* TOWn lECOBM

TPHOIB

31. A retrospective look at the
Atlanta artist who died at age 42.
TULA Foundation, 75 Bennett St.
351-3551.
MINNIE EVANS: ARTIST. Thru
Dec 31. Works by the self-taught
African-American artist on
display at the High Museum's
Folk Art and Photography
Galleries, Georgia Pacific Center
downtown. 577-6940.

£2fif^

PIAOTE

"Coal Mine, India" (1989) is among the images in "Workers: An Archaeology
oi the Industrial Age," the photos of Sebastiao Salgado, on display at
the High Museum's Folk Art and Photography Galleries.

(404) 240-6400

WHALES. Thru Jan 8. Traveling
exhibition about the giants of the
deep with five life-sized robotic
whales is on display at Fernbank
Museum of Natural History.
370-0960.
SYMBOLIC HEAT. Thru Jan 10.
Subtitled "Gender, Health and
Worship among the Tamils of
South India and Sri Lanka."

HERTER BROTHERS:
FURNITURE AND
INTERIORS FOR A GILDED
AGE.Thru Feb 12. High Museum, 1280 Peachtree St.
Opens Tues.

BENEFITS
ATLANTA NOW. Jan 1. Eddie's
Attic in Decatur hosts a special
concert and silent auction to
benefit the Atlanta chapter of
NOW. Elton John, Gloria
Steinem, Jane Fonda, the Indigo
Girls and Molly Ivins are among
those who've donated items. Liz
Carrier, Nat Farr, Stef Mahan,
Janet McLaughlin and Jan Smith
perform. 8 pm.
^- Continued on page 30
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SCENES FROM ATLANTA NIGHTLIFE

Happy queer new year
Here we go again for the 1,995
year in a row. Break out the party
hats, the noisemakers, the geewhizzlers and the hob-nobbers.
Add a split of champagne, a happy
thought and a free spirit and
you're a first kiss waiting to happen this New Year's Eve in Atlanta.
I went asking some urban party
planners what makes their first
night celebration different than
any other in
Atlanta.
Here's what
they had to
say:
"It's all
about dancing
with friends
and family,"
says Steve
B e rm a n ,
whose hightech production company
will revamp
Velvet this
Dec. 31 for
"Beads and
Bodies,"
a
benefit for
Project Open
Hand's MasAtlanta's gift to the world, RuPaul, will
querade. It's a
be back to rule the Apparel Mart on
fundraiser for
New Year's Eve.
a fundraiser in
an intimate
600-person maximum setting with
an emphasis on hi-energy dancing.
For more info call 681-9936.
"Come on out and spend 'An
Evening in Las Vegas,'" says Revolution owner Jill Cohen. Miss Gay
Atlanta 1972, Rachel Wells, will
join in the cabaret-style casino
theme. "There'll be blackjack,
craps and roulette, with proceeds
benefiting the Susan G. Komen
Breast Cancer Foundation," says
Cohen. The Erin Musslewhite
Band will be upstairs at Jake's. Call
816-5455.
The best new bar of 1994, Mon
Cherie's The Chamber, is where
"all lifestyles can come together in
a utopia sort of way," says Mon
Cherie in her raspy and alluring

voice. And for New Year's Eve, she
says, "you're in for a candlelight
dinner, oral decadence and a live
dessert bar with fetish performances throughout." The Chamber may offer just the type of multisensory experience that could
change the way you look at the
world. Call 248-1612.
"If you're in the mood for the
local music party atmosphere,
Eddie's is the place to be," says
Laura Hudgens, PR person for
Eddie's Attic. Matthew Kahler,
Millan & Kenzie and Michelle
Penn will give it all they got for the
New Year's celebration. Party favors and a champagne toast will
top off an acoustic and rockin'
evening by some of Atlanta's most
talented musician/songwriters.
3774976.
All dressed up and nowhere to
go will not be the case for partygoers at The High Museum of Art's
"High Ball" at the NationsBank
Plaza building. "It's a fundraiser
for our Young Careers group, who
help the High raise money for new
art acquisitions," says Marty Rainbow of the Members Guild. "And
more than that, it's the place to ring
in the New Year with lots of people
who have art in their hearts." Gaming tables, dancing, a silent auction
and live entertainment by "Numerous Complaints" will round
out the black tie optional affair.
Tickets for the high-end but affordable event are available in advance
or at the door. Call 733-4428.
The most talked-about party
going on in Atlanta is also the largest. Code Blue Productions out of
Nashville presents the illustrious
RuPaul in a welcome-home New
Year's Eve concert bash that's expected to draw upwards of 5,000
people to the Atlanta Apparel
Mart. The evening goes like this:
DJ Jimmy Marshall spins 'em from
9 p.m. until RuPaul appears at the
stroke of midnight for a 45-minute
show. Miami Beach DJ Lydia "Bad
Girl" Prim takes it from 1-4 a.m.,
just when everyone's heatin' up.
For tix call (800) 7814066.

Happy New Year, Baby!

Ring in the New Year at the
Otherside! $1000 in cash and
prizes and a champagne toast
at midnight. Tickets are $15
in advance, $20 at the door.

1924 Piedmont Road • 404 875-5238
Doors Open at 5:00pm Tuesday-Sunday
Dancing • Billiards • Videos • Entertainment
Corner Cafe • Valet
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The Alliance Theatre Company invites you to
CELEBRATE ROMANCE with...

WH1J (ULCHMU
^ Continued from page 28

FILM
GO TRABI GO. Jan 4. This
1991 film about a family tracing
Goethe's journey to Italy is part
of the Goethe Institut's "German Comedies" series. Also
playing is "No More Mr. Nice
Guy," about two men in search
of their inheritance in the
former East Germany.

Re/\p§
A SUMMER HOUSE
Book and Lyrics by Alan Ayckboum
Music by John Partisan
JANUARY 3 - FEBRUARY 4
A pi y that weaves our worid together with the legend of "Beauty
and the Beast" foi a whimsical, magical LOVE story.
We wW you fo see the most ENCHANTING, HILARIOUS,
ROMANTIC story to hit the stage all season and so...
We present this loving offer...
Half Price tickets to DREAMS FROM A SUMMER HOUSE!!
Pick up coiipons for HALF PRICE TICKETS to performances Jan. 5-15
at Natural Body, Barnes & Noble, Maier & Berkeie Jewelers,
■ Flowers Prom Holland, Ltd., The Ritz-Carlton, Atlanta, and
>yth. No purchase necessary.
For tickets call

733-5000.

YELLOWSTONE. Thru May
30. Fernbank's MAX tours the
park. 370-0960.

EDDIE'S ATTIC NEW YEAR'S
EVE PARTY. Groove with local
musicians Matthew Kahler,
Millan & Kenzie, and Michelle
Penn. 377-4976.
NEW YEAR'S EVE AT THE
OPERA. Capitol City Opera
Company presents favorites
from "Die Fledermaus," "The
Merry Widow" and other light
operas. 8 pm, followed by
three-course dinner. $100 per
person. 633-2848.

HOLIDAY EVENTS
E/R CHRISTMAS: NOEL,
NOEL, OH HELL. Thru Dec 30.
Onstage Atlanta presents more
emergency room antics in the
holiday spirit. Thur-Sat 8 pm.
(Tues-Sat from Dec 20); Sun 5
pm. $14-$18. 897-1802.

n ABN AMRO BankN.V.

MUSIC
®j» Mania Journal
The 1994-95 Alliance Theatre Company Sponsor is

THEATLANIACONSTITUTION

fiarv ■,. Bell
New or Used Cars, Trucks and Vans

A NIGHT IN OLD VIENNA.
Dec 29-31. William Fred Scott
conducts Strauss waltzes,
marches, polkas and other
delights in three "champagne/
coffee" concerts. Symphony
Hall. $17.50-$45. 733-5000.
PENELOPE WILLIAMS TRIO.
Performing every Fri & Sat 9
pm.-l am at the Hotel Nikko.
687-8866.

NEW YEAR'S EVE

Banner Ford Scott Blvd., Decatur • 633-4005

RU PAUL. Code Blue Productions presents Atlanta's most
famous expatriate drag
superstar at the Apparel Mart.
Major crowd expected.
(800) 781-4066.
BEADS AND BODIES. Steve
Berman revamps Velvet as a
benefit for Project Open Hand's
Masquerade. 681-9936.

Jk.

Glfes

• Quiet, convenient location overlooking 25-acre Central Park
• Luxury Interiors, Including Gas-Log Fireplaces,
French Doors, Mini-Blinds and 9-Foot Ceilings
• Garage Parking
• Croquet, indoor racquetball and lap swimming
• 1,2 and 3 Bedrooms Available (1 Bedrooms start at $640)

AN EVENING IN LAS
VEGAS. Blackjack, craps and
roulette at Revolution, benefiting the Susan G. Komen Breast
Cancer Foundation. 816-5455.
BLACK AND WHITE MEN
TOGETHER. Ring in the new
year with BWMT—dancing,
food, and champagne. $5.
892-BWMT.

Office Hours: M0N-FRI: 10-6, SAT: 10-5, SUN: 1-5, Closed WED
1-85 to N. Druid Hills Rd. Go north 1 '/i miles. Turn left on Lenoi Park Blvd.

404/261-2573
Property Maaajeauat by Cabin Residential Serried

i=r

HIGH BALL. High Museum of
Art bash at the NationsBank
building. Black tie optional.
733-4428.

Crooner Tony Bennett rings in the new year with
a special on GPTV, Channel 8.

TONY BENNETT: WATCH
WHAT HAPPENS. The
suddenly hip crooner rings in
the new year starting at 10 pm
on GPTV, Channel 8.
NEW YEAR'S ROCKIN' EVE.
Dec 31. Dick Clark hosts his
23rd New Year's Eve special on
ABC-TV with guests including
Melissa Etheridge, Salt-N-Pepa
and Margaret Cho. Channel 2.
VARIETY PLAYHOUSE NEW
YEAR'S EVE BLOWOUT. Dec
31. Features Tinsley Ellis, Col
Bruce Hampton and the Fiji
Mariners, and Kenny Neal.
1099 Euclid Ave., 8:30 pm.
$17.50 adv, $25 day of show.
524-7354.

RADIO
SISTER'S TIME. Every Thurs
6-7 pm. An audio magazine
featuring the rhythms of
>•- Continued on page 32
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FILM, VIDEO & TV REVIEWS

Stints, s LSLVI
by ALAN FRUTKIN

Screen picks big and small
Throughout 1994, queer images hit the big and small screen
in record numbers. Here are my
picks for the best of the year.

TV
1. Armistead Maupin's
Tales of the City: Adapted from
the first of Maupin's six-volume
series, this loving portrait of lesbian and gay life in 1970s San Francisco was so far ahead of its time,
PBS canceled funding for a sequel.

Guinevere Turner and VS. Brodie do the
wild thing in "Go Fish."

2. The Real World III: With
cast member Pedro Zamora, who
died of AIDS in- November, and
companion Sean Sasser (who is
also HIV-positive), MTV's hit
docu-soap presented to viewers
TV's most honest and unapologetic portrait of gay life in the '90s.
3. My So-Called Life: This
follow-up from "thirtysomething"
producers Edward Zwick and
Marshall Herskovitz is most notable for its inclusion of TV's first
gay teen—Ricky Vasquez (Wilson
Cruz), a sweet and streetwise
ne'er-do-well whose unabashed
effeminacy is the year's most intriguing development. Catch Cruz
while you can, though. ABC puts
the show on hiatus come January.
4. Roseanne: From the show's
much-hyped "lesbian kiss" episode in March, which featured actress Mariel Hemingway, to Leon's
(Martin Mull) "Life Is a Drag"
party at Halloween, Roseanne continues to forge an ongoing alliance

with the queer community. Perhaps the only gay plot line left for
her to conquer is Darlene's (Sarah
Gilbert) coming out.
5. Frasier: In a now-classic episode, Seattle's eminent psychiatrist
sets up his gay station manager
(Eric Lutes) with housekeeper
Daphne Moon (Jane Leeves), but
he thinks the date is with Frasier.

FILM
1. Savage Nights: Cyril
Collard's brutal testament to hope
and despair in the age of AIDS.
Against the backdrop of Paris
night life, Collard plays in irresponsible, HIV-positive bisexual,
and newcomer Romane Bohringer
turns in a stunning performance as
his obsessive teenage girlfriend.
2. Heavenly Creatures: A
chilling look at the world-famous
murder case involving a pair of obsessive, fantasy-prone teen killers.
Whether they were, in fact, lesbians is a question that's never answered. But the presumption that
they were, and their subsequent
separation, led them toward their
crime.
3. The Adventures of
Priscilla, Queen of the Desert:
Not just "the feel good movie of
the year." Terence Stamp's moving
portrayal of the film's transsexual,
Bernadette, is a virtuosic performance. And Hugo Weaving (who
plays Mitzi, Australia's premier
drag artist) provides the film's
highest moment of comedy, when
he steps out of drag and tries to
spit.
4. Go Fish: Rose Troche's
lighthearted look at a group of
young lesbians in Chicago's
Wicker Park. Combining low-budget effects with a loosely knit narrative, this funny film also includes
a spellbinding indictment of the socalled "lesbian mafia," and a witty
discourse on female genitalia.
5. Interview With the Vampire: Tom Cruise turns in a surprisingly agile performance as the
vampire Lestat. At turns sensual
and effete, Cruise is indeed faithful to the Anne Rice character.

Good Jiin is jfever Out of Season

TiMiiiiY
SQUARE
APAR1WTS

•
•
•
•

Swimming Pool/Fitness Center
Washer & Dryer in each apartment
Free 24-hour monitored intrusion alarm
Outside storage
^^^

609 Virginia Avenue • 404/874-5512

£nzit
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African women's health.
WRFG, 89.3 FM.
GAY GRAFFITI. Every Thurs
7-8 pm. Out and loud lesbian
and gay radio. WRFG, 89.3 FM.
LES CHANTEUSES
AFRICAINES. Every Sun 1-4
am. The musical and literary
voices of African women, with
host Alicia Banks, who offers a
unique perspective that
includes the lesbian point of
view. WRFG, 89.3 FM.

DON'T STEREOTYPE US!
■

;

YOU ALREADY KNOW THAT TRONCALU HAS THE WIDEST SELECTION
of automobiles. Nissan, Infiniti, Mitsubishi, Saab, Lincoln-Mercury andjaguar. These names are the
finest in the industry and their names are synonymous with quality. Customers are the top priority and
when you visit our dealerships, you will be greeted, not hassled, by a friendly professional. After you have
made your purchase, you'll feel confident that we haven't forgotten about you. And should your new car
need servicing our courteous service team will make sure you 're satisfied.
LET US PROVE TO YOU, WE AREN'T STEREOTYPICAL!

THE NUTCRACKER ON ICE.
Dec 29. The fabulous Fox
theatre becomes an ice rink for
this special production.
Starring Olympic medalists
Oksana Baiul, Viktor Petrenko
and Brian Boitano. 881-2000.
1940's RADIO HOUR. Thru
Dec 31. Perennial favorite set in
Dec 1942. Tues-Fri 8 pm, Sat 7
and 9 pm, Sun 2:30 and 7 pm.
At Marietta's Theatre in the
Square. 422-8369, ext. 10.
FROSTY THE DEAD MAN.
Thru Jan 25. Murder at an office

OUTLOOK. Mon-Fri, 1-3 pm.
Radical talk for revolutionary
intellectuals—feminist, Afrocentered and pro-gay radio on
AM, with Alicia Banks. WIGO,
1340 AM.

TRONCALU SAAB
11507 Alphorsllo Hwy. • Roswell- 475-0030

TRONCALU NISSAN
1625 Church Slree|.2?2-3853
1625 Church 5treef 292-6930

'^M ^^B l^^llll

TRONCAtU UNCOLN-MERCURT
1 1 507 Alphoretto Hwy. • Roswell-475-0030

TRONCALU MITSUBISHI

(SUPERSTORES]

TRONCALU JAGUAR
1 1507 Alphoralld Hwy.' Roswell-475-0030

1625 Church Slrwf 294-0040

STILL AIN'T SATISFIED.
Every Mon 7-9 pm. Music and
interviews from a lesbian
perspective. Cool music for any
queer or interested other.
WRFG, 89.3 FM.

THEATER

good friends
Lfind the right roommate
with southern voice
classifieds
iffex
876-1819
IK rfis£

Hi.
//f

M

-vsm

we pay $$$ for
/aartf
used cars

Dealerphobia
Call 404/259-9335

TELEVISION
ABSOLUTELY FABULOUS.
Sundays on Comedy Central.
The cult sensation from
England inspires homos
stateside every week. Check
local listings.
KIDS IN THE HALL. Every
Mon-Fri. The Kids—including
openly gay cast member Scott
Thompson—do their thing at
10:30 pm on Comedy Central.
OUT IN ATLANTA. Every
Mon 10:30 pm and Wed 5:30
pm. Atlanta's local lesbian and
gay cable program, featuring
interviews, news, arts &
entertainment and more. Cable
Ch. 12.
GAY USA. Every Mon 11 pm.
Cable queerness on display on
cable Channel 12.
DYKE TV. Every Mon 9:30 pm.
Activist television from a dyke
perspective. People TV. Cable
Channel 12. Also airs Tues,
5:30 pm.
POSITIVE LIVING. Every
Wed 2:30 pm and Sat 10 pm.
This locally produced show
about people living with AIDS
airs on People TV Ch. 12. Also
airs on City Ch. 6, Thur 5 pm.
SOAP. Mon-Fri. Comedy
Central has the controversial
'70s TV series at 7:30 & 11 pm.

This cabinet with gilded incising, veneers, panels .and frets
is part of 'Herter Brothers: Furniture and Interiors for a
Gilded Age,' on view at the High Museum thru Feb 12.

holiday party is the fare for
Agatha's—A Taste of Mystery
dinner theater. Mon-Sat
7:30 pm, Sun 7 pm. Price of $33$40 includes five course dinner.
Peachtree & Third. 875-1610.

UPCOMING
WALTER WANGER: HOLLYWOOD INDEPENDENT. Jan
6,14,21. Three rarely shown,
films by Wanger—"Gabriel
Over the White House," "The
Moon's Our Home," and "The
^- Continued on page 34
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MUSIC NOTES & REVIEWS

Very Special Entertainment by the Legendary

Miss Rachel Wells
Miss Gay Atlanta 1972, Miss Gay GA1976, Miss Gay America 1978, appeared in Sharky's Machine

by LEE HUGHEY

Casino

199*Ts greatest hits
Soon 1994 will be just another
ring in the tree trunks, and except
for a few untimely deaths and the
release of that Mariah Carey
Christmas album, it's been a great
year for music.
Therapy?, "Troublegum"
(A&M)—The year's best, hands
down. Fast, pissed-off, surprisingly catchy songs with loads of
guitar crunch flow relentlessly into
one another. Scary and gorgeous at
the same time.

The London Suede, "Dog
Man Star" (Columbia/Nude)—
They've made androgyny (Bowiestyle, not Boy George-style) cool
again in the U.K., but Americans
are foolishly still ignoring them.
"Dog Man Star" is about love during apocalypse, and hope during
meltdown. Seedy, glamorous, arrogant and fragile, London Suede
deserve your immediate attention.
Hole, "Live Through This"
(DGC)—Courtney Love rages one
moment, makes you feel her heartbreak the next. Love can't decide
whether she's a hurt little girl or a
dragon lady, and hopefully she
never will.
Julian Cope, "Autogeddon" (American Recordings)—Cope has been everything
from a Liverpool punk to Britain's
reigning musical mystic, and the

trip's still not over. This album
about spiritual road trips tells me
that Julian has driven down that
road to nowhere many times.
Beastie Boys, "111 Communication"
(Capitol/Grand
Royal)—The snot-nosed brats' best
album yet. The Beasties make
home-brew out of every musical
element they've ever touched—
rap, funk, jazz, hardcore punk—
then flavor it with guitar noises
ripped off from bad porno flicks to
produce an annoyingly great album.
Smoke, "Heaven on a
Popsicle Stick" (Long Play)—
Atlanta's own Smoke create music
as ethereal as their name, and as
gritty. Benjamin, the skinny gay
dude with the voice like a car
crusher, sings melancholy hymns
to loves known and never known.
Man...or
Astroman?,
"Destroy All Astromen!!" (Estrus)—What's not to love about
this album? Almost two dozen
spacy, psychedelia-tinged surf
instrumentals by a band from Auburn. There's even a surf-styled
remake of the theme from "Mystery Science Theater 3000."
"Natural Born Killers"
soundtrack (Nothing/Interscope)—Produced by Nine Inch
Nails angst-meister Trent Reznor,
this album flattens late 20th-century culture into a roar of white
noise: Patsy Cline bumps up
against the world music of Peter
Gabriel; a gloomy Leonard Cohen
dissolves into a furious L7; Bob
Dylan's whine fades into a Duane
Eddy strut. Add NIN's hellish new
track "Burn," and the album blows
your head off as surely as Mickey
and Mallory would.
Honorable mentions go to
Combustible Edison, "I, Swinger";
The Indigo Girls, "Swamp
Ophelia"; The Pet Shop Boys,
"Disco 2"; and Aphex Twin; "Selected Ambient Works, Vol. 2."
Lee Hughey is a former DJ, and
claims to have seen every episode of
"Absolutely Fabulous."

Black Jack • Craps • Roulette
Proceeds benefit the Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation

Erin Musselwhite Band • DJ Rob Reum
Live Cabaret Show
Complimentary Champagne, Party Favors & Endless Buffet
Tickets • $15 in Advance • $20 at the Door

SATURDAY • DECEMBER ll
293

PHARR
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• IMMEDIATE CASH • JEWELRY LOANS

NATIONAL
PAWNAND JEWELRYEXCHANGE

QUALIFIED
ROLEX
BROKER

SPECIAL
30 DAY
INTEREST FREE
LENDING ON
FINE JEWELRY

WE BUY
ALL
JEWELRY

• <Private • Confidential •
• Borrow on Diamonds, Gold, Watches, All Jewelry
• Short Term, Long Term Renewable
• Bank Vault Storage • No Credit Check

WE PURCHASE ALL JEWELRY AT HIGHEST PRICES
AVAILABLE, FREE ESTIMATES AND APPRAISALS
Druid Chase Office Bldg., 2801 BufordHwy., Suite 420

636-2113
ALL LOANS STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
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COMING OUT?

^VJNTS:LEY

FOREST
Come see the
| forest through
the trees.

LET yfikoFAUte HELP

We are people friendly
• Washer/Dryer
connections: coming
• Newly renovated
• Large pool with sundeck
• Walk to Ansley Mall
• Three laundry facilities
• Convenient Midtown
location

OTIJ (mm
5*- Continued from page 32

Reckless Moment" screen at the High
Museum. 892-3600.
DREAM TIME: FEAR AND FANTASY
ON SCREEN. Jan 7-March 25. The
second part of the High Museum's "100
Years of World Cinema" begins Jan 7 with
"Apocalypse Now." 892-3600.
TOTALLY F***ED UR Jan 6-12. The latest
from gay nihilist filmmaker Gregg Araki
("The Living End") plays at GA State's
Cinefest for one week only. 651-3565.
CATS. Jan 10-15. The Andrew Lloyd
Webber musical lives up to its slogan,
"Now and Forever." If this doesn't scare
you, go see it as it returns to the Fox.

• I and 2 bedroom garden
and 2 and 3 bedroom
townhome floorplans
available

RED SCARE ON SUNSET. Jan 18-Feb
26. Charles Busch's gender-bent spoof of
B movies comes to Marietta's Theatre in
the Square. 422-8369.

EMOT

mm txxxoTic Gifts

^

404/875-4702
1616 Piedmont Ave. NE
Atlanta, GA 30324

3885 BUFORD HIGHWAY
ATLANTA, GA 634-9463
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmjm
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SSTfiord^
(404) 874-5619
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Don't put off those
new year resolutions...

CELLULAR
PHONE

...start your new year off right
by ©topping by to get your
supplies to fix up your home.

Nee Bag, Nee Car,
Nee Mobile
(Installation Extra)

854 Highland Ave., NE

Store Hours: Mon-Fri 8am-8pm, Sat 8am-6pm, Sun 1 lam-6pm

m*

WISHING YOU
I A HAPPY NEW
j YEAR FROM
J ALL OF US!

STEFAN'S
VINTAGE CLOTHING

1160 EUCLID AVE. • 688-4929
MON-SAT: 11-7 • SUN: 12-6

• $50 Activation Fee Waived
• Credit Approval Required
and Activation Through Dae Com
• $25 Programming Fee

Dae Com Cellular
Authorized Agent for

CH"
Cellular

AIRTOU

404/875-5144
1877 Piedmont Road
BRAVO PLUS BEEPER*
• Includes Beeper
& Connect Fee
& 3 Months Service!

$

99J

Page-Tel Beepers

Robert McCurdy's sculpture "Pad V"
is among the artist's works on view at the
Nancy Solomon Gallery.

CHESS. Jan 27-March 5. The Richard
Nelson-Tim Rice rock musical comes to
Onstage Atlanta. A love triangle involving rival American and Russian chess
players brims over with songs of passion,
jealousy and rage. 897-1802.
SOMEONE WHO'LL WATCH OVER
ME. Feb 1-March 5. The London and
New York hit play about three hostages
in a prison cell—called "brilliantly
disturbing...well-crafted and funny" by
the Irish Times—comes to 7 Stages.
523-7647.
RELATIONSHIP! Feb 10-12. A
Valentine's weekend retreat for lesbian
and gay couples to explore the spiritual
nature of relationships with friends,
lovers, children and others. The Mountain, Highlands Camp & Conference
Center, Highlands, N.C. (704) 526-5838.
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THEATRE, DANCE & ART REVIEWS

The best on the boards in '9*1
I'm tired. I've been to the theatre 133 times this year. Now it's
time to look back on all that I saw.
Best Performances, Actress:
Shelley McCook ("Laughing
Wild," Alliance); Sarah Lancaster
("Titus Andronicus," Atlanta
Shakespeare Company). Both actresses delivered wonderful performances, one comic, one deadly
serious, in difficult material. Honorable Mention: Rachel Fowler
("Philadelphia Story," Actor's Express).
Best Performances, Actor:
Peter Ganim ("Man & Superman,"
Actor's Express). An absolutely

Carol Charming as Dolly was the highlight
of the Fox musical season.

stunning performance—just perfect. Honorable mention: Edwin
Ashurst ("Present Laughter,"
Neighborhood Playhouse), Jeroy
Hannah ("The Night Larry Kramer
Kissed Me," SAME).
Best Supporting Performances, Actress: Kim Salome
("Tarts," E/R Christmas), Lauren
Gunderson ("Philadelphia Story")
Best Supporting Performances, Actor: Theo Harness
("Cloud Nine"), David Milford
("Of Mice and Men")
Best Musical Performances,
Actress: The cast of" A...My Name
Is Still Alice." Don't ask me to split
apart an ensemble like this.
Best Musical Performances,
Acton Daniel L. Carne ("A Little
Night Music"); Bryan Mercer
("Children of Jazz").
Set Design: Rochelle Barker
("Vampyr," Theatrical Outfit).

Without question, the most amazing set of the year.
Lighting Design: P. Hamilton
Shin ("Vampyr"). Again, an amazing design.
Costume Design: Joanna M.
Schmink (many plays). This
woman's costume work is everywhere, it seems.
Best Direction: Chris
Coleman ("Man & Superman,"
"Cloud Nine"). Two amazing
pieces of theatre, made all the better by Coleman's impeccable direction. Very Honorable Mention:
Kenny Leon ("Angels in America,"
"Boys From Syracuse")
Best Shakespeare Production: "The Winter's Tale" (Theatre
Emory); Honorable Mention:
"Titus Andronicus" (Atlanta
Shakespeare Company).
Best Touring Shows at The
Fox: "Hello, Dolly!" (Carol
Charming really was phenomenal)
and "The Who's Tommy."
"Tommy" was an incredible production, even though I ultimately
don't like the play all that much.
Best New Work to Debut in
Atlanta: "Many Things Have
Happened Since He Died.. And
Here Are the Highlights" (Horizon).
Best Place to See Unexpectedly Good New Works: Discovery Arena at Neighborhood Playhouse.
Best New Group in Town:
Art Attack (it had a couple of misfires, but it is on the right track).
Best Work Which the Other
Critics Loathed: "Mad Forest"
(Theatre Emory). An offbeat, offkilter production, it held my interest throughout.
Best Work Done by the Alliance in a Long Time: "Angels in
America: Millennium Approaches"; Honorable Mention:
"The Boys From Syracuse"
Best Musical: "A..My Name Is
Still Alice" (Horizon). Honorable
Mention: "Whoop Dee Doo"
(Onstage Atlanta)
Best Play: "Man & Superman"
(Actor's Express).

DECEASED
PET CARE
MEMORIAL GARDENS & CREMATORY

"Because Your Pet is a
Member of the Family"
OFFICE • CEMETARIES
CREMATORY • SHOWROOM

4991 Peachtree Rd.
Chamblee
457-7659

• Newly Renovated
♦ All Utilities Included
♦ Controlled Access Entry Systems
♦ Close Proximity to Buckhead/lntown

No Application Fee
with Mention of This Ad.

320-6100

fit

1155 La Vista Road • Atlanta, GA 30324
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MflOMHT LIST
Anis—Food from the sunny South of France at
reasonable prices. Closed Mondays. 2974
Grandview Ave ♦ 233-9889

Ciboulette To Go—Now your favorite menu
items are available to take home or stay in the
cafe. 1529 Piedmont Road NE • 874-7600 .

Atkins Park—Atlanta's oldest restaurant and
bar serves the best in continental cuisine. 794
North Highland Ave. • 876-7249

Coco-Loco—Serving the bestCuban/Caribbean
food in Atlanta for the past 5 years, in a great
tropical atmosphere. 2525 Piedmont Rd B'head
Crsg • 364-0212

BJ's Coffee House—Enjoy a variety of coffees,
cappuccinos and espresso with salads, sandwiches and desserts. 250 W. Ponce, Decatur 373-3423

Join Us For Our 14th Annual
New Year's Eve Celebration

Babette's—Country European informal fine dining. Cassoulet to Coqouvin. Entrees $8-16.
471 North Highland Ave ♦ 523-9121
Bacchanalia—Country European cuisine served
in the casually elegant atmosphere of an old
house. Menu changes weekly. 3125 Piedmont
Rd • 365-0410

MARR/VS
seafood grill
Have A Happy Holiday,
From Us To You!

Bertolini's—Offering authentic Italian cuisine
at affordable prices. Fresh pasta, gourmet
pizzas and fabulous desserts. 3500 Peachtree
Rd. (Phipps Plaza) • 233-2333
Bistangp—Chef Tom Coohill and his staff-serve
creative Mediterranean cuisine in a cozy, fun
decor. Peachtree Street • 724-0901

Private Dining Rooms Available
1782 Cheshire Bridge Road, Atlanta
OPEN 7 DAYS.
874-7347

Bridgetown Grill—Creative cuisine from hot
and spicy climates. Mon-Thur: 11:30-10:30,
Weekends: 11:30-Mid. 1156 Euclid Avenue •
653-0110

?

<?

ORIGINAL
WOOD-FIRED
GRILLED PIZZA

Casual Atmosphere

GOURMET <^RILL

STEAKS, SEAFOOD, VEGETARIAN ENTREES

Hi
OPEN:

MON-THUR
FRI & SAT

PASTA, PIZZA, SOUPS

1 IAM-IOPM
1 1 AM-1 IPM

LOCATED IN PEACHTREE BATTLE SHOPPING CENTER

&

SALADS

266 • 8477
•

NEXT TO OXFORD BOOK STORE

•

2*25 Piedmont Rd. Buckhead Crossing
(Near Cub Foods)

(Buy One LunchPDinner
get One free
Sunday-Thursday • ($6.w Limit)
Offer good through. 1/24/95

QuUUte oji P/uuience.
in liuokUead
Closed on Monday
2974 Grandview Avenue
233-9889

Einstein's—Featuring massive salads, pastas,
sandwiches & more. Located 1 block from
Piedmont Pork. Free Parking. Sun-Thur
11:30am-lam, Fri & Sat 11:30am-2:00 am.
1077 Juniper St • 876-7925
Elena's—From crawfish enchiladas to baked
grouper, we've got something for everyone.
469 N. Highland Ave • 522-9211

Cafe Diem—Local international coffee house
serving lunch, dinner, Sunday brunch and a
wide variety of desserts, espressos, and
cappuccinos. 640 N. Highland • 607-7008

Franco's—Family owned and operated for 25
years. Pasta dishes, salads, sandwiches, hoagies
& calzones. Open 7 days 'til late. Piedmont at
Cheshire Bridge • 873-1577

Cafe Mythology—An international coffee house
serving desserts, coffees and your favorite cocktails from our fully stocked bar. 1140 Crescent
Ave.'873-0794

Galletto Espress-ohl—European coffee cafe with
cozy seating and deledables. Coffees from
around the world. Gift Baskets. 985 Monroe Dr.
at 10th St. '724-0204

Camille's—The closest Atlanta has to Little
Italy. Hearty platters of pastas, seafood (fried
calamari our specialty), veal & chicken in rich
red sauces. 1186 N. Highland Ave • 8727203

ChePs Cafe—A Son Francisco style bistro in
Atlanta's elite "Top Ten." Serving American
cuisine with a California influence. 2115 Piedmont Rd • 872-2284

364-0212

Dusty's—Winner of Taste of Atlanta '91, '92.
North Carolina-style pork, brunswick stew,
chicken, beef and ribs. Catering any occasion.
1815 Briarctiff Rd • 320-6264

The Flying BiscuitCafe—Eclectic, healthy, hearty
cuisine. From virtuous vegan to downright decadent. Breakfast all day. Closed Mondays. 1655
McLendon Ave. • 687-8

Caramba Cafe—Traditional Mexican cuisine.
Mia's famous margarifas a must! Lunch MonFri 11:30-2:30, Dinner Sun-Th 5:30-10:30,
Fri & Sat tit 11:30.1409-D N. Highland • 8741343

Cuban & Caribbean Cafe
Ihe'Best in Atlanta

Crab House—Full fresh seafood menu featuring world famous garlic & steamed crabs & our
fabulous All-U-Can-Eat seafood salad
bar.Piedmont at North Ave., Rio • 872-0011;
Marietta: 2225 Cobb Pkwy • 955-2722

Cafe Beausoleil—Midtown Bistro that serves
up great salads and sandwiches. 1365 Peachtree Street • 876-4570

BUCKHEAD

(7)C0]0£J0

Cowtippers—Specializing in chargrilled steaks,
BBQ, chicken and seafood. Midtown's Texasstyle roadhouse. 1600 Piedmont Rd • 8743469

Chow—The epitome of Vo-Hi dining. Pastas,
chicken, seafood for lunch, brunch or dinner.
303 Peachtree Center Ave, Downtown • 2220210; 102672 N. Highland Ave, Va-Highland
♦ 872-0869
Cibouletle—Enjoy a warm dining otmosphere
while viewing the chefs in our open kitchen
preparing savory modern French dishes. 1529
Piedmont Road NE ♦ 874-7600

Gourmet Grill—Original wood-fired grilled
pizza, steaks, seafood, vegetarian entrees, pasta
soups and salads.Peachtree Battle Shopping
Or, Next to Oxford Books * 266-8477
Kenny Rodgers Roasters—Woodfire roasted
chicken. Voted "Best New Restaurant" 1994
Taste of Atlanta. 2916 N. Druid Hills Rd. Toco
Hills'315-8555
Lettuce Souprise You—The best salad bar in
Atlanta. Try our new rotisserie chicken (Pharr
Rd. Location Only). 7 locations in metro Atlanta
Magnolia Tea Room—Delectible entrees and
salads in a true southern setting. Sunday Brunch.
5459 E. Mountain St., Stone Mtn. • 498-6304
Mambo—Voted "Best Cuban Restaurant" by
Atlanta Magazine for '92, '93. Specializing in
seafood with a Cuban accent. 1402 N. Highland • 876-2626
Marra's Seafood Grill—Serving Atlanta's finest
seafood for 14 years. This "Best of Atlanta"
restaurant offers only the freshest fish and

>* Continued on page 38
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mm OUT
by GARY KAUPMAN

The holidays are a time for memories, right? The Taste Sheriff and I
(starved for protein and craving the
comfort of a quiet corner table in a
womb-like environment) got an unexpected side of nostalgia when we
supped at the HIGHLAND TAP (1026 N.
Highland Ave., 875-3673).
The Tap, located in the basement at
the corner of Virginia and North Highland, occupies the granite and brick
grotto-like space formerly habited by
the Texas Drilling Company—the bar
that was the predecessor to The Eagle—
and before that by a blues/jazz club
called (I believe) the Uptown Cafe.
The T.S., who moved to Atlanta in
the mid-'80s and knows about leather
only as it applies to shoes, was vaguely
familiar with Texas, but he didn't know
that before the bar moved into the cave
where it became legend, it was located
in the upstairs space that is now Chow.
"A gay bar in a storefront at the
queen of all Intown commerce corners?"
gasped the Sheriff. "How did that happen?"
It seems that the folks who took over
the then disheveled buildings at the corner of Va. and Hi. had previously lived
in San Francisco. They set out to recreate a commercial area that resembled
those of that fine city. And a gay bar, one
with windows that faced the street, was
a requisite part of their plan for reviving the area. My memories of the bar in
its upstairs incarnation are hazy, but I
do remember dancing my fanny off to
Stevie Wonder on more than one late
night.
Texas moved downstairs when
Theda's (a fairly trendoid eatery owned
by two lesbians named Katherine and
Lou and named for Lou's mom) moved
in upstairs. The food was fab and the
atmosphere relaxed. And oh, the scene
at brunch. The women who run the Flying Biscuit may have learned the mechanics of their trade at Partner's and
Indigo, but the institution they've created has a spiritual link to Theda's.
But K&L decided that being business
partners was having a deleterious effect
on their relationship and sold the place
to a man who was not able to maintain
the energy. Chow's remodeling and ultrasuccessful run came on the heels of
his failure. In the meantime, the buildings got new owners, the rents went up,
yupscale shops moved in, and the Highland Tap's brand of beef replaced Texas'.
All this came back in a big flash
when our waiter (the epitome of a wise
>*- Continued on page 38

When you choose
Kenny Rogers Roasters
your heart's
in the right Place.
<MW Kenny Rogers Roasters is proud to
^™ have been selected a member of Heart
Smart Restaurants International*. Before any
item earns the Heart Smart™ seal, it must meet
these guidelines: 30% or less calories from fat;
10% or less calories from saturated fat; 150mg
or less cholesterol; 1100mg or sodium. Imagine
that. The incomparable taste of Kenny Rogers
Roasters is not only delicious, it's Heart Smart™.
No wonder so many people love it.

A Fondue Restaurant
Reservations requested
351-1811 • 857 Collier Road
(1 mile west of Piedmont Hospital)
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SEVANAHDA

COMMUNITY OWNED NATURAL FOODS MARKET

Eat naturally this season
with foods from Sevananda...
♦ Free vegetarian holiday recipes •
• 500* culinary & medicinal herbs •
• Cookbooks & kitchen supplies • Massage tools •
• Calendars • Cookbooks • Seasonal candles •
• Organic coffee beans • Herbal teas •

1111 Euclid Ave. NE • In Little Five Points • 651-2331
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK UNTIL 9 PM

MffflUMNT LIST
>"- Continued from page 36

>- Continued from page 37

shellfish—grilled to perfection or prepared
with eclectic creativity. 1782 Cheshire Bridge
Rd • 874-7363

and well-maintained Castro clone) at the
Tap greeted us with a smile that made
me wonder if he was the one who'd
played those Stevie Wonder tapes for me
more than a decade ago. Probably not,
but the twinkle in his eye sure made it
feel like old home week.
The food?
It's OK. The fresh-baked brownish
bread served on individual cutting
boards is an idea whose time should
have passed before Jimmy Carter left
office. In fact, the stuff is almost insulting when you're shelling out $15-25 for
an entree and when some of the city's
finest loaves are available right across
the street at The Bread Garden.
And my $6 martini was fun to look
at (it comes in a tiny carafe floating in a
brandy snifter full of ice) but no bargain.
But the fried onion rings were fat,
crispy and properly greasy; the baked
potatoes are better than good, even if
you don't drown them with sour cream
or butter. Salads, like the bread, are also
a throwback to a previous decade.
The Sheriff's prime rib (the 14 ounce
"Queen" cut—it takes a real man to stare
a butch waiter straight in the face and
order that instead of the 21-ounce
"King") was tender and properly pink,
but nothing to clog your arteries about.
My ribeye packed more flavor but
shouldn't cause any panic for the owners of Chops or Bones.
We even thought about sharing a
serving of "chocolate sin" for dessert,
but the name brought back yet another
memory of yet another late night
(mis)adventure within these walls.
If the season has you in search of red
meat or memories, give the Highland
Tap a try. The crowd is mostly straight,
but there are enough queers that you
won't feel like the only one in the world.
The atmosphere is cheerful, the service
is attentive and the nonsmoking areas
amazingly smoke-free. On the other
hand, a pack-a-day friend tells me it is
her very favorite site to suck on cigs
while she chews the fat with friends.
And, if you never made it to Texas
but wonder what it was like, check out
the weekend scene at the Highland
Tap's bar starting about 11 p.m. Take a
gander at the crowd, then imagine that
the women are men, that they are all
wearing jeans or chaps (not Chaps) and
that the music has a far more distinct
bass beat... See that man over there in
the corner? The one with the stern smile
on his lips and the twinkle in his eye?...
Have a safe and happy New Year.

Mary Mac's—Featuring traditional southern
cooking. Atlanta's best fried chicken and fresh
vegetables. 224 Ponce de Leon Ave • 8761800
The Melting Pot—Atlanta's one and only fondue restaurant. Come enjoy a memorable
evening of fruity wines and delectable entrees
in a friendly relaxed atmosphere. 857 Collier
Rood ♦ 351-1811
Mick's—Mick's restaurants have been serving
our community for 20 years, Check the hours
ond menu of the Mick's nearest you. Lunch &
Dinner, and don't forget those decadent desserts.
Mid-City Fish Company:—Home of the "we
shuck 'em you suck 'em" oyster bar and serious seafood. 961 Amsterdam Avenue • 8720114
Milano's Pizza & Subs—Complete menu, salads to desserts. Common Market Place. 736
Ponce de Leon ♦ 874 CALL (2255); 2T46
Johnson Ferry Rd. « 45T-3200; HorisW
Redan, St. Mtn. • 297-9007
Moscow Restaurant—Authentic; Russian cuisine. Mon-Thurs: 11-10, Fri/Sot: 11-11/Sun
12-9. Lindbergh Plaza 2581 Piedmont Rd. •
237-2417
Partners—The intimate bistro with Mediterranean ond cross-culturalfare. 1399 N. Highland Ave. '876-8104
Peosant Restaurant & Bar—Casually elegant
dining in the heart offiuckhead, The Peosant
Restaurant & Bar is tie perfect place for a
relaxed Sunday Brunch. 3402 Piedmont Rd.
NE* 231-8740
RJ's Uptown Kitchen.: and Wine Bar-i-Enjoy
Chef Scott's creative menu. Choose from the;
lorgest selection of wines by the glass in Atlanta. Brunch Sunday. 870 N. Highland Ave«
875-7775
San Gennaro—The home of award winning
fried calamari and hearty Italian cooking. Separate banquet facilities available. 2196 Cheshire
Br Rd • 636-9447

NOW OPEN

jL^pctd C^/)i//i

(n Days of Auld
^ Lang Swine J)
4

*

AUTHENTIC THAI CUISINE

Thai Chilli—Robert S. Khankiew presents Thai
Chilli, offering the finest in Thai cuisine. 2169
Briarcliff Rd, Briarvisfa Shopping Center • 3156750
Tiburon Grille—An ecdectic feast featuring
seafood and game on a wood-burning grill.
1190-B N. Highlond Ave. • 892-2393

Featuring the Culinary Vision of

Robert S. Khankiew

Veggie Delight—100% vegetarian. No animal
products. No Dairy. No cholesterol. No sugar.
Low salt. Low calories. Ponce de Leon (next to
Plaza Theatre • 872-4539

2169 Briarcliff toad
WofVlsta Shopping Center

320-6264

1815 Briarcliff Road

«(i OUT

Zoc's—Ormewood Park's wonderment. Offering Pastas to pot pies. Brunch and Lunch.
We also cater. 820 Woodland Ave., SE • 6279266
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CLAWS FOR
CELEBRATION!
The Crab House is back!
Visit our newly remodeled Cobb Parkway location. The look is brand
new, and the food and service are as terrific as ever. Savor our famous
garlic & steamed crabs, live Maine lobster and ocean fresh fish. Dive
into our all-u-can-eat seafood salad bar overflowins with fresh oysters,
clams, shrimp, crab and an array of fresh salad dishes.
The Crab House in Marietta has a new look.
Now that's Claws for Celebration!

2175 Cobb Parkway / Marietta / 955-2722
Also visit our downtown location
2nd Level Rio Shopping Center / Piedmont at North Ave. / 872-0011

TIBUPOM GRILLE
RESTAURANT
CREATIVE AMERICAN CUISINE

A SAMPLING OF OUR DELICIOUS ENTREES

a

New Year's Eve Dinner

STUFFED PORK CHOP
loin chop grilled over hickory and stuffed with smoked eggplant and andouiile sausage,
served with coliard greens and bleu cheese grits.

Choice of One Appetizer:

Eggplant Torte, Smoked Salmon,
Jumbo Shrimp Cocktail,
Tomato-Mozzarella, Caesar Salad
Choice of One Entree:

Filet Mignon "Cafe de Paris"
Crisp Duck "Cassis"
Special Fish of the Day
Rack of Lamb a la Maison

WASABI SALMON
mesquife grilled atiantic salmon, topped with wasabi, mustard ond champagne,
accompanied by grilled red onion, cucumber and bok cboy.
SEA BASS
a soy lime marinated sea bass fillet, grilled over mesquite, served with a citrus beurre blanc
and lime currant rice.

"GO NOW BEFORE THE FOLKS FROM

Choice of Dessert
Open from 5:30 New Year's Eve
$39.50 plus tax and gratuity
Reservations Accepted
We are closed New Year's Day

^

350-6755
1829 Peachtree Road, NE
(South Buckhead)

THE BURBS DISCOVER IT.

//

GARY KAUPMAN, SOUTFERN VOICE

RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED. CALL NOW FOR NEW YEAR'S EVE
1190 NORTH HIGHLAND AVENUE • ATLANTA, GA 30306

404«892<2393
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THE FACE OF TODAY'S
PERSONALS IS CHANGING.

And you'll be surprised at the kind of people you meet.
Southern Voice personals are filled with new. exciting people every day.
People from all walks of life, with one thing in common.
They're looking for someone like you to share a smile...and possibly a life.
You'll find them in Southern Voice personals.
To place your own ad fill out the order form and mail it to
1189 Virginia Ave. NE Atlanta, GA 30306 or call 876-1819.

To listen and respond to ads, call

1-900-370-4099

Call costs $1.50 per minute. Must be 18 or over. Touch tone phones only.

y$k warm home chases
' Ihe winter blues away.

i

fflr'' <ff'^|j

CITYSCAPE
INTOWN APARTMENT LIVING

t=T8 <;

.MRTMEKT HOMES

881-6699
300 Citvliiie Ave., Atlanta

Your Financial Plan Should Be
As Unique As Your Family.
An American Express company

Families today are as unique as their individual members.
At IDS we realize that one-size-fits-all financial planning
simply doesn't meet most people's needs. That's why we've
developed financial planning to meet the specific needs of
both traditional and non-traditional families.
Call today for a free introductory consultation.
IDS Financial Services Inc.

O t993 IDS Financial Corporalico.

Margaret Graff and Ron Powell, Personal Financial Planners
(404) 876-0132, fax 876-0152
117 5th Street, NE, Atlanta, GA 30308

Reversing the roles
>- Continued from page 27

-__

"Where does the majority of their money
come from?"
All 10 of Sherer's works in the Birmingham show were censored, including one
that, he says, "when you look at it, you will
not be able to understand why it got censored... It's inside of a natural history museum. It's a woman holding a camera, photographing inside one of those dioramas.
There's a scene in the background. Way off
in the bushes you can see that there's a man
back in there. All you see is a corner of his
shoulder and his neck and head. You don't
see anything else. The idea behind that
painting was it is the reversal of what's happened in art history—men have always been
depicted as being identified with culture,
with technology; women have always been
identified with nature. All I did was flip that.
The woman was erect, in control of the technology. She represented culture and advancement."
Sherer finds ironic amusement at having his work now censored even by women.
"I am very well versed in feminist politics,"
Sherer says. "I know what constitutes sexism. That's what my work is all about. Her
censoring my work and the way she did it—
it is the finest example of my thesis I've had
so far. She's on my side arid doesn't even
know it!"
Sherer's thesis is that throughout art
history, there has always been a sexist approach to nudes. Females are, males are not.
Or if they are, they are the idealized figures.
His radical approach evolved when all his
early ideals of what constitutes art and art
history were crushed.
"I began to notice, as I carefully studied
art history, that women have very valid
complaints," Sherer says. "Art history has
treated them wrongly. It had never really
dawned on me to discover how men had
been mistreated. I assumed that since art
had been controlled by the patriarchy, that
men would not be mistreated at all. I was
very, very wrong. Men have been treated
horribly by men, especially by Christianity.
The mere fact that 97 percent of all the male
nudes throughout the entire history of art

are of the Baby Jesus. That offends me
deeply."
Sherer believes historical depictions of
men in art are so unrealistic that "we can't
possibly live up to that ideal. Ultimately it
hurts all of us.
"If you have a big art history book at
your house, one that covers the whole history of art, flip through it and count the
times, for instance, you even find an image
of a man with chest hair," Sherer says.
"Name one. You can't. There actually were
a few—very few—paintings of men with
chest hair, but they were paintings of satyrs,
which was the high culture's put-down of
all it considered gross and animalistic. Men
are hairy. Men do not always stand around
with swords in their hands, being erect. Men
lie down. There are no paintings about men
being comfortable."
Borrowing from an early 19th century
style ("we call it appropriation—it's a euphemism for the historical rip-off I'm doing"), Sherer has turned art history on its
ear, simply by substituting men for women
(and vice versa). That constitutes the thrust
of his next major effort.
"I'm doing an experiment right now
here in Atlanta with Sheila Ray," Sherer
noted. "She's a wonderful person. She's
pretty popular in the gay community. She's
a lesbian and an actress and a professional
artist model. We're taking some standardized poses from art history—something as
simple as an erect figure standing behind a
prostrate figure. We're trying these different poses to find out, in what way, if we reverse the gender, is it sexist?"
First, of course, Sherer is anxiously
awaiting the arrival of his ten paintings back
from Birmingham. Their next stop, he
hopes, is an exhibition at the Lowe Gallery,
where he serves as director. "We want to put
it up here, just as it was, and see what the
reaction in Atlanta would be."
One thing is for sure, he can't censor
himself. "Yeah," Sherer jokes, "but I guess
by 1996 I'm not going to feel good if I'm not
in a murk again."
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CLEARANCE

A GAYS LESBIAN READER

SALE

by GENE GABRIEL MOORE

CONTINUES THROUGH
NEW YEAR'S DAY
OPEN
NEW YEAR'S EVE 10-6
NEW YEAR'S DAY 12-6

Browsing the hits of 1994
Voracious book lovers, like
opera devotees and nocturnal tipplers, tend to idolize their own favorites. Therefore, putting together
a "year's best" list is a bit like coming upon one's diabolic nephew
putting a kitten in the microwave:
it's not for the faint of heart. Still,
to a Southerner who grew up during the reign of Joseph McCarthy
and J. Edgar Hoover, the real blueribbon aspect of these books with
gay or lesbian
themes the fact that
they exist, period.
Here are my
picks of the best of
the 1994 crop.
Skin: Talking
About Sex, Class
and Literature by
Dorothy Allison
(Firebrand, 261 pp,
$13.95). Essays and
autobiographical
narratives. Exemplary writing and a
first-class mind.
Public Sex:
the Culture of
Radical by Pat
Califia (Cleis, 264 pp, $12.95). Prosex feminist's chronicle of essays
is electrifying.
A Sexual Tour of the Deep
South by Rosemary Daniell (Push
Button, 97 pp, $10). 20th anniversary edition of collected poems.
Lovely honesty by a fine poet and
Savannah-based novelist who, as
Tennessee Williams once put it, has
covered the waterfront.
Alternate Roots: Plays from
the South. Edited by Kathie
deNobriga and Valetta Anderson
(Heinemann, 340 pp, $17.95). Language gone glorious by, among
others, playwrights Rebecca
Ranson, Jo Carson, John O'Neal
and Jim Grimsley
Queer and Loathing: Rants
and Raves of a Raging AIDS
Clone by David B. Feinberg (Viking, 275 pp, $22.95). Essays by the
author of "Eighty-Sixed," who
died last month at age 37. Dark wit,
gay valor.
How am I to be Heard? Letters of Lillian Smith. Edited by
Margaret Rose Gladney (North
Carolina, 384 pp, $34.95). Fearless
Georgia writer and civil rights advocate who knew it's a terrible
sleep when you can't wake up.

Winter Birds by Jim Grimsley
(Algonquin, 252 pp, $18.95). A
topflight first novel by one of
North America's major dramatists.
What the Bible Really Says
About Homosexuality by Father
Daniel A. Helminiak (Alamo
Square, 128 pp, $9.95). Amen.
Two Friends and Other
Nineteenth-Century Lesbian
Stories by American Women.
Edited by Susan Koppelman (Meridian /Dutton, 288 pp, $10.95).
Anthology of 19th century writing
by women helps excavate our yesterdays.
Angels
in
America:
Millenium Approaches and
Perestroika, by Tony Kushner
(TCG, boxed set, $20.95). Two epic
plays as Big Bard (or maybe Bertolt
Brecht) might have written them.
Chelsea Girls by Eileen
Myers (Black Sparrow, 276 pp,
$13). Alive, loudly.
Knowing When to Stop:A
Memoir by Ned Rorem (Simon &
Schuster, 647 pp, $30). Sardonic,
narcissistic composer-diarist is still
thriving and naming names at 70.
Memoir of a Race Traitor by
Mab Segrest (South End, 274 pp,
$15). Courageous Alabama-born
white activist's essays examine
who we really are down here.
The Burning Library by
Edmund White, edited by David
Bergman (Knopf, 385 pp, $25). The
collected essays of sometime expatriate novelist White ("A Boy's
Own Story"). The "boy" grows up
and discovers it just will not do.
The Starwick Episodes by
Thomas Wolfe, edited and with an
introduction by Richard S.
Kennedy (LSU, 108 pp, $11.95).
Asheville's king of the adverb
treated lover Aline Bernstein like
dirt, so don't be dismayed by how
he dealt with his gay pal at
Harvard.
My Own Country: A
Doctor's Story of a Town and its
People in the Age of AIDS by
Abraham Verghese (Simon &
Schuster, 347 pp, $23). Fatalities
and overcoming fears in Johnson
City.
Gene Gabriel Moore created the
Townsend Fiction Prize in 1982,
which is given out every two years by
Georgia State University and orchestrated by Virginia Spencer Can.

THANK YOU
ATLANTA!
Your donations
for signed-copy
books have raised
over $400 for
Project Open
Hand/Atlanta
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The South's Source
for Information
on Our Lives
T

OUTWRITE

Midtown Promenade
931 Monroe at Virginia
BOOKSTORE & COFFEEHOUSE 404.607.0082

VOLVO
DRIVE A niVOSEATBR THAT SEATS HVE.

We Will Beat Any Current December Newspaper Advertised Price Or
Lease Payment On New 1995 Comparably Equipped, ^_.
In Stock, Volvos, In The State Of Georgia, Period.
UO^^
.

SR?1M3®i[EK?@3 «^D
5260 Peachtree Industrial Blvd., Chamblee • 455-6556
2 miles inside 1-285 • Mon-Fri. 9am-9pm, Sat 9am-7pm
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Home Depot, don't fall for that do-ityourself pedestal sink. When the sink is
in place, there sits the shaving cream, toilet paper (Charmin, nevertheless) and everything else. So if it's a new sink you
need, consider your everyday routine
before making changes.
Small bathrooms, for the most part,
- can be the most fun to decorate. Think of
a rich color on the walls-^-steer away from
wallpaper if this is a high traffic bath.
However, for guest baths and half baths,

wallpaper can set the stage for the room,
with towels, shower curtains, and accessories following closely behind.
A ragged wall, a rubbed finish, or even
a two color stripe can add personality and
style to this part of the house.
As 1994 becomes 1995,1 want to share
something I stumbled upon over the holidays from the book "The Heart of Christmas." It speaks of the hearth and home, both
of which are my passion.
"The generosity of the season is the giving of time, that most precious commodity—the hours spent searching for the perfect present or the special ingredient, the
trimming and untangling, the wrapping
and shelling and roasting and poUshing.

And out of all this labor
and time come the true
gifts of Christmas: the
blessing of hearth and
home, the strengthening of
family ties, and the unfolding of the few days that
are, as Shakespeare wrote,
'so hallowed and so gracious.'"
Happy New Year.
Readers with design
questions or topics for this
column may write to Shane
Meder c/o SoVo, P.O. Box
18215, Atlanta, GA 30316.

As the first and last room you see each day, the bedroom
should be warm and comfortable.
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IF LIFE IS LIKE A BOX OF CHOCOLATES, THIS IS WHERE
YOU'LL FIND THE BIGr JUICYf CHERRY-FILLED ONES.
*You'll love it here. Spend a few days tucked away in ajomantic guest room. Play on Key West's only natural beach. Go snorkeling and sailing.
A proud new member of IGTA, International Gay Travel Association, Marriott's Reach Resort has prepared tempting mid-week rates just for you.
JU ^^

FOR

MORE

INFORMATION

MARRIOTTS

A KEY WEST CALL
RESORT

1-800

7

4-411
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THERE'S A FINE LINE BETWEEN TELLING THE TRUTH ANDTALKING TRASH

What's this Nunnsense?
Georgia Sen. Sam Nunn seems to be broadening his horizons a bit—or
at least trying to do so. The man who made enemies with the gay community during the military-ban debate was recently spotted at a screening of "Heavenly Creatures," the New Zealand film about two matricidal Kiwi lesbians (and don't ask us to explain that for you). Dish would
especially like to have seen the look on Nunn's face during the film's
brief-but-graphic Claymation orgy scene.
STILL STRAIGHT, BUT NOT FOR EACH OTHER:
Admitted heterosexuals Richard Gere and
Cindy Crawford have publicly announced their
separation, though the two say they actually
made the decision to split last July, which is
about the time that Dish noticed Crawford dropping hints about it on MTV. We wonder if the
two will reprise their now infamous "We're
Straight, We Really, Really Are!" ad. We think
the new copy should read, "We're Still Straight,
and We're Looking for Dates—But Only of the
Opposite Sex!" Meanwhile, Dish is still trying
to figure out how Crawford-Gere pals k.d. lang
and Herb Ritts fit into this peculiar quadrangle.
ALL RIGHT, GIRLS, LIFT THOSE LEGS: Dish heard
reports that Arnold Schwarzenegger crossed
party lines to campaign for uncle-in-law Ted
Kennedy last month, but Der Ahnuld says it
never happened. Schwarzenegger said anybody
Single, white, straight male Richard Gere.
who believes that he would campaign for a
Democrat would also "believe that there are little Richard Simmons Jrs.
running around." Though Dish doesn't especially relish the idea of little
Richard Simmonses, we think the star of "Junior" should know that in
today's reproductive world anything is possible—even if it takes a turkey baster to do it.
SHOW ME, DON'T DO ME: In a move that illustrates beyond a shadow
of a doubt that politicians are not qualified to enact laws, the Missouri
General Assembly has recently adopted legislation that bans not only
queer sex but hetero sex as well. The convoluted resolution was originally meant to legalize sex between consenting teenagers of opposite
sex and consenting homosexuals, but the law as it is written now states
that a person commits the crime of sexual misconduct if "he has deviate
sexual intercourse with a person of the same sex or he purposely subjects another person to sexual conduct." Looks like Missourians will
have to start taking the "show me" thing much more seriously from
now on—looking is the only thing left that's legal in the state.

20% Off
Leather Jackets
10% Off
Dr. Martens
Boots & Shoes
The ultimate shopping experience.
10,000 sq.ft.
•
•
•
•

Cutting Edge Clothing
Shoes • Posters • Music • Tees
Smoking Accessories
Gifts From Around the World

464 Noreland Avenue Lt. 5 Pts. • 577-1188
MON-FRI 11-7, SAT 11-8, SUN 11-7

S&S Landscaping
"Serving Atlanta and all surrounding areas."

Complete Landscape
Design & Installation
New Trees & Shrubs, Mulching,
Pine Straw, Top Soil, Sod,
Hardscapes, Fertilization,
& General Clean-Up
We make things grow...
Ua»»-

Free Evaluations

508-0724

PHYSICIAN, HEAL THYSELF: A doctor in Cleveland, who says that HIV
does not cause AIDS and that the disease is not contagious, was ordered by a judge to halt his plan to inject himself with HIV-tainted blood
on World AIDS Day. Dr. Robert Willner, who says "AIDS is absolutely
curable," told a gathering sponsored by ACT UP that the disease is
caused by poor nutrition and drug use. Though Willner was not allowed
to carry out his macabre demonstration, he has several times before injected himself with HIV-carrying needles to "prove" that the virus is
not transmitted through blood exchange. No word yet on the good
doctor's health—his physical health, that is.

seeking hair stylists
and apprentice

JOYCELYN ELDERS WOULD APPROVE: Dish just received a newsletter
entitled "Celebrate the Self," which is all about the joys of solo sex for
men. The publication covers the gamut of masturbatory techniques, from
the most basic moves to some really complicated methods involving
leather straps, feather dusters and even penile injections of prostaglandin (for men with erection problems), with how-to illustrations (yikes!).
The newsletter, besides offering some "personal experience" stories, also
has merchandise to sell, including videos, books and toys. Interested?
Write P.O. Box 8888, Mobile, AL 36689—and, by the way, the editors
request that you be naked while writing to them. Don't ask.

ss off first haircut
walk-ins welcome

\UL#

7527* north highland
(near st. charles deli)

876-6840
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A MAN FOR ALL REASONS.
FRIENDS >■ MONOGAMOUS RELATIONSHIPS
>* OPEN RELATIONSHIPS >■ SINGLES SEEKING
INTIMATE RELATIONSHIPS >* ATTACHED AND
SEEKING A DISCREET ENCOUNTER >- CASUAL
DATING >* ALTERNATIVE RELATIONSHIPS
•T IT tT<_T to Call* to Record Your Ad S Browse Through Ads.
Message Sending and Message Receiving Also Completely FREE
for a Limited Time.

MAN LINE

302-0555
IMC DOES NOT PRE-SCREEN ITS CALLERS AND ASSUMES NO LIABILITY WHEN MEETING WITH SOMEONE THROUGH ITS SERVICE
ADULTS 18 TEARS OF AGE OR OVER ONLY. 'FREE TO CALL WITHIN THE 4<M AREA CODE. TOLL CHARGES MAY APPLY IF CALLING FROM OUTSIDE THE 404 AREA CODE.
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OAKIMM
AIDS Services &
Education
Positive Response, Inc. is a 501 (c)(3) nonprofit HIV/AIDS service organization. Our
mission is (o provide a compassionate response to the AIDS epidemic through advocacy, education, and direct services to
peopie living with HIV/AIDS. Office
hours: Monday thru Wednesday, 1pm 5pm. All services are free. For more information, call (404) 214-AIDS or write: Positive Response, Inc., 109 John Wesley Plaza,
Carrollton,GA30117.
Atlanta Unity AIDS Outreach is a group
of people willing to share unconditional
love and support, with confidentiality and
respect, with anyone who has been affected
by HIV/AIDS. For more information contact the church on Chamblee-Dunwoody
Road at (404) 455-8920.
What You Don't Know Will Kill YouAnonymous HIV Screening Available at
Dekalb County Health Department, Atlanta
Gay Center, Soulhside Healthcare, Fulton
County Health Department, Outreach, Inc.
If you've tested positive for HIV and are in
need of housing, financial assistance, social assistance, someone lo talk to, or just
in need of a friend, call us. We're here for
you. AIDS Education/Services for Minorities, 753-2900, 24 hours a day.
Good Samaritan Project offers support for
persons with HIV/AIDS. Buddy program,
support group, food/clothing, practical support. 873-4589. (7.50)
AIDS Survival Project offers free services
for people living with HIV, by people living with HrV. Peer counseling (by HIV-tvolunteers), advocacy, HIV education, the
best HIV treatment library in the South.
Mon-Fri, 874-7926. For 24hr. recorded info
874-0384.

AIDS SUPPORT: Jewish Family Services
sponsors a support group for Jewish people
affected by HIV/AIDS, their families or
lovers. 2nd and 4th Sundays, 7:30 p.m. in
Buckhead. For information: 888-6400,
voice mailbox 76.
AID Atlanta-Services include education,
case management, transportation, housing,
buddy program, practical support, homeless services, pediatric services, support
groups, AIDS Information Line. Call 8720600 for more information.
AIDS HOTLINE FOR WOMEN- 8889991 -a project of the Feminist Women's
Health Ctr. 5:30-9:30pm Mon-Fri,
10:30am-2pm Saturdays. Caller anonymity assured.
HIV+ Narcotics Anonymous (NA) for African Am. FREE ANONYMOUS HIV
TESTS, counselling, referral (minority cultural sensitivity). For confidential info call
OUTREACH, INC. 346-3922.
P.O.O.H. - Positive Outlook On Health is
a supportive network of HIV+ persons who
share positive health attitudes and want to
meet similarly oriented people for social
and emotional interaction. Call 872-9954.
THE ATLANTA BUYERS CLUB-ABC
provides access to optional treatments for
the HIV community in the Southeast.
Hours are 12-5 PM, Tuesday through Friday. We are located at 44 Twelfth St., NE,
with parking in the rear. For more information phone (404) 874-4845, fax (404)
874-9320, or write P.O. Box 77003. Atlanta, GA 30357-7003.
Atlanta Gay Center—Plus groups for HIVaffected people. Fridays, 8:00pm and Sundays, 6:00pm. 63 12lh Street. Call 8765372 for more info. Helpline, 892-0661,
for info, counseling and referral.
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FREE ADS:
AIDS Services
Volunteers
INDIVIDUAL RATE $5:
Announcements
Employment-Seeking
Pets-Free or Lost & Found
Roommates
BUSINESS RATE $15:
Autos
Employment-Full Time
Employment-Part Time
Finance
Health
Insurance
— Legal
Massage Therapy
Merchandise
Pets-For Sale, Training
Publications
Real Estate-For Rent
Real Estate-For Sale
Services
_ Travel

AIDS Information Line / GA Toil-Free
AIDS Hotline Free, anonymous information and referral services. In Atlanta: 8769944; Toll-free: 1-800-551-2728 (voice/
TTY)

Announcements

OBITUARIES
Southern Voice prints community obituaries free of charge. If you have an obituary
you would like to run, please send it to
SoVo, P.O. Box 18215, Atlanta, Georgia
30316. Or you can fax it to us at (404) 8762709. Please include your name and phone
number for confirmation. We are also
happy to print a provided photo.

source of income to present the Festival.
For forms call (404) 874-8710 or write:
AGALAF, P.O. Box 55475, Atlanta, GA
30308. (7.45)
Georgia Attorney Group forming. Discretion expected and assured. Telephone (404)
892-2405, or FAX (404) 733-5586. (7.50)
Atlanta Lesbian and Gay Pride is seeking
individuals wishing to serve on the Board
of ALGPC. Please send resume", Attn:
Nominating Committee, P.O. Box 54024,
Atlanta, GA 30308-0024. (7.45)
The Triangle—Carrollton's Gay Community Newsletter is available free. Now you
can connect with gays and lesbians in the
Carrollton area. Send a written request to:
The Triangle, P.O. Box 2416, Carrollton,
GA 30117. (7.47)

JOIN PRIDE'95
Meetings for Atlanta Lesbian & Gay Pride
*95 take place the third Thursday of every
month, 7PM, Sheraton Hotel, Colony
Square. WANTED: Committee Chairs,
Committee Members. For more info, call
(404) 662-4533. (7.48)
Stone Butch? If you identify as stone, read
Leslie Feinberg and said, "that's me," or
just curious, take part in first-ever article
on stone butch. Interviewees assured anonymity and free subscriptions. Girlfriends
Magazine. (415)995-2776. (7.45)
Biwomen's Shared Living Circle needs
bright, beautiful, creative, feminine,
healthy, honest, spiritual, unique women,
any color, under thirty, with one child or
childless wanting loving cohousing
lifestyle in a natural tropical Florida healing, positive, affordable, extended family.
Support available (800) 538-3864 or write
expressing interests: Atlantis, Box 3843,
Boca Raton, FL 33427. (7.46)
Artists in all media (except film) are being
sought for the third annual Atlanta Gay and
Lesbian Arts Festival (AGALAF). The Festival will occur March 30 - April 2, 1995
in Decalur, Georgia. The deadline for submissions is December 15,1994 and January 16,1995, submission fees are $10 and
$15 respectively. The fees are a major

ART PRIDE'95
ALGPC '95 is seeking artists* submissions
for 1995 logo. 25th anniversary theme:
"From Silence to Celebration". Please
bring to Jan. 19 meeting, 7PM, Sheraton
Colony Square Hotel. (7.47)

PLOTS
National Gay Pilots Association: Serving
the entire gay and lesbian aviation community. Totally discreet, (703) 660-3852
(8.38)

LESBIAN MOTHERS
If you are a lesbian mother living in the
southeast and have current or past custody
problems, Southern Voice would like to
hear from you. We are compiling an article
on the subject and would like to interview
as many people as possible. You may remain anonymous in the article but we urge
those who can speak on the record to do
so. Please write us a one-page description
of your experience and include your name
and phone number so we can contact you.
No phone calls, please. Publication will be
in early 1995. Mail to: SoVo/Editorial
Dept./Custody, PO Box 18215, Atlanta,
GA 30316.

RAINBOW FLAG
HARRASSMENT
If you have experienced any type of
harrassment (verbal, physical, etc) due to
the placement of a gay/lesbian symbol on
your vehicle, SoVo would like to hear from
you. We have noticed a frightening trend
for the past 6-12 months of gay people being run off the road, tires slashed, yelled
at, etc. because the rainbow flag and pink
triangle have become recognizable to the
population at large as gay/lesbian symbols.
Please write a few paragraphs lo us explaining your experience. You may remain
anonymous in the article, but we urge those
who can go on the record to do so. Include
your name and phone number so we can
contact you. No phone calls please. Mail
to: SoVo/Editorial Dept./Flag, PO Box
18215,Atlanta, GA 30316.
Bi/Gay monthly newsletter. Opportunity to
meet new friends. Send SASE; FOR YOU,
P.O. Box 605, Abbeville, SC 29620. (7.45)
The Atlanta Freedom Marching Band is
back in rehearsal! Join now to participate
in upcoming performances. All instruments
needed. All interested persons call/leave
message at (404) 872-9763. (7.45)
The Atlanta Freedom Marching Band is
looking for Auxiliary Corps personnel. Batons, flags and rifles. All interested persons
call/leave message at (404) 872-9763.
(7.45)
Atlanta Womyn artists. Bluemuse Art Center wants your support. Call (404) 3730484 for more information. (7.45)
Attention BellSouth employees. Did you
know there is now an organized group of
your gay/lesbian/bisexual coworkers? Associates Networking for Gay & Lesbian
Equality (ANGLE) meets monthly and is
open to all active and retired employees of
BellSouth Corporation, its subsidiaries and
affiliates. For more information, call the
ANGLE Hotline at (404) 723-6540. We
have or will start chapters throughout the
BellSouth region. (7.45)

Have you been charged or convicted of
sodomy or solicitation of sodomy? Please
contact the Sodomy Reform Task Force.
Join in the fight lo reform Georgia's oppressive sodomy statute. Call 523-5398.

Auditions
Actor's Express announces auditions for
young actors (13-17) who wish to participate in a performance workshop taught by
company instructor, Leesa Carter. The
workshop will run from January 17 through
February 28, Tuesday nights 7-9pm. Call
(404) 875-1606 for audition appointment
or more information. (7.47)
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Employment
PART TIME

PERSON FRIDAY
Fast growing construction company, seeking a Person Friday to assist job supervisors with errands and deliveries. Must be
clean cut, hard working, dependable, intelligent, good with people. Please have reliable transportation and a good sense of
direction. Call Ken at (404) 416-0211.
(7.45)

FULLTIME
Hairstylists! Two positions open for motivated, cheerful stylist with some clientele.
Benefits available, paid vacation, good
commission scale. No salary. VirginiaHighland area. Planet Hair. (404) 8766840. (7.48)

MORE ON PAGE 46

TO PLACE AN AD:

Classified Order Form
(404)876-1819

voice
D
El
PICK YOUR
CATEGORY

45

In PERSON: Bring completed order form with payment to Southern Voice offices (M-F, 9-5pm) 1189 Virginia Ave., NE, Atlanta. By MAIL:
Mail completed order form with payment to Southern Voice Classifieds, P.O. Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316. By PHONE: Call in with
completed order form to (404) 876-1819. By FAX: Fax completed order form and credit card information to Classifieds (404) 876-2709.
AD POLICY: Southern Voice reserves the right to edit, reclassify or reject ads not meeting Ryan Publications' standards. No refunds for
early cancellation. MISPRINTS: Southern Voice is not responsible for misprints appearing after first week. Check ads promptly.

ADS MUST BE SUBMITTED by Tuesday, 5pm lo appear in the following week's issue.

H

WRITE YOUR AD

Category.

# of Issues.

Giant Headline ($5/week)-not to exceed 14 characters and spaces

TEXT:.

TOTAL YOUR COST

INDIVIDUAL RATE ADS

Up to 20 words for $5.00 per week. Additional words at 50t each per week.

Up to 20 words $5.00
Additional words
x 50tf =
Giant headline $5
(per week)
SUBTOTAL
x
# issues
TOTAL =

BUSINESS RATE ADS
Up to 20 words for $15.00 per week. Additional words at $1.00 each per week.

Up to 20 words $15.00
Additional words
x $1.00 =
Giant headline $5
. (per week)
SUBTOTAL
x
# issues
TOTAL =
Name
Address
Zip.
City/State.
Phone
Charge my MC/Visa
Check Enclosed.
#
exp.
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Attention Hairstylists. Excellent opportunity for stylist with clientele. Fabulous
Midtown location In Georgia Terrace.
Gorgeous salon chair available for rent
Call Christopher with Epic Hair Design
(404) 872-6487. (7.48)
North Carolina Lesbian and Gay Health
Project seeking Executive Dir. Responsibilities: administering programs, implementing Board policy, dev. funding ops, supervising staff, meeting legal and fin. reporting req. Master's degree, exp. in nonprofit admin., strong computer skills, commitment to social change, and a comprehensive understanding of lesbian and gay
health issues. Women and people of color
are encouraged to apply. Send a cover let^Jj^ter, resume, a writing sample, three references and salary requirements to LGHP's
Executive Director Search Committee, PO
Box 3203, Durham, NC 27715.

SEEKING
Employed Handyman, Painter, Gerdener,
WM (53) needs fulltime. Responsible, honest. No smoke, drugs. (N.E. Atlanta) (404)
458-1559, leave message. (7.46)

hm
Health
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MIDTOWN THERAPIST
Feel the stress leave your body. Relaxing
atmosphere. Call Marc Sanchez, C.M.T. at
(404) 733-6300. (7.46)

FLAWLESS MASSAGE
Intuitive Therapist combines pleasure with
affectiveness. Ken Pullara, C.M.T., (404)
262-1492. MC/VISA. (7.46)
Therapeutic Massage. First Class care at
economy rates. Stress reduction and athletic injuries my specialty. In or Out Calls.
Patrick A. Minardi, C.M.T. (404) 8763165; or pager 890-7856. (7.47)

SIMPLY THE BEST
4 hands - $50. 2 hands - $40. Full hour.
Full body. Stress release. Swedish/Deep
Tissue. Rob &Associates. (404)607-8381.
Rob Lewis, C.M.T. (8.06)
Enjoy an hour and a half of full body Swedish massage, Amma and Accupressure followed by the warm relaxation of a spa.
Please call Dave Fisher, M.S., C.M.T. at
(404) 987-1890. Holiday Gift Certificates
available. (7.45)
ffimvKv:;;:::};;::;;™

KOMBUCHA MUSHROOM TEA to
boost the immune system. Immediate delivery by local family. Momingside Farms
(404) 908-3487. (7.45)

Our Backs, 526 Castro Street, Suite SV, San
Francisco, CA 94114. Send ck, MO, or VI/
MC. 1-800-845-4617. (7.45)
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MASSAGE THERAPY
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Real Estate

Merchandise

RNANCliS c

HIV+? Free cassette reveals previously unknown information you need. Call (404)
621 -7990. Leave your name and mailing
address. Mention HIV+cassette. (7.51)

ADULT VIDEOS
Discreet phone arrangements made for delivery. We now have all specialty types.
Sales, Adults only. (404) 373-0976. (7.47)

Pets
There aren't enough homes for them
all...PREVENT A LITTER. SPAY OR
NEUTER YOUR PET. The Humane Society of the United Stales, Washington, DC
20037.

HERBAL CERTIFICATION
Six month in-depth course includes East/
West healing strategies, medicine making,
wild plant id, and more. Starts Feb. 1995.
Brocure (404)361-0587. (7.46)

SEEKING
FOR RENT
Buckhead townhouse, 2 BR, 1.5 BA, hardwood floors, newly renovated, W/D connections, great sun light, good roommate
plan. $875/mo. Days (404) 827-3608 or
until 10pm (404) 881-0008. Available immediately. (7.46)

ARTIST'S STUDIOS
2 artist's studios available Feb 1.500 & 600
sq ft. $300 and $325 includes utilities and
shared phone lines. Call Phillip (404) 8746469. (7.50)

FOR SALE

SERVING PROFESSIONALLY 27
YEARS—Natural Psychic, Certified Medium, Humanist ParapsychologisL Psychic
Readings, Past Life Regressions, Reiki,
Ro-Hun Therapy. Jack Bernard Moon,
(404)333-0166.(7.35)

Townhouse, Decatur, 3 BR, 3.5 BA, hardwood floors, ceiling fans, monitored security. Charming, safe. $129,900. Call Judy,
(404) 286-4624. (7.48)

Publications
ON OUR BACKS. The most intelligent sex
magazine just happens to be lesbian. Offers you bimonthly award-winning fiction,
sexy pictorials, sassy columns, humorous
reviews, and thought provoking features.
$34.95/yr. (6 issues). SASE Catalog. On

Roommates
Snellville/Lithonia Area, ROOMMATE
ONLY, GWF Professional, non-smoking
seeks same to share home, $300/mo, including utilities. (404) 979-9426. (7.45)

1114 Janes Lane-A terrific lot makes this
close in 3 BR home perfect for the 1 st time
home buyer. A real find for the price. House
is in great shape. Spend the spring playing
in the yard. Call today for your private
showing. Lanny Linn, Northside Realty
(404) 233-9800.847-6923. (7.45)

Psychic

Instruction

125 E. West Wesley Road-Unique Garden
Hills hideaway. Weeping morter exterior
with eclectic open interior. 5 BR, 3 BA entertainers dream with "to die for" grounds.
Call today for your private showing. Lanny
Linn, Northside Realty (404) 233-9800,
847-6923. (7.45)

Ansley Condo, Adorable I BR. 71
Maddox, #C. Hardwood floors. CH7A.
$57,900. S. Hunt, Coldwell Banker (404)
297-9628. (7.48)
426 Burlington Road-$269,900. Fabulous
renovation in the Emory area. Must see to
believe this 2 BR, 2 BA dream! Designer
touches throughout. Call today for a private showing. Lanny Linn, Northside Realty (404) 233-9800, 847-6923. (7.45)

GF roomale wanted. Decatur. AC, washer
& dryer, private phone. No pets. Semi-furnished room. Neat and responsible only.
$385.00 includes utilities. Deposit. 3733619.(7.45)
Candler Park. Female housemate wanted.
Spacious home. Dogs okay. $300 + 1/3
utilities. (404) 525-1824. (7.47)

466 Wimbledon-Fantastic master bedroom
suite makes this Midtown home a great
find. A large kitchen, sunroom, screened
porch and fireplace make this the perfect
home for those with an active lifestyle. Call
today for your private showing. Lanny
Linn, Northside Realty (404) 233-9800,
847-6923. (7.45)

Affordable housing for people with HTV.
Contact Rita or Mariene at (404)875-7881,
ext.27orext. 54. (8.02)
GF seeks GF housemate. Candler Park/
Lake Claire. Beautiful house. Quiet street.
Responsible, quiet. No smoking, pets.
$385/mo. (404) 641-3266. (7.46)

378 Ninth Street-This quadraplex is a real
money maker! Owners unit is great to overlook your investment. Become a Midtown
landlord with a positive cash flow. Lanny
Linn, Northside Realty (404) 233-9800,
847-6923. (7.45)

Decatur, GWM seeks M/F to share 3 BR,
1.5 BA house. CHA, W/D, nicely furnished, non-smoker. $400 includes utilities.
(404)315-8749.(7.47)

945 Piedmont Road-Keep this a duplex
and let it help pay for itself or convert it
back to its original charm as a great single
family home. However you cut it—this is a
great house. Call today for your private
showing. Lanny Linn, Northside Realty
(404) 233-9800, 847-6923. (7.45)

SNELLVILLE/78 AREA
Female seeks non-smoker female to share
new 4 BR house. Private room and entrance. $375 includes all utilities. (404)
985-0937. (7.45)
ALPHARETTA - Convenient to
Northpointe Mall. GWM to share 3/2 home
must like animals. $325/mo includes utilities. References/Deposit. (404) 667-9708.
(7.46)

Garden Hills. Updated brick ranch loaded
with extras. Huge master suite w/bath.
Guest bedroom. Hall bath. Fenced yard.
Hardwood floors. $157,900. Lease option
possible. 266-0458. (7.48)

Decatur/S. .Candler - GF seeks F to share
house; fenced, abv-grnd pool, dogs okay,
no cats; $150/dep. $350/mo + 1/2 utilities;
(404)378-1431.(7.46)
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Chuck Daily

Carey Lokey

Expect
the
Best!
Office: 874-2262
Home: 892-8692
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Office—233-4633
Home— 873-9999
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LEE
SMITH
You're only getting'/: the
attention you deserve1.

J

When choosing a REALTOR
to market your home, why should
you call Chariene?
SHE'S THE EXPERT!

adams

Chariene Cothran

Vintage Home Sales
Buyers & Sellers
Now I can fully represent
YOU in a transaction. No
more working for the other
guy. Let me show you how!

<*fr
THE CONDO STORE IS THE FASTEST WAV TO GO
FROM "FOR SALE" TO "SOLD"! CALL OUR SUCCESSFUL,
KNOWLEDGEABLE AND DEDICATED TEAM OF SALES EXPERTS
SPECIALIZING IN CONDOMINIUMS, TOWNHOMES AND
CLUSTERHOMES. OUR TEAM WILL GET THE JOB DONE!

0
STORE

2140 Peachtree Road, NW
Brookwood Square, Suite 325
Atlanta, Georgia 30309

rfCv
L=J

[404] 26-CONDO • Fax: [404] 355 5341

(404) 673-6099

Serving the Community
for 10 Years
• A Wide Spectrum of
Mortgage Products
• Competitive Rates
• Free Consultation

LEE SMITH
Associate Broker, GRI
(office phone) X74-2262
(24 hr.phonel 453-1945

COLDUieU.
BANKGRQ

Each office independently owned and operated

WHY??

If You're Not Dealing With

*J

1

«

RAINBOW

FINANCIAL SERVICES
Mary Swinford, President

233-9901

GA Res. Mortgage Licensee
2609 Apple Valley Dr ve, NE • Atlanta, GA 30319
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COUNTRY LIVING
Covington/Conyers. GWM seeks
housemate to share 3 BR, semi private lake,
fireplace, wooded lot. Convenient to 1-20.
(404) 784-5098. (7.46)
GWF seeks same to share 2 BR, 2 BA
condo near Lenox. Fireplace, W/D, clean,
responsible, drug free. $330 +1 /2 utilities.
Must see! (404) 320-3188. (7.47)
Roommate wanted. GWM to share furn.
apt. Gay complex. $337.50 a month + 1/2
utilities. Non smoker, no pets. Call John at
(404)321-5791.(7.45)
GWM couple seeks repsonsible roommate,
quiet neighborhood, Ticker area, bedroom
w/private bath, $400/mo, includes utilities.
(404)496-0815.(7.47)
GWF needs same to share basement apartment in Marietta. Non smoker. No pets.
$225/mo includes utilities. Call Susan
Stokes (404) 425-5499 or (404) 818-9226.
(7-45)
Lindbergh-Cheshire Bridge: GWM seeks
same to share 2 BR, 2 BA home. Nonsmoker. $400/mo includes utilities. Serious inquiries only. (404) 266-1807. (7.50)

GWF seeks GWF/M to share 3 BR, 2 BA
fenced garage parking house. Pet considered. $300/mo (404) 942-8488. (7.45)

Service

MATCHES

Volunteers

by Paper Impressions. Roommates,
Friends, Romance. Match your personality profile. Hottest new service in town.
(404) 298-9442. (7.46)

GET ONLINE!...

STRANGLED BY DEBT?

...with Graffiti Online, Atlanta's LARGEST Gay, Lesbian & Bisexual chat board!
33 lines, news, E-Mail, free for 30 days!
Call 972-4999 right now with your computer. "You may be at home, but you're
never alone!" (7.45)

We can help. Consolidate up to 25K!! Stop
bill collectors. Personal up to 10K! Save
$. (800) 324-5572. (7.46)

FROM GAY, GEORGIA
Have your special cards and letters postmarked. Send mail with proper postage in
a large envelope. We will re-mail, postmarked from "GAY". Each piece $1. Include check to Barry. Confidential. RO.
Box97,Gay,GA30218.(7.45)
Real Estate Broker needs renovators/artisans/subcontractors. Quality work/reasonable cost. Help me/clients. Possible J/V.
FAX (404) 733-5586, voice mail (404)
9154253.(7.48)

CHORE BUDDIES
"We'll Get It Done." Shopping • pet care •
event service • plant care • dry cleaning
Just about anything! (404) &92-6121.
(7.45)

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED to participate
in GSU Psychology Research on childhood
experiences of gay and bisexual men. Involves completing questionairre by mail.
All responses kept strictly confidential.
Study results available to participants.
(404) 288-6821 for information or to participate.
AIDS Survival Project is a volunteerdriven agency for people living with HIV/
AIDS, and we need YOU as a driver. Office/clerical, special events, peer counselors are special needs. No experience
needed -just come ready to make a difference! Find out how to offer your time and
talents by calling 874-7926.

Travel

SOUTHBEACH
Island House Guesthouse, Miami Beach/
SouthBeach. Rooms, suites, villas, continental breakfast. Jacuzzi, nude sunbathing,
close to nightlife and gay & gay-nude
beaches. (800) 382-2422, (305) 864-2422.
(7.45)

Shea Embry/Carol feell

A Home for You and the Kids.

Lifetime Member Million Dollar Club

When it comes to selling
or buying your home,
Andy gets the results
you're looking for,

We will donate 10% of our take home commission
to an AIDS Research or support group ofyour
choice when you mention this ad at closing.

321-3123

ANDYPHILHOWER
Re/Max of Buckhead

378-9069

MORTGAGE SHOPPING?
Call JEFFREY HALEY
Lowest Rates
FHA&VA Loans
No Income VeriflcatioD
Cash Out Refinances
2nd Mortgages

•
•
•
■
•

Fixed & Adjustable
Condo & Investor
Commercial Loans
Rehab Money
Jumbo Loans

Variety & Convenience

DVGARD

JEFFREY HALEY
Hcma
872-JEFF

1 "HIB

Dugard... wmmmmmmm
To guard you in buying or
selling your home.

1 coLouieix
Oftce:
AlterHours:
404/475-3984 ext 134

1 BANKCRG

Expect the best.™
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Paula Needle, GRI
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RE/MAX Metro Atlanta
Residential Real
Estate Services
Office: 321-3123
933-4718
Each Office Independently Owned & Operated.

Donna
Godsey
For All Your Real Estate Needs...
• Buyer Agency Specialist
• Decatur/ Intown Properties
• New Homes
Million Dollar Circle
Million Dollar Club

DEPENDABLE.
EFFECTIVE.

RE/MAX Metro Atlanta
Each office independently owned and operated.

233-4633

Exceptional Service

EXPERIENCED.

Office: 840-9933
Pager: 837-1149
Home: 284-4090

Residential Marketing Realty

Serving
our
community
for over
ten years.

JIM HILLIARD
RE/MAX Metro Atlanta

622-2127
Each office independently owned and operated.

DQQ
n!ip

STEVE BLAND
RE/MAX ACHIEVERS

874-0808
Each office is independently owned and operated.

Chris
Carroll
The perfect home
fits your taste,
budget and lifestyle.
Call me to help
you find it.
"Thanks
for your 1994 business,
Southern Voice readers.
Call me to learn about my
1995 business expansion."
WMU. metro aitanta

321-3123

Each office Independently owned and operated.
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COME HOME NOW, SON!

PERSONALS
(404)876-1819

voice

KJtUMJIlf

TO ANSWER AN AD
If the ad has a # sign and a four digit number, call

1-900-370-4099

BISEXUAL
F1RSTT1ME

and follow the recorded instructions.

WM slim blue brown 41 bottom European
seeks top for safe fun. Med blond daytime.
#2549

$1.50 per minute. Must be 18 or over. Touch tone phones only.
Southern Voice, PO Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316

INTERRACIAL COUPLE

If your phone has a 900 block, or if you don't wont colls to appear on your phone bill, you con
still use this system. Coll classifieds at 876-1819 ond ask for details obout our "Non 900#" system.

Attractive BiB/WF wanted for curious, inexperienced couple. She: black, beautiful,
slim, bi-curious. He: white, handsome, nice
build, straight #2550
THE ULTIMATE CHALLENGE

TO PLACE AN AD
Fill out the order form below—A 20 word ad with headline and voice mail box is FREE ond

Wrestling Caligula would love. The
conquerer gets what he pleases. The defeated submits as needed. Also seek men
who like to watch. #2565

with headline using your P.O. Box costs $5 per week. No street addresses or phone numbers, please. A
20 word ad with headline ond o Southern Voice forwarding box costs $10 per week. Extra words
for oil personal ods cost 50t per word, per week.

ADS MUST BE SUBMITTED by Tuesday, 5pm
to appear in the following week's issue.

CALL IN with completed form ond credit cord information to (404) 876-1819
FAX completed form and credit card info to (404) 876-2709.

CIRCLE YOUR CATEGORY
Bisexual Glances Men TV/TS Women
Free headline-not to exceed 20 character/spaces

I

I

I

1

BM, 5'4", 140 lbs., likes honesty, conversation, meeting new people. Seek downto-earth sincere BMs. #2536
SEEKING Bl OR GAY MALE

BRING your ad to our office at 1189 Virginia Ave., NE, Atlanta

I

BLACK AND DOWN TO EARTH

BiSex, SWM, blonde hair/blue eyes. 5"9",
160. Athletic and sensitive. Seeking bi male
or gay male for companionship. #2464

MAIL to Southern Voice Clossifieds, P.O. Box 18215, Adonta, GA 30316

I

l_l
J

YOU DESERVE SOMEONE YOUNG

You: fun TOUGHened skin and EGO with
dk hair and thick hard body deserve someone young and rock hard to cool you off.
#2432
GOOD LOOKING AND MUSCULAR

WM, 33, gdlkg, 5'8" muscular good service to gdlkg hung GBiSWM discreet safe
fun convenient downtown location. Leave
message. #2383
I NEED SOME ADVENTURE

Sexy BiWSF ISO dominant and submissive playmate to party and hang out with. I
need some adventure. Send SASE with
photo to P.O. Box 14548. Atlanta, GA
30329
SLIDE IT IN

Vdglking smooth curious shy 32/1/175
WM bottom ISO younger diseaseless tender understanding boy-next-door. Discreet
sensual pleasurable sexplorations. #2196
SEEKS FIRST EXPERIENCE

BM, 42 seeks feminine male or very aggressive female for a "first experience".
Couples also welcomed. P.O. Box 77365,
Atlanta, GA 30357~or Voice Connection
#2201
INEXPERIENCED COUPLE

NEED MORE SPACE? ATTACH ANOTHER SHEET OF PAPER.

Wanted: BiWF 18-30 for inexperienced
couple. Me: green eyes long blonde hair
21 yrs old. Him: salt/pepper grey hair very
sexy. Experience preferred. #2134
NO PAIN

VOICE MAIL PERSONAL
20 words, voice box and headline FREE
Additional words
x 50i =
SUBTOTAL
x 6 weeks
TOTAL =

MAIL RESPONSE PERSONAL
20 words and headline FREE
Additional words
x 50tf =
SoVo forwarding box $10/wk.
Other P.O. box $5/wk.
SUBTOTAL
x
TOTAL =
Name
Address
City/State.
Zip
Check Enclosed,
#

weeks

BiBM. 35, stocky build seeks BiBM for
safe encounters. No pain. #2109

GLANCES
Black moustache; you sat on end of row
near door at Gay Men's Concert on 12-27.
I was in next row; white shirt, jeans, and
vest. Let's meet! #2579
Debbie: I met you after the concert,
couldn't find you at Revolution. "Sometimes I wonder if you are real" Rachael
#2558
BILL
Chicago's Sidetrack. First, only kiss
Valentine's Day. Wanted more time, but you
going to Merchandise Mart next morning.
Regret not leaving number. Visiting Atlanta, possibly moving. Valentine's Day
again? Scott in Michigan. #2571

SLIGHTLY SUBMISSIVE

WM 48 slightly submissive oral devotee
and enthusiast ISO G/Bi/S female attractive requiring daytime stress relief,
reciprication not required. #1615

LETS WORKOUT

Early 30s, GBM, quite-striking, 6', 180.
Seeks attractive-to-homy-laidback, workout mate, and more. Race unimportant.
#2561
ATLANTA BOUND!

Handsome, masculine, caramel brown
beau, 37, 170, screenwriter seeks
goodlooking, German blond, masculine,
muscular thirtysomething into romance.
Michael. #2562
AREYOU CATHOLIC?

Shy, inexperienced, GWM 30, 57", 150,
enjoys sports, hiking, working out, seeks
Catholic GWM to laugh, enjoy life. #2566

ANSLEY KROGER

Accessible, creative GWM sought by
same. 35-50. Interested. Open to new influences. Like the hintute; beards, excellent. Sense of humor essential. Low angst.
Non-smoker preferred. Write to SoVo Box
900,1189 Virginia Avenue, N.E., Atlanta,
GA 30308.

ON A JOURNEY?

ATTHE OTHERSIDE

As we talked you touched my shoulders
last Sunday night (10-23-94) at The
Otherside. You were dancing around when
nobody else was. You wore glasses and had
a short haircut, curls on top. Who are you?
Where did you go? #2416

MEN
BOYFRIEND MATERIAL

Nice guy, baby blue eyes, mustache,
cleancut, boyish 39, safe top. Canning, fun
and romantic. P.O. Box 13162, Atlanta,
Georgia 30324.
LOSING FAITH IN MEN

Attractive, hot, exmodel, 24,6'0", 170, sks
tall hot masculine GWM 23-30 for fun,
more? No ferns, barflies, games, drags.
#2580
IS IT POSSIBLE

28 yrold WM.M/bl, 5'8", HTV- botom, ISO
of someone caring and open minded for
long term relationship. #2584

NO STRINGS

NEED SOMETHING NOW!

GWM, 5'10", 140,40, boyish, HTV+. Lost
lover of 10 years to death. Need relationship of somckind badly. Sex not priority,
however, I am versatile. I like to travel to
Europe. ISO 20-30 GWM. #2560

BOY! NEED DISCIPLINE?

WF sought by gdlkg. WM. Safe, adventurous, marriage of convenience. No
strings. Write Box 37,1544PiedmontAve.,
Atlanta, GA 30324
PLAYFUL COMPANION

SHORT GUY NEEDS SERVICE
Short, cocky, dominant WM, 36, wants
service from submissive guys under 40.
Also into bondage, spanking and verbal
trips. #2540

GWM, 37, masculine, top. Romantic, HIV
negative, into safe, sane, S/M, B/D, seeks
boyish but mature comrade. #2567

NO STRINGS

Bi-Female: Sensual, health conscious, responsible, youthful, playful companion for
couple: male is straight, athletic (6-1,180),
international entrepreneur; fern is bi-curious, fit (5-7, 125), adventuresome, into
native American spirituality. Let's meet,
talk, then proceed if there's mutual interest. #2003

HANDSOME QUALITY MAN

1-20 FLIRT

Friday 11/11, 11:15a.m. You: Harvard
sweatshirt, jeans, baseball cap, glasses. Me:
striped shirt, jeans, gray hair, glasses. Bill.
#2471

CARING AND OPEN

SEEKS LATIN LOVER

GWM, 39, ISO #, 5'5", professional, masculine, green eyes, nothing kinky. Mostly
dominant but can be convinced. #2586
GWM 20 SKS BOYFRIEND

WM 19-30 beefy football player type build
strong arms and chest for love and friendship. Hairy, endowed a +. Must enjoy outdoors. HIV+is okay. #2587
YOUR LEGS INTHE AIR?
If you're a cute hot bottom, call this endowed top, 40, for safe discreet afternoon
or evening humping!! #2588
CONFIDENCE AND COMPASSION
BM seeks BM who is confident in his manhood. Honesty, witty, affectionate, compassionate, for more than friendship. 21-31
only!! #2534

HAIRY CHEST NEEDED
Hairy chested GWM sought by GWM cub.
Prefer career oriented, educated, travelled,
NS/ND professional, 30+ for weekend cuddling and more. #2539

Are you looking for an intelligent, fun loving, attractive, stable, affectionate and sincere masculine man? You found him!
GWM, 40, Br/Br, 6'2", 187, smooth, w33,
c44, HEALTHY HTV+, financially stable,
non-smoker, seeks similar for friendsh possible relationship 25-45. All sincere inquiries will recieve a reply. #2559

Tan Ford track. Cobb plate. 11 -18 on 1-20.
Behind in black car, lost in Augusta. Write
details of encounter. SoVo Box 8601,1189
Virginia Avenue, N.E., Atlanta, GA 30305.

for two HIV+ GM to have a great dating
relationship? BM, attractive, seeks reply.
GM any race. #2582

BiBM, 67", Carl Weathers look alike seeks
young men for no strings attached fun.
#1613

Phone
Charge my MC/Visa.
.exp.

BiWM, 25, student, hot looks, body, endowment, seeks man for discreet, nostrings visits. All answered. #1551

MELISSA ETHEREDGE

runs lor 6 weeks. We will mail you on instruction sheet explaining how to use the system. A 20 word od

I
L

HOT LOOKS

RED BOWTIE

If on ad has a post office box or a SoVo box, you may write directly to that address.

l_l I
I LJ

INTO SCI-FI

I'm a fun guy, 30, into sci-fi, classical rock
and roll, seeking male or bi female, 20-40,
any race. #1577

I'm looking for you too; leave message today. GWM Dad seeks sincere 30s GWM
who wants/needs secure home lifestyle.
#2557

NEW HOT BUDDY

GWM, 37, 5'5", 140, goodlooking, masculine. Gym body. Clean shaven, flal top,
HTV+, healthy bottom. Travel, gym, adventure, weekends, quiet times. Lite smoke &
drink. Financially retired. Seek together
Hot Buddy. #2568
SKG GENEROUS GENTLEMAN

GWM 29, 6'2", 195, brn/grn, attractive,
cleancut, muscular, intelligent, sincere
seeks sincere, generous, financilly established gentleman 35-60 for mutually beneficial discreet arrangement. Long-term/
relocation possible. Serious inquiries only.
#2569
SLOW-EROTIC J/O

GWM 40s, videos, lots of play. Maleness
touch watching and givering conclusions.
No strings. Just tua #2572
WAITING ON YOU

Where are the good clubs in Atlanta.. j/o
clubs? Let's get one started. Safe/
discreet...waiting on you...call for interview... #2547
HANDSOME BLACK DUDE

25, 5'8", 160, sexy, devoted. Seeks very
masculine caring mature man to have-holdmaybe love (friends first). #2570
RIGHT HAND MAN

111 be your right hand. Traditional GWM,
50s, tall, slender, professional, safe, seeks
daytime fun at my Northside place. #2535
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

WM, 44/6ft, engineer, vglk, smooth
hardbody, quality, private, inexperienced,
closet; ISO WM/AM, 18-26, closeted, student/professional, small frame, for quality
friendship. #2537 orSoVo Box 8105,1189
Virginia Ave. NE, Atlanta, GA 30306.
CUTE CAROLINIAN

Charlotte, N.C. GBM, very attractive, 6'1",
220, 21 seeking GM any race or age for
dating and fun. #2538

NIPPLE PRO

Tattooed, bearded, husky nipple hound.
GWM, 39, 5'10", 210#, nipple suction,
manipulation, enlargement. Daily obsession. Home made videos, photography, cigars, gear, J/O, nipples. Seeks big, burly
nipple dad. #2541
SMOLTZ TYPE

GWM, 31,6', 175, receding, Smoltz type,
closeted, conservative, goodlooking, masculine. ISO same for monogamous relationship. Wanna try? P.O. Box 1112,
Conyers, GA 30207
HOLISTIC DUDE

Masculine, sensitive, holistic GWM, HIV, 40s, 6', 165, Ivy degreed, Patrick Steward look-alike, into working out, travel,
trusting relationships. #2542
NO GAMES, PLEASE!

GWM, 39, HIV-, handsome, athletic, masculine; workout, love outdoors, most
sports, travel, music. Honest and not into
game playing; goal directed, passionate and
very romantic. Seeking GM, 32-42, HIV-,
with some similar attributes for possible
relationship. #2543
TIRED OF BEING ALONE?

GWM, 6'1", 195, seeks tall man for seasonal pleasures. Let's have fun together for
the holidays! #2516
DATING AND MORE?

Handsome, athletic, dark haired man seeks
handsome athletic lighthair friend for hiking, movies, friends, dating and more? Call
for details. #2512
TALL DARK & HANDSOME

I am tall dark handsome WM 30s, seeking
tall well-built handsome and hairy mature
man. Are you out there? #2513
BM SEEKS PASSIVE WM

BM, 28,5'8" athletic build verbal aggresive
seeks WM passive, discreet, french active
experience. Must be serious submissive.
•#2515
2 SHY 2 REPLY?

You're ideal if under 32, under 5'10", slender, intelligent, sensitive, eclictic—seeking monogamous, committed relationship
with similarly discposed mature (not decrepit), middle-aged, HIV-, GWM, stable
6', 190#, bm/bm. Latinos, Asians welcome!
#2518
AREYOU HONEST?

BM, 5'4", 140 lbs., likes honesty, conversation, meeting new people. Seek downto-earth sincere BMs. #2536
WM SEEKS ASIAN GUY

All-American WM 30something, attractive, mature seeks Asian guy. Write S.E.,
P.O. Box 80214, Chamblee, GA 30366.
YOUR LUCKY DAY

Attractive, masculine professional, 27ya,
BM seeks the company of a down to earth
attractive masculine GWM with similar
qualities. #2522
NO STRINGS FUN.

Humpy, hunky, black or Latino male
sought by Italian Male; 5'97150, hairy
chest, lean, muscular, for no strings attached fun. #2525
FIT AND ADEPT

"There can be only one..." ISO Malcolm
McCloud (Highlander) type. Me: 59 7150,
dark hair/eyes, mid-thirties; physically fit,
emotionally adept. #2526
PHOTOGRAPHER SEEKS MODEL

GWM photographer seeks 18-25 year old
GWM to model nude to tuxedo. No experience needed. Develop portfolio, travel.
#2494
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LOTS OF KISSING
Deaf. GWM. 30. 510". 130. brown-eyed
brunei. nice-looking. Enjoy life. You:
GWM. brunei. 30-40.6'+. dominant, hairy,
decent, monogamous. HFV-. into lots of
kissing and French Kissing, cuddling, quiet
times, relationship possible. Knowledge of
sign language preferred, but not required.
Send photo: P.O. Box 132. Fairforest. SC
29336.
MATURE PROFESSIONAL
GWM mature professional seeks
goodlooking. sincere and mature, young
man (20s) for dining out. travel, shopping,
spoiling, relationship? No drugs/smokers.
#2497

COMMITTED SERVICE
Leatherman Daddy seeks slim Third Musketeer for committed service, mentoring,
long term. Right mustard handkerchief for
right gray. Obedience required. #2469
DADDYISHTOP
Professional. GWM. 38. muscular like a
football player, daddyish. short hair. 210.
attractive, top. seeks endowed, muscular
or well-defined GBM. dark or light, bottom for wild hard rides plus. Describe yourself and interests. #2470

MASTER SEEKS SLAVE
Master seeks attractive young GWM
slaveboy for light S&M. piercing. B&D.
personal services. Must be a serious bottom. #2496

INTO PUMPING UP
Adventurous, athletic, attractive WM.
thirty-something. 5'107155. dark hair/
eyes: intelligent, with good self-esteem and
a joie de vivre. Negative sero-status. ISO
a boyfriend, not a "lover": someone to
hangout with, not set up house with, who's
financially stable, not a sponge: into pumping up. not getting f-ked up. #2473

LOOK GREAT IN LEATHER?
Leather daddy needs leather boy. Would
YOU look great in leather jock, chaps, harness, collar and cap? Party with the men.
#2495

WILL SERVE
34. 5'8". 145. gdlkg GWM wants sexual
attraction w/from gdlkg masculine top.
Possible relationship. Open to fantasies.
Will serve. #2474

LOTS OFTRAVEL
Former pro football player looking for person to move to Florida, take care of my
home and me. Lots of travel. #2498

SMOOTH BEEFY BODY
GWM. 28.5'9", 210, blond, green, smooth
beefy body, seeks nonsmoker up to age 40
for friendship, possible relationship. #2475

HOTLOOK&ANGRY
FREE?use it:seduce, laugh. DARE
breeder/queer/self expectation: U trying
too? HotLook&AngryPast R a + #2499

NON-SMOKERS ONLY
28 y.o. GWM seeks Mike Landess lookalike for friendship, possible relationship
non-smokers only need apply. #2476

EXPLORETOGETHER
Jewish GWM. 31: Professional, warm,
humorous, affectionate, communityminded and family oriented homeowner
seeks handsome best friend really ready to
settle down. Let's explore our hopes, fears,
dreams and desires together. #2483

LAGRANGE AREA
GWM. 30ish. interested in meeting others.
Are You Out There? Give me a call! #2477

CUTE SLIM ASIAN
Wanted by blonde, blue. GWM. 34, 5'11".
Prefer sincere honest non-smoker. Enjoy
movies, travel, boating. #2485
NO STRINGS
WM, 26.6,0", 175. br/bl looking for nice
looks and personality for fun times and
maybe more but no strings. #2486
DISCREET GOOD TIMES
Grey-eyed, clean-cut, 25. cute bottom
seeks lop for hot discreet good times.
#2478

S^E MOSTLY

FUN TIMES
WM. 57", 130, slim, mid-30s seeks wellendowed males for occasional fun times.
Race unimportant. Box 190593. Atlanta,
GA31119-0593. #2479

CUDDLY, AND FUNNY
A Michigan yankee in Queen Scarlett's
Court. Forty-two year old GM seeking to
expand social network and perhaps even
find a beau. Interests include liberal/progressive politics. NPR. gay/disability rights
activism, books, music, theatre, travel, nature walks, and. of course, brunch. I'm funloving, youthful spirit, cuddly, and funny—
with enough love for several new people
in my life. Write SoVo Box 8100. 1189
Virginia Ave.. N.E.. Atlanta. GA 30306.

VALUES HONESTY
Christ-centered GWM. 31. ISO romance
and passion with GWM. 28-40. who hopes
to be a parent, values honesty and fidelity,
and enjoys sports, travel and socializing.
#2457
GWINNETT/WALTON
WM. 33. 6'2" discreet. Christian, likes
music, movies seeks WM (23-38) in
Gwinnelt/Walton county area. #2459
RELATIONSHIP-ORIENTED
Monogamous, attractive, honest, relationship-oriented, stable, single GWM. If these
trails describe you and interest you. please
call! #2460

LOOKING FOR FRIENDSHIP
1 am 29. 5'9". 120. I am HIV positive. I
enjoy going to the movies, bingo. I like
spending just time together. I enjoy watching SPORTS ON TV. I am a smoker. I'am
a GWM. Really just looking for friendship
or possibly MORE. Write SoVo Box 1801.
1189 Virginia Ave.. N.E.. Atlanta. GA
30306.

HANDSOME AND DOMINANT
GBM. 33. HJV-. handsome and dominant,
goal oriented seeks GWM 25-35. avg. plus
looks, humorous for LTR. No fats, barflies
or ad regulars. #2462

MONOGAMOUS RELATIONSHIP
NICE GUY bottom/versatile seeks masculine top. GDLKG. 39. 5'11", 170. athletic.
HIV-. hairy, receding hair, mustache. HONEST GWM wants to meet physically fit.
HJV-, GWM, similar in age and height,
who wants a monogamous relationship. No
smoking, no drugs. #2448

AFTERNOON DELIGHT
Sugardaddy. senior, married. Seeks to service healthy top 30-40 any weekday between 11AM and 4PM. #2463
ATTRACTIVE AND TALENTED
Seeking WMs. 30ish. attractive, masculine
and discreet to orally service. Me: 33. prof,
masc. attrac (really) & talented. Roswell
Rd/285 area, your place, no strings. #2447

SAFE FUN/FRIENDSHIP.
BIG BROTHER seeks little brother; 39 yr
old. brown hair/blue eyes, mustache seeks
cute submissive guy for safe fun/friendship. #2449

MASCULINE COMPANION
Frustrated, hairy chested, masculine teddy
bear divorced "late but finally out". Searching for masculine similar companion,
sports enthusiast. #2443

DOMINANT TOP
PUMP YOUR RUMP. Dominant top. 30s.
5'11", 165. likes to safely bounce off a hot
set of buns. #2450

SAFE FUN
GWM 35. 5'9". 175. beard, balding,
goodlooking. well equipped, versatile,
seeks older GWM. GBM into toys safe discreet fun. #2433

MARIETTA/SMYRNA AREA
Masculine GWM, 21-35 Marietta/Smyrna
area, masculine. Is being sought by GBM
masculine. Tall. slim. #2451

SISSY NEEDS A DADDY
GWM. 50, 6'1", 190, ISO smooth bodied
slim 20-35 GWM, sissy who needs a daddy
type to serve. #2481

LIVE THE MAGICK
Skinny, pretty. Capricorn boy seeks strong,
beautiful Pagan man for spiritual stimulation and rites of Brotherhood. Let's live the
Magick. #2455

ENRICH MY LIFE
Attractive GBM, 24, 511" seeks masculine, romantic men of any race to enrich
my life during the holidays and beyond.
#2482

BJ BUDDY
Handsome WM. 5'8". 150. lives in mountains (Blairsville). HrV-, great guy. many
interests, enjoys life, seeks similar very
goodlooking oral/BJ buddy. #2456

ADVENTUROUS ENCOUNTERS
Prof, 27, 5'11". 160, bn/gn seeks
goodlooking boyish, prof for fun. adventurous, encounters. #2430
WANTED-ATLANTA
Bodybuilder bottom. WM 25-35, 5'10"
max. must be into and or learning SM. BD.
CBT. TT. Must like leather, outdoors and
quiet times. Master/Dad 46 HIV- who
works hard and plays hard. Send photo and
letter and I will answer. Send to ETF, P.O.
Box 7427. Atlanta, GA 30357-0427.

HAVE L«ST FA^FAA- TOO MAHY FRIENAS

INTOTENNIS&FEET
GWM. 34. ST. 180. attractive, masculine,
sincere into tennis, outdoors, massage, feet
seeks similar GWM 21-39. #2440
NO ATTITUDE
Xmas Wish List! GWM 34. att. dkblonde.
green eyes, romantic, sincere, loving, seeks
same 28-40. No attitude. #2441
HIRSUTE SEEKS HAIRY
Hairy GWM sought by hirsute GWM fit.
educated, professional. Prefer quiet, conservative, discreet, honest, healthy man.
#2442

NEED SOME SUGAR?
Loud rock is fountain of youth. Young 40somelhing GWM needs date for killer
show. Sugar at Roxy Nov. 21. Me: tall,
trim, regular guy. You: young or not. good
shape, in need of a band. Let's talk soon.
#2427
ATTRCWEIGHTLIFTER
BM. 40s. Hrv+ seeks similar black. Lalino.
or GWM into heallhy" living, occasional
dininl oul and cozy evenings. Must be
masculine, versatile. No drugs. No smokers. 35+. #2410
CUTE STUDENT
Cule. 21. GBM. student seeks a heallhy. in
shape. GWM between 21-36 for fun,
friendship, or maybe relationship. #2411

SEEKS SAFE PLAY
Versatile leather man 41. 5'7". 140. into
being serviced and submissive, cock and
bull play of all kinds. Safe action seeking
same. #2445

SPANKING
GWM. 40.5'10". 140. seeks slender young
men in need of bare bottom over the knee
discipline. Robert. P.O. Box 56024. Atlanta. GA 30343. or call #2394

STRONG PERSONALITIES
Are Ihere any sane people out there?
Unique, eclectic GWM. 30, good looking:
seeking other spiritual and strong personalities to walk with me along Ihe Path of
Life. Only serious need respond. #2444

COLUMBUS AREA
GWM. 29. attractive, blonde/blue, lonely,
caring, sincere. ISO true friend, possibly
more. Please call!!! #2375

SLIM SEEKS SAME
GBM. 34. 5'9", slim, br/bl. fairly hairy w/
stache seeking similar WM. Too many interests to list here. Intrigued? #2421
MASCULINE A MUST
GBM. 42. HIV+, 5'10", 175, fair looks.
Seeks man 36-44 for fun maybe more. Race
unimportant. Masculine is a must. #2422
BOTTOM WANTS TOP
GWM. 33, 5'8". 160, HIV-, br/gr, bottom
seeks attractive masculine lop GWM 2835 for possible relationship. Serious calls
only. #2425
LIFETIME RELATIONSHIP
Elderly, sharing, financially secure WM
sought for lifetime relationship. #2412

CHINESE GUY
In shape Chinese guy 29.5'10". 140 attractive, nice seeks Mr. Handsome 25-40
eleancut nonsmoker. honesty for LTR any
race. #2389
THREES COMPANY
2 attractive GWMs 48 and 22, seek new
friend 18-24.WM slender, clean-cut. Fun.
possible Iravel. #2386
SHARE MY LIFE
GBM 38. attractive, out. political ISO
GBM/GHM 28-41 to share my life with.
Enjoy movies, intimate dinners, good
times. #2399

MORE ON PAGE 50
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LONG LUNCH ?
Downtown Lunch Buddy. Professional
GWM 32.5,9". 170. bl/bl seeks Midtown/
Downtown "long lunches" with similar,
discreet GWM. 18-45 at your place. Write
P.O. Box 347144. Atlanta. GA 30334

ENJOY LIFE
GWM 36. HIV+. very heallhy top. Very
good lookling. Italian. Enjoys traveling.
outdoors, quiet dinners. Looking for sincere honest GWM with a positive outlook
on life, also enjoys the same. No bars. No
drugs. Just enjoy life! #2424
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PROFESSIONAL & ATHLETIC
GWM. Irish. 43. 511". 160 professional
athletic enjoys running, roller Hading.
movies: dining, seeks same. #2435
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SEXUAL FUN
Are you HI V+, homy and in need of sexual
fun? Me 20's slim submissive bottom.
Large endowments get an A+. No one over
35 or out of shape. #2400
PERSONABLE & UNIQUE
GWM, stocky bear, W. GA area, bra/hazel, sincere, non-smoking, creative, witty,
personable, unique. You??? #2392
SERIOUS RELATIONSHIP
GWM, 36, drug & disease free, Libra, submissive bottom, seeks drug free dominating white male under 55 for serious relationship. #2401.
NUTURING MONOGAMY
.GWM, 41. Let's do country! Work downtown, will commute within 1 hour. Healthy,
masculine, nonsmoker seeking nurturing
monogamy. All answered. #2388
TEDDY SEEKS BEAR
WNC Teddy looking for other teddy bears
to snuggle with this winter. Early 40s, dk
hair and moustache. #2385

SEEKS MENTOR
Nonstereotypical GWM, v-gdlkg professional with excellent body, 39,5'11", 165:
seeking mature GWM, 45+ for mentor/relationship; individual must be physically
and spiritually fit and financially independent. Not seeking a "sugar daddy" but will
contribute in all areas in order to enjoy the
finer things. #2407

HEALTHY HIV
Homy, hunky, hairy, versatile bottom seeks
same qualities in versatile top. Let's play!
Nonsmoking, intelligent, affectionate,
healthy HIV. #2339
BIG HEART
GWM 22,5'11", 165, medium build, bl/M.
ISO GWM 22-32 open-minded, down to
earth guy with a big heart. No head games.
#2340

CUB SEEKS BEAR
Hairy GWM? Cub early 40s seeking bear
any size who is educated, not athletic,
healthy, stable, discreet, and fairly trim.
#2384

WANTS TWO TOPS
WGM, 23 yrs, HIV-, bottom, looking for
two tops between 35-49 for a hot threesome. #2226

QUIET & CONSERVATIVE
GWM, 36, br/br, seeks bottom GWM to
50 for monogamous relationship. Quiet,
conservative. No barflies/drugs. #2356

SEC AND ACC FANS
College football buddy sought by GWM
to watch/go to games. You 21-30, SEC or
ACC fans a plus. #2215

IVY-EDUCATED
GWM, 59 ivy-educated, interested in the
arts, psychology, history and traveling,
seeks similarfor friendship, possibly more.
#2355

LIKES L5P AND STAR TREK
ME: Middle GA GWM 20/130/5'107brbl/HIV-/student. YOU: GWM 20-30/
smooth/HIV-/heavy (180-250) versatile.
US: L5P, Trek, Stone Mtn, fun, relationship? No fems/lsts/barflies. #2216
SERIOUS DATING
Catholic, black, HI V+, hard-body Romantic seeks GM (any race) with good body/
mind into clean living and serious dating.
#2204
MOVING TO ATLANTA
Christian GWM, 35, tall, dark, athletic and
handsome. Looking for the same, for life.
Living in Philly, moving to Atlanta. Write
SoVo Box 6526,1189 Virginia Ave., N.E.,
Atlanta, GA 30306
TRIPLE PLAY
Single GWM seeks 2 guys or couple for
bedroom acrobatics. Me: 39, safe top, boynext-door looks, brown hair, blue eyes.
Call! #2189

900 BLOCKS?
No Problem!!
If you have a 900 block or want to
call from any phone anywhere.
You can still respond to Southern
Voice Personals with an
800 number prepaid access.

Call Southern Voice
404-876-1819
See personals for more details.

FREE SPIRIT
27 year old GWM (bearish) ISO young
(22-31) free-spirited, long haired, Bohemian, hunkish, imaginative, intelligent,
interesting, exotic, caring, relationship oriented individual. #2190
VERSATILE
GWM 30,511", 225 seeks GWM or Hispanic for friendship or possible relationship. Sincere replies only. #2193
NORTH FULTON?
GWM, 42, 5'8", 160 ISO GWMs 35+,
5iO" and under for friendship. Possible
relationship. Prefer North Fulton area.
#2198
POSSIBLETHREESOME
Goodlooking, athletic, GWM, 25, bottomversatile, seeks nonsmoker, handsome, athletic-muscular, GWM, top-versatile for
fun, friendship. HTV neg. Threesome possible. #2200
COUPLE SEEKS COUPLE
GM couple, 34 and 27, masculine, attractive, sincere enjoys outdoors, exercise,
beach seeks similar GM couple for fun
friendship. #2203
SEEKS GAY CHRISTIAN
Cherokee/Irish GWM, 35, gdlkg, muscular, 5'9", Baptist. Seeks 30-40, GAY Christian to make home with. #2147
SANE GUY
GWM, 31, HTV+, very healthy and fit. I'm
nice looking and interested in meeting another sane guy. #2154
GOTTA HAVE IT
AAA Hottest Ass. HTV-, FIT, 145, br/br.
Can't find well Hung stallion. Want it, love
it, gotta have it. #2137
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J/O BUDDIES
GWM, 36, 185 (workout), goodlooking,
man's man. Looking for j/o partners),
single, group? Large? Yes. You? Let's Talk!
#2106 (7.40)
WANTS CUDDLY GWM
GWM-35 masculine, sincere, attr. seeks
heavyset mature cuddly GWM for sharing
life's pleasures, enjoy seasons & outdoors.
#2107 (7.40)
HOMEBODY
GWM, 26, skinny, tall, boyish, clean-cut,
funny, somewhat quiet and homebodyish,
HTV-, seeks similar for possible relationship. #2135
HOTTOP
Seeks hot bottom. Me: 30s, 5*11", 165,
moustache, HLV-, dominant. You: submissive, attractive, safe, 20s-30s. Afternoons
or evenings. #2002
SPREAD & SMILE
Love your butt played with? 39, hairy HTVtop, 5'10", 170, seeks healthy bottoms, 2045 for rear action. NOMARRIEDS! #1495

TV/TS
BOOT LOVER
Professional 30 yr old BM, handsome, ISO
TV/TS and females w/leather boots. Be
sexy. I travel Atlanta, Charlotte, Columbia, Washington DC. #2434
IN NEED.
Black male top mid 40s, HIV- seeks feminine, pleasant HTV- TV/TS bottom for fulfilling relationship. In urgent need. #2431

HARDBODY
Nice guy, GWM, 30,5T, 155, masculine
goodlooking, toned hardbody. Seeks similar cleancut inshape guy for lasting
goodtimes.DoIt!#2153

A FEMININE MALE
Or TV/TS sought by BM 43 for first experience. #2156

ROMANTIC ENCOUNTERS
Attractive GBM, 24 seeks open-minded
intelligent masculine men of any race for
unique romantic encounters. #2136

VERY PASSABLE
TV/TS 028, 5'7", very passable, white,
200+ lbs., seeks BM for friendship/relationship. #2195

SECURE RELATIONSHIP
GWM attractive, early 60s, ISO HTV- slender, intelligent guy less than 38 for possible secure relationship. No hustlers.
#2157

LONELY ONE
BM-Top; mid 40s, HTV-, seeking feminine,
pleasant, HIV-, TV/TS bottom for fulfilling relationship. It has been a very long
time. Please respond. #2011

STARVING STUDENT
GWM 26, 5'11", 155, brown hair, hazel
eyes. Starving student, seeks professional
man 35-55 for discreet, mutually beneficial liaison. Athens, GA. #2150

CROSSDRESSERS GUIDE
A complete information resource. Wonderful Fantasies, InfoGuide, Personals, Catalogs , True Experiences, More! Newest Fantasy: "Pampered In Panties!" Hear full details (recorded, 24 Hours). Call 333-6455.

BOATING BUDDIES
Lake Lanier professional GM couple, both
35 seeks single/couples for boating, cookouts fun and friendship. No fats, ferns,
drugs. #2142

WOMEN

FRIENDS & COMPANIONS
Young 35 yearold GWM seeking 35 or
older GWM for friendship and companionship. Lilbum area. #2141
BIGGER'S BETTER
Bottom GWM 29 slim, smooth. ISO GWM
TOP Endowed only. Up to 35, in shape,
smooth chest. Safe only. #2139

^

LUNCH FUN
GWM, 32, 170, 5'11", vgdlking, HIV-,
seeks attractive WM who enjoys lunchtime
oral service. No relationship desired. #2133

NEW IN TOWN
GWM, 32, 5'7", 148, blk/br, attractive,
work out regularly, New to Atlanta. Would
like to meet other attractive GWM, 30-36
for friendship or dating. Prefer nonsmokers and non or light drinkers. #2138
BLACK COBRA
Though the early bird may catch the worm,
the shaved, wise, white owl will definitely
catch the young black cobra. #2127
WANTS COUNTRY BOY
GWM, 45,160,5'9", moustache into music, sports, outdoors, dogs, seeks masculine romantic country boy 35-45, uncut a
+ for lifetime. #2128
UNINHIBITED ENCOUNTERS
Tall, incredibly handsome, muscular, biracial GM, 22, seeking masculine, fit, attractive GM top 30+ for wild, uninhibited
encounters. Hairy +. #2132

FULL FIGURED
GWF, 33, full-figured seeks other GWFs
for fun and friendship and more. Are you
lonely, sad? Ill make you smile. #2578
INEXP, SHY, ROMANTIC...
GWF enjoys books, movies, music and
adventure. Seeks similar 21-35 for friendship, maybe more. #2581

ANDROGYNOUS
GWF, 31, petite, honest, stable, professional, who enjoys dining out, music, travel
and romance. ISO androgynous/funloving
GWF. #2583
HOMEBODY
GBF a little butch, quite attractive. Grad
student career oriented. ISO attractive fem
of color to challenge my intellect. #2585
CUTE & SHORT?
GWF, intelligent, attractive, long hair,
sense of humor, seeks cute, short companion. #2563
DYNAMITE
GWF, 45. Small package. Lots of dynamite. Cultivate a relationship with honesty,
loyalty and compassion. 37-50. #2511
LEATHERDYKES
Safe, sane, consensual. Looking for a sensitive, dominant leatherwoman? Don your
leather and call. Let's negotiate. #2564

ADVENTUROUS
GWF, 36, 5'4", 140, non-smoker. Likes:
hiking, music, movies, reading, arts, humor, fine wine, animals, friends, dating.
Seeks: similar GWF. #2548
LIKETOTRAVEL?
Fun loving, youthful spirit, happy, GWF,
5'7", black/blue. Interests include fishing,
swimming, walking, nature, theatre, concerts, weekend getaways, ISO that special
female 38+, caring, loyal, with gentle touch
and tender heart. Write to SoVo Box 901,
1189 Virginia Avenue, N.E., Atlanta, GA
30308.
SHY FEMME
GWF, Femme, shy, likes antique shops,
flea markets, music, quiet dinners, fireplaces, quiet conversations. Into Native
American/Mexican culture, angels, teddy
bears, ISO GWF assertive, non-smoker
with like interests for friendship. #2533
DOWN TO EARTH
Attractive GWF, 24, 57"; br/bl, feminine
affectionate, playful, social, down to earth,
cuddler and grad student. ISO similar GWF
(22-28) for friendhsip and more. Let's enjoy going out/staying in, Many Versatile
Interests! NoBi's/Bulches/Smokers.#2514
TEDDY BEAR
GWF, 33, 6', br/gr, butch, sexy, passionate, romantic teddy bear. ISO feminine
GWF for exciting companionship. Don't
delay! Call today! #2517
FREE SPIRIT
GBF, 33, 5'10". Writer, free-spirited child
of the universe. Looking for tall GBF, 2840 already on a spiritual quest for stimulating conversation, occasional nights out,
quality friendship. #2521
LOOKING FOR LINDA
You're 45/5'9", short bl hair, hazel eyes.
You didn't leave me your felephone numbers. Please call me back #254*2524
LIKES NATURE
"Once (s)he drew with one long kiss my
soul through my lips." GWF likes nature,
darkover, music, conversation, ISO similar. #2523
SEEKS MATURE BUTCH
GWF, 27, tall attractive, ISO older/mature
butch to share life/friendship/love for honest fun. Let's play heteroxes. #2519
ROBIN
You answered my ad, but your voice mail
number is out of service. How do I reach
you? Hopeless romantic! P.O. Box 2443,
Acworth.GA 30102.
HELP!
Feminine, funny, professional, upbeat,
GWF, 32, in search of quality people to
communicate with. Rescue me from this
nightmare! Write SoVo Box 8600, 1189
Virginia Ave., N.E., Atlanta, GA 30306
SENSITIVE SEEKS BUTCH
GWF, 31, feminine, sensitive and has sense
of humor seeks butch GF for fun and
friendship. Let's get together. #2500
ROMANTIC DEVIL
GWF, 39, butch, funloving, romantic devil,
seeks one whom enjoys happiness. Dancing, movies, fishing, diving. Listening to
the wind. #2501
PIERCED BEAUTY
Tall, dark, pierced beauty, 27, emotionally
stable and vivacious; ISO GWF 25-35 outgoing and attractive who's interested in
cultivating a friendship. #2480
WANTS A REAL DYKE
GWF, 28, 140 br/gr, wants a real dyke.
Seeks beautifully butch women. #2472
FORTUNATE & WHIMSICAL,
Taurus/Gemini, easy going, missing another intense woman in my arms, want to
dine or dance, have coffee? 2484
SPIRITUAL
GWF, 44, sensitive, loving, humorous, intelligent, spiritual (Unity Church), ISO
similar, sincere, GWF, 35-50. NS, Alcohol/Drug free. Write SoVo Box 6530,1189
Virginia Ave. , N.E., Atlanta, G A 30306, or
call #2454
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AFRO PASSION
things afrocentric are my passion, along
with sistahs, short tall, dark light dark, conscious, self-aware, caring cool hot, reaching for language - intellect #2446

CUTE '62 MODEL
Low mileage, two previous owners, rarely
used. Seldom abused. Clean interior/exterior, sporty. Seeking luxury sports coupe.
#2428

VISA INFO
Need to contact anyone who has helped a
non-US National with work and/or visa.
All information appreciated. July/Colette
(404) 938-6389. #2458

CONFIDENT, ARTSY
WF, early 30s, curious, ISO creative, sexy,
semi-butch WF mentor to help me reach
my true potential! Me: arts professional,
Asia traveler, liberal, attractive, sophisticated, financially secure, intowner. #2419

SEND ME AN ANGEL
Myserious, pretty, gorgeous femme
fatale—GWF, 32 who is passionate, romantic; sensual, and creative, seeks similar sincere woman for friendship/romance/
relationship. #2210
SEX-STARVED
Tall, blond, green eyed fern wild Ban-shee
ISO; soft Butch in Gladiator shape, ready
for a challenge. Let the games begin! #2461
QUIET EVENINGS
GBF in search of GF for friendship. Enjoys movies, music, dining out and quiet
evenings at home. Relationship maybe.
#2402
FEMININE AND SHY
GF 46 - energetic usually feminine shy
funloving lifeloving. ISO romantic real
lifelong friend companion possible lover.
Photo unimportant. Write to SoVo Box
8000, 1189 Virginia Ave., N.E., Atlanta,
GA 30306.
PETITE & PRETTY
GWF, 40, feminine, petite, pretty, spiritual,
funny, honest, professional, passionate,
seeks similar GWF for theatre, walking,
hiking, dinners, romance, loving. #2436
WACKY SENSE OF HUMOR
GWF ISO GWF with wacky sense of humor and gentle spirit! I'm sort of butch,
57", bind/blue animal lover. #2197

TRAVEL, MOVIES & MORE
25 year old GWF, attractive, employed,
professional. I enjoy outdoors, travel, movies, music and more. ISO GWF 21-35 for
friendship/more. #2408
SEMI-FEMME
GWF, 24,5'4", slim, attractive, semi-feminine, educated. Enjoy dancing, fun and
romance. ISO compatible Fern for friendship and more. #2413
NO ROLES
Closeted, 20, BF, non-role playing, Scorpio, eccentric, student, natural, vagabond,
somewhat reclusive, life is music and
books. Desire to share and listen. #2414
LIKES ANNE RICE
GWF, 27, full-figured seeks other GFs for
friendship and fun. More comes in time.
Into Anne Rice, M.E., more. #2415
DANCING BUDDY
ISO fortyish dinner/maybe dancing buddy,
intelligent conversation, some laughs, good
stories, loving kindness, easy going friend,
maybe massage partner. #2417
MARRIAGE
Entrepreneurial GWM, 30, seeks marriage
of convenience. Write RO. Box 77152,
Atlanta, GA 30357
SHARE MY HEART
GWF seeking affectionate, playful GWF
to hold, walk with, talk to and love. Come
share my heart and life. #2418

my row
CHARLENE
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LOVE LETTERS
Tall, creative, adventurous, romantic, energetic, GWF, 33, professional educator,
who likes to "Run With the Wolves." Into
outdoor activities, music, spritiuality and
personal growth. ISO feminine soulmate
who still believes in writing love letters.
2420 or write SoVo Box 7101,1189 Virginia Ave., N.E., Atlanta, GA 30306
NO HEAD GAMES
Attractive, lipstick lesbian. 21. ISO GWF
25-32. Must love music and great sex with
no fear and no head games! #2423
WANTED
GF 28-35, feminine, professional, confident, sincere, compassionate, mentally/
physically fit, spiritual, 'strong character,
animal lover, drug/alcohol/ex-girlfriend
free. Interested in dating and friendship.
REWARD: GWF, 32, with same qualities.
#2429
SINCERE & SAGACIOUS
GWF seeks synorgistic connection. GWF
38-45, 5'6"+, clear, kind, centered, ambitious, articulate, savoir-faire. You believe
in true love that lasts, sets your mind, heart
on fire, keeps you held warmly when you
need to come in from the cold. You are
openly expressive of/receptive to honesty,
affection. Walk beside a sojoumer whose
heart has become impatient to fill the space
that has always belonged to you. No smokers, drugs, ex's, smugs, countrywestemites. Interested working towards
long term, monogamous, relationship with
gentle, positive woman of character. Write
SoVo Box 6551,1189 Virginia Ave., N.E,
Atlanta, GA 30306, or call 2373
INTELLIGENT, INEXPERIENCED
WF, 23, sexy, cat-green eyes, long hair,
intelligent and inexperienced. Have always
been wildly attracted to sensuous, intelligent women, but just starting to explore
my more feminine side. Seeking feminine
stable WF, 22-26, who loves to laugh for
friend and lover. #2395

M
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1994 CLOSES ON A BANG. This week,
Mercury and the Sun face off in Capricorn
and charge up comrnunications. Reach out to
others and express your opinion, whether it's
in work, play, love or money. Read ahead to
see how to maneuver ourselves and others.
Happy holidays!

«i
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TAURUS (APRIL 21-MAY 21) Since this is the
holiday season, you may want to find a good
excuse to visit faraway friends or family and
therefore scratch those itchy traveler's feet. At
least gather some kindred souls together and
have an exotic, unusual celebration.

FRIDAY NIGHT BUTCH
GWF seeks attractive, educated fem or
butch 35-45 for Friday-nite outings. (No
alcohol or drugs) #2391
LIPSTICK LESBIAN
28, petite, brown/blond seeks .attractive,
literate, fit, soft butch, lt/lt 5'5" or over.
#2390
OLD FASHIONED ROMANCE
Attractive, feminine, friendly, idealistic,
gentle, funny, professional (out of town
weekdays) GWF, 33, seeks platonic friendship or old-fashioned romance. #2387
HEY BABY
Where are you? Attractive GWF, 36, ISO
gentle, down-to-earth GWF 26-42 for
friendship and more. Blonde a plus, but not
necessary. Call me! Write SoVo Box 6554,
1189 Virginia Ave., N.E., Atlanta, GA
30306, or call #2409

QUASI-CONSERVATIVE
GWF 28 of Latin descent, attractive, petite, quasi-conservative, spiritual, sensitive,
freedom-loving. ISO classic feminine for
music, outdoors and honesty. Friendship
first. #2372

TOUCH MY SOUL
GWF, 29: attractive, androgenous, fun-loving and professional. Dare to reach in and
touch my soul, it's thoughtful of life, honest and open. Seek same for friendship/
more. #2194

SHY AND FUNNY
GWF, 28, 5'2", 116 attractive, shy funny,
responsible. Enjoys life and good company.
Looking for compatible fem. Friendship,
possibly more. #2352

FAILED DEBUTANTE
Reply if not frightened to GWF: 27, Psy.
Graduate student, blonde, eyes: 1 green, 1
brown, 5'4", wanting friends. Tame looking-surprise wild child. Fin. secure, catperson, garlic lover, eclectic music,
cappuccino addict, lives to blow bubbles
in the woods under moon, warms toe rings
by fireplace, reads lots, no white drugs,
smokes only on WEAK days, plays with
beads & drinks fine wine. Travelled, spirij^
tually creative, Rush hater, failed debutante. #2152

COFFEE AND CONVERSATION
GWF, 22, Rubenesque, attractive, adventurous, new to area. ISO GWF under 30
for coffee, conversation, friendship and
more. #2354
GOODLOOKING AND FIT
GWF with light hair & eyes. ISO attractive GWF 35-43. Must be outgoing, humorous & love adventure. #2229
INTELLIGENT CONVERSATION
GWF, 24, seeking intelligent conversation
and laughter. I enjoy Asian history, classic
films, meditation, gardening, Trivial Pursuit and baking bread. #2228

m
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LOVE ANIMALS
GWF, 30, petitie, br/blue, professional. I
smoke & drink! (Just thought I'd warn you.)
Seek fun loving woman for friendship,
maybe more. Enjoy dining out, reading,
movies, walks, and love animals. I'm new
to area & would love to meet woman with
similar interests. #2151

RUBENESQUE
Passionate, humorous, sensual, devilish
sweet, Rubenesque, Caucasian lesbian, 39.
Seeking independent, funny, spiritual lesbian. #2378

UNPRETENTIOUS WOMAN
GBF, NYC, political, spiritual, caring,
seeks mature, non-role playing, sincere,
unpretentious woman of color for conversation, romance and more. #2213

AN HONEST AD.
I love romance, but my passion is for good
sex, intelligent conversation and laughter.
Is anything else important? #2149

FEMMES ONLY
Cute GWF, 37, ISO GWF who wants it
ALL Friendship, romance, fun, and love.
Ferns only/no druggies. #2377

INTELLIGENT, ATTRACTIVE
Levi's semi-femme GWF 23, into Girls,
Melissa, k.d., Rain, movies, books; raising 2 mini-feminists seeks GFs for friends,
lover. All answered. #2214

ADVENTUROUS HEART
GWF, 42, professional, adventurous heart,
searching soul, personal/spiritual growth is
priority. ISO committed relationship with
like-minded mature women. #2155

UNDERCOVER NERD
GWF, 28 attractive, undercover nerd.
Chess, movies, theatre and music. Seeks
same 28-35. Cobb metro area. #2211

FUN AND FROLIC
Intelligent, feminine, cultured woman, 35,
desires fun and frolic with affectionate,
witty, feminine, stable professional GWF
30+, into motorcycles, travel, the arts.
Smokers welcome, drinkers not. #2125

OUTGOING & INTELLIGENT
GWF 30, attractive/professional. Outgoing
and intelligent seeks to meet same for
friendship. 28-35, no butches. #2376
JUST ARRIVED!
GF couple from Virginia anxious to meet
new friends. No games-just evenings in/
out. Leave message. #2374

GEMINI (MAY 22-JUNE 21) The mind works
in mysterious ways as you find yourself
focusing more on sex and deeply intimate
urgings. The secret to success in your quest is
to talk less about yourself and more about the
fabulous qualities of your targeted quarry.
CANCER (JUNE 22-JULY 23) You can't stop
talking about what your needs are, what you
are feeling about partners and partnerships in
general. This is all very well as long as you
don't become whiny. Air out the dirty linen,
but remember, a little goes a long way.

RED HAIR, BLUE EYES
GWF, 28, red hair, blue eyed loves dancing, music, etc. Seeks GWF 24-30 for
friendship, possible relationship. #2191

writers block will miraculously disappear and your
thoughts become fluid and compelling. Is it time to
begin that great American Gay Novel?
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&

LEO OULY 24-AUG. 23) If you apply this
electric conjunction properly, you can be
extraordinarily effective on the job. Try your
hand at something new. You can make quick
and accurate business decisions because your
mind is crystal clear.

&
ARIES (MARCH 21-APRIL 20) You easily
grab the ear of someone in authority who will
give high priority to a matter of importance to
you. Give some thought to what you want the
pinstriped 1995 baby to bring you. What a
shame to waste this energy on nonsense!

EUROPEAN GWF
Forties, 57", sensual, honest caring, seeks
sporty GWF with qualities, tastes, for relationship and active healthy lifestyle.
#2393

VIRGO (AUG. 24-SEPT. 23) This aspect gives
you extra courage to do some public speaking
or even a bit of dramatic performance. (I vote
for comedy over tragedy.) You may surprise a
few people with how gregarious you can be at
parties. Go with the flow and have fun!
LIBRA (SEPT. 24-OCT. 23) You may be
tempted to let family or very close old friends
know exactly what you think, come what may.
The holiday season can bring out the best or
the worst in us. Libras aire usually diplomatic
enough to avoid messy reaiminations.
SCORPIO (OCT. 24-NOV. 22) Plan to take
intellectual matters to the next step. This is a
superb time to catch up on correspondence;

SAGITTARIUS (NOV. 23-DEC 22) Sags are pretty ;
carefree with their money, but now allow your
money to work for you instead of vice versa.
Financial planning is highlighted as your mind is
sharp and focused on the bottom line. Plan now to
recap financial benefits later.
CAPRICORN PEC. 23-JAN. 20) Focus your
attention on personal growth. Decide what you
need to start now in order to advance your personal
agenda. Word of warning: this conjunction could
make your personality stronger than usual. Don't
use a hammer when a feather will do.
AQUARIUS (JAN. 21-FEB. 19) Intuitive thoughts
are sharp and on target as you uncover hidden
elements in your life, whether they are areas of
opportunity or deceptive areas of challenge. Give
generously to our community projects this holiday.
Show your rainbow colors and get involved.

3S

PISCES (FEB. 20-MARCH 20) Are you getting all
you need from friends? Pisces sometimes show an
alarming tendency to give their aE for the greater
good of the group. This is not always advisable, as
the planets now make amply clear. Establish who
you are> warts and all.
(c) 1994 LICHTENSTEIN, All Rights Reserved.
For best results, read both your Sun sign and your
Ascendant. For a free calculation of your Ascendant,
send birthdate, time, place, name of this paper and
SASE to: UCHTENSTEIN, P.O. Box 1726, Old
Chelsea Station, New York, NY 10011
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